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MIDLAND PROJECT
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In response to the April 22 letter from Elinor G Adensam, Chief Licensing
Branch Number 4, attached are three signed originals and 40 additional copies
of Consumers Power Ccmpany's responses on comments received by the NRC on the
Draft Environmental Staten.ent (DES). These responses address the comments in
the 20 comment letters transmitted to the Company by the NRC.

Two additional comment letters were transmitted to Consumers via the May 6,
1982 letter from Elinor G Adensam. The Company will respond to these two
letters under separate cover.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to these comment letters.

'

/ b

R A Wells, Executive Manager DD
For: J W Cook I

RAW /DAS/fms

CC RJCook, Midland Resident Inspector
RHernan, US NRC
DBMiller, Midland Construction (3)
RWHuston, Washington
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RAYMOND M DONAHUE (2/24/82)

1.A COMMENT: USE OF He IN LIEU OF H

I think that helium gas should be used for cooling the turbine in place of
hydrogen. The practice of using hydrogen has been due to the high thermal
conductivity of the gas (7.13 as compared to air at 1). The explosive hazard
of this use is exemplified by the recent hydrogen explosion at the Consumers
Power Palisades Nuclear Plant. The hydrogen there was used to cool the
turbine.

Helium which has a thermal conductivity of 6.23 is an inert gas and non-
flammable. Helium has long ago replaced hydrogen as the carrier gas in
thermal conductivity detectors in gas chromatographs.

RESPONSE

The turbine generators for the Midland Plant were designed by General Electric
and are sized appropriately for the use of hydrogen as the cooling medium for
the generator. Hydrogen has been used for several decades as a cooling medium
in generators and when handled properly it is a safe and reliable cooling
medium. The hydrogen monitoring and control system is designed to prevent an
explosive mixture from developing within the generator. Furthermore, as a
safeguard, the generator is structurally designed to remain intact in the
unlikely event of an internal explosion.

The recent hydrogen explosion at the Consumers Power Palisades Nuclear Power
Plant was an isolated incident and is not a representative model of the
operating experience regarding hydrogen as a generator cooling medium. This
incident was the result of a very localized gas release from the generator and
did not present a threat to the safety of the plant.

The comment suggests a correlation between the Midland Plant generator's
cooling gas and a gas chromatograph's carrier gas, a faulty comparison as
shown by the following comparison:

_
Generator Cocling Gas Gas Chromatograph Carrier Gas

1. Used for removal of large heat Used for removal of small heat
quantities from massive stationery quantities from small temperature
and rotating components element

2. High gas flows are utilized Very low carrier gas flows are
by design utilized by design

t

| 3. The gas is recycled continuously The carrier gas passes through
j through the generator the gas chromotograph once and
| then is expelled.

Contrary to the statement "the practice of using hydrogen has been due to the
high thermal conductivity of the gas," this is not the only factor involved in

miO582-0954a131
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1.A (Continued)

the selection of hydrogen as a cooling medium. Two other factors which
require consideration are specific heat capacity and windage losses. The
better cooling medium will have higher specific heat capacity and lower
windage losses. The specific heat capacity for hydrogen is more than double
that of helium. The windage loss of hydrogen is less than that of helium.
Therefore, a generator that is designed for hydrogen cooling could not be
adapted to less efficient helium cooling.,

The Midland generator will utilize hydrogen as the cooling medium which is the
state-of-the-art practice for safety and efficiency.

.

;

i
4

|

1

.|

!
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PEGGY E ROTH (no date)

2.A COMhENT: RADIATION HEALTH EFFECTS

The report states that the radiation risks are acceptable or that 12 chances
in 100 are acceptable. My comment on this issue is that many prominent health
physisists (sic) and scientists report that no amounts of radiation is safe-
how do you and "only engineers", know what will happen in our body systems
after 20 years exposure even in small amounts?

RESPONSE

We are unable to identify the origin of the quote of "12 chances in 100." The
DES identifies the personal risk for early fatalities due to accidents in
Figure 5-10. Examination of this figure shows that for distances greater than
approximately 1-1/2 miles fgom the Plant that personal risk of an early
fatality is less than 5x10 / reactor-year or, in other terms, on an annual
basis "5 chances in 1 billion," not "12 chances in 100." Also, on Figure 5-11
of the DES the personal risk of latent cancer fatality is identified as less

9that 5x10 per reactor year for distances greater than approximately 2-1/2
miles from the Plant or in other terms "5 chances in 1 billion" on an
annualized basis.

While the relationship between radiation dose and biological effect amaag
humans is not known precisely for all levels of radiation, the major uncer-
tainty exists at ver; low dose levels. At these low levels, background
radiation and its variations are comparable to the dose being considered for
nuclear power plants. Such is the case for Midland where the projected annual
doses are more than an order of magnitud.2 below that of background. In lieu
of a precise relationship between dose and biological effects, a linear non-
threshold extrapolation is conservatively assumed for radiation protection
purposes. The DES estimates of radiation exposure and dose effects are based
on this model and related Consumers Power estimates are in general agreement
with those of the DES.

miO582-0961d131
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PEGGY E ROTH (no date)

2.B COMMENT: EVACUATION PLANNING

Evacuation: The plan is a joke. It is good only on paper, would you try just
getting out Eastman, Saginaw or Route 10 at 4:30 daily?

RESPONSE

There is no evidence presented in the comment to suggest that the current
Midland evacuation " plan is a joke." However, to assure that the plan best
protects the public's health and safety in the unlikely event that the plan
will ever be utilized, the Michigan State Police and local law enforcement
agencies are in the process of reviewing the current plan to ascertain if
changes are necessary. The plan then will be revised accordingly to assure
that adequate procedures are in place prior to fuel load of the first Midland
unit. Note that the plan is not in force for normal traffic control and,
therefore, cannot be compared to any heavy traffic that may now occur at 4:30.

For a short discussion on the authority and description of actions to be
considered in developing an evacuation plan, please refer to Attachment A.
Specifically, an evacuation plan designates areas which are likely to require
evacuation and establishes primary and alternate evacuation routes.
Additionally, a plan includes procedures for orderly access to, progress
along, and exit from evacuation routes.

|
,

|

!

|
t
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MARJORIE KRUGER (3/11/82)

3.A COMMENT: RADIATION / CHEMICAL SYNERGISH

1. Should not have been built in an industrial populated area

No one knows what combination of chemicals and radiation togethera.
will do.

RESPONSE

Synergism was discussed extensively in the Construction Permit hearings with
Dr Meierotto, a biologist, Dr Nordahl, a biologist and Dr Sternglass, a
physicist, testifying for the Mapletown Intervenors and Dr Rust, Professor of
Pharmacology and Radiobiology, Dr Eisenbud, Professor of Environmental
Medicine, and Dr Whipple, Professor of Radiological Health, testifying for the
Applicant. The following was concluded:

" Viewed in the light most favorable to Intervenors, and without
considering the countervailing evidence of Applicant and the Staff,
the evidence fails to establish that, at the levels of concentration
involved here, there will be any interaction which would tend to
increase radiation effects from the Plant, or the chemical effects
from the Plant, or the chemical effects from Dow. And when one
considern the testimony of Applicant and Staff witnesses, t
evidence is overwhelming against a finding of " synergism"."gg)

Consumers Power finds no reference of consideration of the synergism question
in the DES. Since the question has been considered formally with the
conclusions as stated above, it is our opinion that a reference to the Board's
findings in the DES could shed light on the issue and avoid repetitive
questions in this area.

REFERENCES

1. Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, Initial Decision, December 14, 1972;
Paragraphs 64-66.

miO582-0961e131
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MARJORIE KRUGER (3/11/82)

3.B COMMENT: PLANT SITING

1. Should not have been built in an industrial populated area

b. Population is several hundred thousand in combined Midland,
Saginaw, Bay City area.

RESPONSE

This is a Construction Permit Stage issue and was fully considered in the
Consumers Power hearings. The Midland Plant Site meets the requirements of 10
CFR 100 which deals with plant siting. The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
(ASLB) concluded the following: "The residential population within the zone
is well within
satisfactory."(ggceptablelimits. ...the Board finds the population zone

"The Midland plant has been partially annexed as the most southern part of the
city; however, that portion of the city of Midland within 1-1/3 miles of the
plant consists almost entirely of the Dow Chemical Company industrial complex.
Therefore, the population center distance meets the 10 CFR 100 requirement
that it be at least 1-1/3 times the diboundaryofthelowpopulationzone."ggyncefromthereactortotheouter

An important feature of the Plant is its dual purpose nature. In addition to
supplying electricity for the Consumers Power system, the Plant will produce
process steam for use by Dow. Given this dual purpose nature for the Plant,
the ASLB stated the foll
alternative (location)."ggjng: "We conclude then that there is no preferrable

| REFERENCE:

1. Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, Initial Decision, December 14, 1972;
Paragraph 16.

2. FSAR, Section 2.1.3.5; p 2.1-9

~3. Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, Initial Decision, December 14, 1972;
Paragraph 76.
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MARJORIE KRUGER (3/11/82)

3.C COMMENT: BI0 ACCUMULATION

2. Releases of radiation will be in Tittabawassee River and on to Lake Huron

a. question the build up in the " chain of life"

RESPONSE

The effects of build up (bioaccumulation) are accounted for in determining the
radiation exposure to man due to Plant operation. Specifically, Regulatory
Guide 1.109 bioaccumulation factors are used. Appendix C of the DES, Section
C.1 describes the calculation approach and refers the reader to Regulatory
Guide 1.109 for a detailed discussion of the dose calculations. Regulatory
Guide 1.109 discusses bioaccumulation factors in depth, and tabulates values
used for various elements which range up co a factor of 100,000 times greater
than the observed water concentration. Thus, bioaccumulation effects have
been considered fully in DES calculations of offsite radiological consequences
due to routine Plant operation.

In addition to these calculational considerations, radiological monitoring
will be performed by Consumers Power to check fish, aquatic plants,
zooplankton, phytoplankton, benthos and other constituents of the " chain of
life" for abnormal concentrations of radioactivity. Observations at other
operating nuclear power plants have confirmed that the bioaccumulation factors
used in these calculations are conservative.

miO582-0961m131
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MARJORIE KRUGER (3/11/82)

3.D(1) COMMENT: ROUTINE RAD RELEASE EFFECTS-FARMING

3. Releases of radiation into air

question long-term effect on Saginaw Valley farming, "best ina.
Michigan".

RESPONSE

The effects of routine radioactive releases into the air are considered in
assessing the environmental consequences of Plant operation. Evaluations of
projected airborne releases have been performed by Consumers Power Company and
are substantially in agreement with those of the DES.

The dose calculation models used to evaluate routine air releases from the
Plant take into account radioactive depositon on farms. Annual milk produc-
tion, meat production, and vegetatable production within 50 miles of the Plant
are accounted for in these calculatiens.

No adverse effects on crops have been observed due to routine operations of
similar sized nuclear facilities which operate in farming areas. As discussed
in Section 5.9.3.4 of the DES (pp 5-30 through 5-32), environmental monitoring
is in progress and will continue throughout Plant operation. Currently,
vegetable crops are sampled at 15 locations around the Plant site.;

O
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MARJORIE KRUGER (3/11/82)
i

!
:

! 3.D(2) COMMENT: ROUTINE RAD RELEASE EFFECTS-RIVER FLOW DILUTION
,!

4. Tittabawassee River is very low in dry periods.
'

a. Question on releases-concentrated in small amount of flow.

RESPONSE

Routine discharges of liquid radioactive effluents are regulated at the point;

| of discharge to unrestricted areas. As a consequence, river flow is not
considered in meeting the radiological limitations of 10 CFR 20. If consi-,

[ dered, river flow, whether high or low, acts to further dilute discharge con-
centrations.

i

i

.

1

i

j

!

J

}
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MARJORIE KRUGER (3/11/82)

3.D('l) COMMENT: ROUTINE RAD RELEASE EFFECTS-F0G INTERACTION

5. Nuclear Plant cooling ponds will generate much fog in the area

b. Danger of concentration of low level radiation

RESPONSE

Based on the nature of the cooling pond fog, the elevation of routine
radioactive airborne releases, and the lack of evidence of such effects at
other nuclear power plants, no significant interaction between cooling pond
fog and low-level radioactive releases are expected during Plant operation.
For a more detailed discussion on the subject, refer to Attachment B.

!

l
4

!

i

;

i

:

,
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MARJORIE KRUGER (3/11/82)

3.E COMMENT: COOLING POND F0G

5. Nuclear plant cooling ponds will generate much fog in the area
,

a. danger of driving
,

|

RESPONSE

Based on field studies completed for cooling ponds located at the Baldwin and
Dresden Plants, steam fog resulting from operation of the Midland Plant pond
is not expected to have a significant effect on vehicle traffic. For example,
steam fog was observed to occur 40 percent and 49 percent of the time at
Baldwin and Dresden respectively. These observations were made over a
nineteen to sixteen month period of time encompassing two fogging seasons. !

Rolling annual fog frequencies are 26% (Fall 1976-Summer 1977) and 32% (Spring
1977-Winter 1977-78) at Baldwin, with 40% (Winter 1971-72-Fall 1972) and 47%
(Spring 1972-Winter 1972-73) at Dresden. Of these observed fogging days, 62
percent of the fogs observed at Baldwin had a downwind extent of 20 feet or
less, and less than 10 percent of the fogs extended for more then 0.1 mile.
At Dresden, less than 5 percent of the steam fog extended a distance of 100
feet or more from the pond. Thus, while fogging will occur over the Midland

pond,itisexpectyg)thatitwillremainverylocalizedandhaveaminimal
effect on traffic

The Dresden study indicated that on those infrequent occasions when fogging
did extend a significant distance from the plant, the fog tended rise as the
distance from the pond increased. Thus, while the fog may have extended some'

distance from the plant, th ff
elevated above the roadway.i27 ects on traffic were minimal since the fog was

' Also, refer to our responses to the V Castellanos Comment (8.B) and the
L M Hallberg Comment (9.C).

REFERENCES

1. Atmospheric Effects of Cooling Lakes, EPRI EA-1762. (A summary of this
report is attached to the response to Comment 9.C.

2. Report on Meteorological Aspects of Operating the Cooling Pond and Sprays
at the Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Murray and Trettel Inc, Chicago, IL,
August 1973, 1001-5.
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MARJORIE KRUGER (3/11/82)

3.F COMMENT: WILDLIFE IN COOLING POND

6. Cooling ponds will attract wildlife that will go elsewhere.

question advisability of hunters eating game.a.

RESPONSE

Radiological releases to the atmosphere and to the Tittabawassee River are
regulated by the NRC. There are no radiological discharges above normal
background to the cooling pond. In evaluating the radiological consequences
of Plant operatton, dose commitment calculations are performed which account
for human consumption of fish and wildlife that are exposed to routine
radioactive releases from the Plant. In the calculation for the maximally
exposed individual, it is assumed that this individual consumes well above
average quantities of the potentially affected foods. Such species as fish,
invertebrates, algae, muskrat, racoon, heron, and duck are factored into the
dose model. As noted by Table C.6 of the DES, fish consumption is calculated
to be the limiting case. Table C.6 calculates the annual dose commitment to
the maximally exposed individual as 0.15 mrem due to fish consumption. Based
on the results of these. calculations, there should be no concern on the part
of hunters or fishermen with respect to Plant produced consequences of eating
game.

i

i

!

!
i

i

i

!,

!
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WILLIAM A THIBODEAU (3/23/82)

4.A COMMENT: DECOMMISSIONING COST

I am writing to nuestion the contents of Section 5.11, " Decommissioning," of
the NRC's Preliminary Draft Report on the Environmental Impact of the Midland
(Michigan) Plant. The statement, "The technology for decommissioning nuclear
facilities is well in hand and, although technical improvements in decommis-
sioning techniques are to be expected, at the present time decommissioning can
be performed safely and at reasonable cost. . .", is a particularly bothersome
comment. What principles of syllogistic reasoning and scientific analysis
were used in determining the cost of decommissioning this facility as
"t_asonable"? Is the public, and especially the Consumers Power ratepayer, to
assume that the cost of decommissioning equal to, and in all likelihood, in
far excess of the original construction costs, is " reasonable"?

Is the reviewer of the Preliminary Draft Report expected to endorse the
assumption that "... Decommissioning costs for reactors are a small fraction of
the present-worth commissioning costs..." after being referred to NUREG-0586,
"Draf t Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear
Facilities", which indicates that the Elk River, Minnesota plant cost
$.2 million more than the original construction cost of $6 million?

Using the formula suggested in NUREG-0586, one can easily estimate an
approximate cost of decomissioning the Midland nuclear facility as well beyond
$4 billion. Construction costs to date are $3.39 billion and will undoubtedly

; exceed $4 billion by the time the plant goes on line in 1983 or 1984. Did the
NRC factor in the impact of inflation in their estimate? Was the tact that

'

I the Midland plant is much larger than the Elk River facility and therefore
will require greater decommissioning costs, included in the analysis? If so,
how is it possible the NRC could refer to these exhorbitant costs as,

" reasonable"?

RESPONSE

The Company estimates the decommissioning cost of Midland, Units 1&2 to be
$235 million in 1984 dollars. In other words, if the Midland Units are
decommissioned in 1984, it will cost the Company $235 million. Obviously, at
a later date the cost will be much higher simply because of the increased cost
due to inflation. For example, if the Midland Units are decommissioned after

'

40 years of operation in the year 2024, with a projected inflation rate of 7%
per year compounded annually, the 1984 estimate of $235 million will be $3,500
million, a figure higher than the cost of $3,390 million to build the units in
1984. The comment cites the example of decommissioning cost of $6.2 million
for Elk River Plant compared to $6.0 million for original construction. This
fails to take into consideration the fact that the two processes were carried,

' out in two different time frames as much as 30-40 years apart.

The Company's estimate of $235 million (in 1984 dollars) for Midland
decommissioning is based on the immediate dismantling / prompt removal method
and also includes the cost of removal of nonnuclear structures and safe
disposal of contaminated material from the site.
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ANDREA K WILSON (no date)

5.A COMMENT: RADIATION HEALTH EFFECTS

...There is new evidence that may invalidate the conclusions of the
radiological impact section of the DES. The risk estimates and radiation
toxicity levels may be understated and there may be, after all, significant
environmental and safety objections.

...The cancer mortality data from Hiroshima are considered the most valuable
in the world. In an attempt to define radiation risks these data have been
the basis for the widely recognized BEIR III report however, there is recent
evidence from research being initiated by physicists William Loewe and
Edgar Mendelsohn at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California
and from work at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee that previous
calculations on radiation data from the atomic blasts at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki are in error.

Until recent months it was thought that the Hiroshima blast produced a high
LET (neutron) radiation. New evidence now indicates that most of the cancer
caused by these bombs came from low LET (gamma) radiation, considered less
dangerous than the high LET form. Since the effects on human health from the
blast remain the same, one must conclude that the gamma rays were more toxic
than had been thought.

Most significant is that these studies will have a direct bearing on the
conclusions of health effects from nuclear reactors, which are gamma ray
emmitters.

Edward Radford, an epidemiologist at the University of Pittsburgh and the
committee chairman for the BEIR III report considers the BEIR 1980 report
obsolete and expects that the probabilities it gives for the risk of dying of
cancer af ter exposure to gamma radiation will be doubled. Likewise, he thinks
the probabilities for contracting any form of cancer after irradiation will be
quadrupled (Science, May 22, 1981).

The credibility of BEIR report is in serious jeopardy an 120 scientists who
met last September 1981 have agreed that dose estimates should be revised in
light of new research done at Livermore, two other national laboratories, and
two private consulting firms (Science, October 2,1981). It should also be
noted that several radiation protection organizations cited as references in
the DE: le also reevaluating their assessments based on these current
findings.

Should the Livermore revision be found correct, the modified version of the
BERI III report would no longer be valid (Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, June-
July 1981). Hence, the basis of the public health assessments as stated in
the DES would also be considered invalid...

miO582-0961v131
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5.A (Continued)

RESPONSE

The contention that "new evidence" may invalidate the conclusions of the
radiologicalimpactsectionoftheDESappearstobebasedontwoargjeggsfrom the May 22 and October 2,1981 issues of the magazine, Science
Unfortunately, an article in Science containing a response letter by the
authors of the "new evidence" was not also referenced. In that letter Loewe
and Mendelsohn took exception to conclusions made in Science based on their
Hiroshima and Nagaski dosiaetry studies and concluded that, "We fail to see
how our worg77an be a basis for assigning a greater hazard to gamma
radiation." For a more detailed discussion on this topic, refer to
Attachment C on BEIR III and the Research of Loewe and Mendelsohn.

In contrast to the subject contention, the BEIR report, which is one of sixty-
seven references contained in Section 5 of the DES, is not seriously being
considered for suspension. Furthermore, the implications of the Loewe and
Mendelsohn studies if any are far from resolved. There has even been some
suggestion that this new data may support a lower risk estimate for low doses
of gamma radiation, as would be present during routine power plant operation.
For lack of "new evidence" definitively mandating a substantive change to
radiation protection standards, the estimates of radiological impacts in the
DES are based on the best information currently available.

REFERENCES:

1. " Radiation Estimates," Letters, Science, Vol 213, July 3, 1981.

2. "New A-Bomb Data Shown to Radiation Experts," Science, Vol 212, June 19,
1981.

3. "New A-Bomb Studies Alter Radiation Estimates," Science, Vol 212, May 22,
1981.

4. " Japanese A-Bomb Data Will Be Revised," Science, Vol 214, Octcher 2, 1981.
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DIANE HEBERT (3/24/82)

6.A COMMENT: ELECTRIC DEMAND

...First of all Consumers Power's electric demand has been drastically
reduced, mostly due to the effectiveness of conservation efforts. Mc Gordon
Heins, of Consumers Power, testified under oath in 1977 that his company had
37% excess electrical capacity at that time.

Residential growth oectiaed to 1.9% during the 1973-79 period. This was down
from 7.3% (1965-73). Commercial sales declined to 2.9% (1973-79) down from
9.5% (1965-73). Industrial demand declined to 2.3% (1973-79) down from 5.1%
(1965-73).

RESPONSE

TheNRChasdeterminedthatneedforpowershallnotpg)consideredinthe
operating license environmental review of a facility. - Nonetheless, the
Company and the NRC have determined that Midland operation is necessary to
meet expected demand and reserve requirements, to provide operational cost
savings, and to decrease the Company's dependence on coal fuel supply.

Consumers Power's electrical demand has not decreased in recent years.
Compared with the previous ten years, demand growth has decreased. However,
there is no evidence that the decline in the growth rate is "mostly due to the
effectiveness of conservation efforts." Temporary economic factors have
played a major role in reduced demand growth.

The commenter does not understand Mr Heins testimony. First, the reserve
reference was for the Michigan Electric Coordinated System (Consumers and
Detroit Edison), not just Consumers Power. Further, while the installed
reserve was 37%, as Mr Heins testified, none of it was excess capacity. In
fact, all of this reserve was utilized and additionally voltage reductions
(" brownouts") were necessary to keep people supplied with power on one day in
January 1977. If the 37% reserve had not been available, the severe weather
andgenerationyggagesexperiencedcertainlywouldhaveleadtoworseproblems
like blackouts.

,

REFERENCES

1. 47FR 12940-12943, March 26, 1982.

2. Midland Suspension Hearing, Transcript, January 20, 21, 1977, p 1844,
1845.

i
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DIANE HERBERT (3/24/82)

6.B COMMENT: ELECTRIC GROWTH RATES AND PLANT CANCELLATIONS

These figures are fairly representative of electric demand throughout the
country. As a result many utilities have scrapped plans, or cancelled
construction, of nuclear plants.,

RESPONSE

It is inaccurate to compare Michigan's recent decline in economic and
electrical growth with the rest of the country. Not solely by coincidence,
electrical growth rates in the South have been well above average for the
Nation, while Michigan has continued to lose business and jobs to that area.

The comment concludes a cause and effect relationship between reduced load
growth projections and utility decisions to " scrap" the construction of
nuclear plants. At best this reflects a very shallow analysis of the causes
of construction delays and cancellation of planned nuclear additions.

A report published by the US General Accounting Office ( } outlines five
reasons for power plant cancellations and delays:

1. The decline in the rate of increase in demand for electricity.

2. Difficulty in financing power plant construction.

3. Utility frustration with uncoordinated, cumbersome, complex and slow
regulatory system by which local, State and Federal regulatory bodies must
approve various aspects of the plants construction.

4. Problems surrounding the acceptability and future of nuclear power.

5. Construction problems (lack of construction materials, lack of skilled,

craftspeople, low productivity).

As a consequence of unit delays and cancellations, this same report identified
; the following major consequences:

1 1. Increasing oil consumption, making the US more dependent on foreign
sources (the report cites a number of examples of increased oil consump-
tion and higher electricity which have already occurred).

2. Jeopardizing the industry's ability to provide uninterrupted electrical
service.;

3. Increasing electric rates as consumers bear the added cost of delays.
'

A report published by the Department of Energy (2) which specifically addressesI

the financial problems faced by utilities further reinforces the conclusion
that unit delays and cancellations are not due solely to decreased load growth

miO582-0960c131
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6.B (Continued)

rates and that the consequences of such cancellations and delays will cause
higher customer costs in the long run.

Finally, the comment is incorrect in its implication that cessation of nuclear
plant additions is occurring. "The wave of delays and cancellations that has
washed sver the nuclear program makes it easy to overlook the fact that more

arenowoperating."{gjtocomeonlineintheUSduringthenextdecadethan
reactors are schedu

REFERENCES

1. Comptroller General's Report to the Congress: Electric Power Plant
Cancellations and Delays, General Accounting Office, December 8,1980.

2. Impacts of Financial Constraints on the Electric Utility Industry,
DOE /EIA-0311, US Department of Energy, December 1981.

3. Annual Generation Construction Survey, Electric World, January 1982
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!
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DIANE HEBERT (3/24/82)

6.C COMMENT: RESERVE MARGIN

Nationwide, the utility industry has twice as much generating capacity in
reserve as the back-up of 15-20% that is deemed a prudent margin of safety.

RESPONSE

Though some may believe this to be a prudent marg . of safety, it is not
unreasonable that nationwide the reserve margin is about twice that. This is
due mainly to diversity of load and the economics of adding nuclear and coal- |

-

fired capacity in areas that are heavily oil dependent. Furthermore,
nationwide resources are largely irrelevant to the supply of power for the
people of Michigan.

.

.
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DIANE HEBERT (3/24/82)

6.D COMMENT: CAPACITY FACTOR

The cost effectiveness figures shown for operating the Midland Nuclear Plant,'

in the DES, are absurd. Firstly, the 50% performance capacity for a five year
period is unrealistic, considering the background of Consumers Power Company.

RESPONSE

As reported in " Licensed Operating Reactors Status Summary Report," NUREG-
0020, Vol 6, No 1 January 1982, the median capacity factor for large PWRs in
1981, excluding units st.arting up was 66% - which is greater than the 58%
value quoted for Midland.

i

,

!

4

4

.
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DIANE HEBERT (3/24/82)
i
l

6.E COMMENT: CONSTRUCTION COST

The DES report has also chosen to ignore construction costs. Can we seriously4

'

ignore 3.39 billion dollars, that we, as ratepayers, will be held financially
responsible for?

; RESPONSE

The operating license DES is not the proper forum for arguing the prudence of
the Company's investment in the Midland facility. The NRC has, in the DES,

i carried out its regulatory responsibility under NEPA by considering the
} environmental costs of operation against reasonable alternatives, including
| non-operation.

:
1

i

!

!

!

i

!

!
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DIANE HEBERT (3/24/82)

6.F COMMENT: KOMANOFF REPORT

. . . A report by Charles Komanoff, Komanoff Energy Associates, clearly outlines
the manipulation of facts and figures by the nuclear industry, designed to
show cost effectiveness for nuclear energy. Step by step, Mr. Komanoff is
able to show how the Atomic Industrial Forum (AIF) was able to come up with
its totally unrealistic cost figures in their 1979 survey.

The AIF survey,

1. failed to make sufficient allowance for waste and decommissioning;

2. excluded lower cost coal plants operated by the country's two largest
coal-burning utilities (American Electric Power and TVA);

3. penalized other coal-fired plants for being used below their potential
capacity, due to excess generating capacity.

Moreover, the AIF omitted the nuclear plants eith (sic) the highest
construction costs (21 omitted reactors). The 21 omitted reactors cost an
average of 60% more to cor.struct, and produced 19% less electricity per unit
of capacity than the 39 reactors included in the AIF survey.

Are we supposed to sit back and accept this kind of manipulative study?

Komanoff concludes in his 1979 report, " Nuclear Power Costs; Past, Present,
Future" that;

1. The capital costs of nuclear plants completed today average approximately
1-1/2-2 times those of new coal plants, causing total generating costs to
be slightly higher for new nuclear plants than for coal;

2. Based on trends prior to the Three Mile Island accident capital costs for
plants undertaken today will be twice as high for nuclear as for coal with
scrubbers, so that nuclear generating costs will average 60% more than
coal.

By the end of 1978 the " typical" new nuclear plant was 49% more expensive to
build than a new coal plant, with a scrubber, and 90% costlier than a coal
plant without a scrubber.

RESPONSE

Without commenting on the validity of the Komonoff study itself, we can easily
point out that it is totally irrelevant to the question of Midland. It

appears to solely address new nuclear and coal units. Midland, however, is
over 70% complete. A statistical analysis suci. as Komonoff's will not reflect
the realistic situation encountered in construction of Midland. This is
especially true when the dual purpose nature of the Plant is considered.
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] DIANE HEBERT (3/24/82)

6.G COMMENT: RATE INCREASES

Michigan's economy cannot stand the burden of the rate increases that will be,

'

necessary for the construction and operation of the Midland Nuclear Plaat.
; (At least 30 percent)

RESPONSE

There is no evidence cited in support of this totally unfounded allegation.

Consumers Power Company's 1981 studies indicate that the net incremental
effect of Midland being placed into service will be an increase to the typical
residential customer's bill in 1985 of 10 to 15%. This is a result of an
increase in the base rates of 20 to 25% to recover the additional fixed
charges, operation and maintenance costs and decommissioning costs associated
with the Midland Plant and a fuel savings of 10 to 15% due to the
significantly lower nuclear fuel costs.

.
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DIANE HEBERT (3/24/82)

6.H COMMENT: ENERGY COSTS AND MICHIGAN BUSINESS CLIMATE

Many Michigan companies have already cited high energy costs in our state as a
reason for not expanding, and perhaps leaving Michigan altogether.

We surely cannot believe that with another large rate increase on the horizon,
we will enhance the business climate of Michigan.

RESPONSE:

In a January 1982 typical bill analysis completed by the Edison Electric
Institute, the average industrial customer on our system of 1,000 kW and
400,000 kWh per month paid only 2-1/2% more than the national average. In
addition, this analysis did not include the effect of the very liberal on peak
hours and four-weekly averaging which would have the effect of lowering the
Consumers Power bill. With respect to industrial customers moving out of
state becaues of high energy costs, another study completed by the Edison
Electric Institute computes energy costs as a percentage of the value of the
product. This study shows that energy costs only comprise 0.4 to 3.0% of the
value of the product, depending upon the industry, and on average only
represent 1.2%. Since these costs represent such a small proportion of the
value of the product, it is not likely that they would be the determining
factor in causing industry to move from the state.

Generally the most important parameters that an industry evaluates in the
location of the plant facilities are as follows:

1. The availability of labor, especially skilled, if required.

2. The cost of labor.

3. The accessability to markets and raw materials.

4. Transportation costs.

5. Corporate taxes.

6. Availability of financing.

7. Energy and environmental impact.

8. Quality of life.

The ranking of these parameters for specific industries vary in relative
importance and they will even change with individual companies within an
industry.

A study by Roger W Schmenner, Associate Professor, Graduate School of Business
Administration, Duke University, dated October 1980 regarding The Location

miO582-0960c131
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6.11 (Continued)

Decisions of Large Multi-Plant Companies does not identify utility services as
a controlling concern of companies in indentifying, regions, states and other
metropolitan areas as potential acceptable plant sites.

!
|
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DIANE HEBERT (3/24/82)

6.I COMMENT: GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES
:

! General Public Utilities (owners of Three Mile Island) recently scrapped plans
for three large power plants. By this action, they hope to save customers 1.2
billion dollars over the next 30 years.

They have instead proposed an electricity conservation and allocation plan,
putting their energy costs at $250.00 per Kilowatt, as opposed to $1,750.00
per Kilowatt, if they had proceeded with the plants.

This plan will also save an estimated 200 million barrels of imported oil, cut
projected load growth in half, and of course, greatly benefit the rate
payer...

RESPONSE,

It is more than abundantly clear that General Public Utilities (GPU), in any
event, would have had to scrap their generation plans due to their dire
financial situation. As repeatedly pointed out in their 1979, 1980 and 1981
GPU Annual Reports to Stockholders, financial constraints prevented them from,

' making large capital commitments.
i

i GPU's load management program was in existence well before TMI. It was
expanded to allow GPU to maintain recognition as a long term provider of

j reliable electric service by holding down load growth, maximizing the use of
available facilities and minimizing new capital investments. But, even then,2

it is only a part of GPU's plan. Major power purchases have been made and
continue, in order to replace the power from TMI and allow generating unit
slippage. Finally, GPU has negotiated an agreement with Ontario Hydro to4

build a 1200 MW cable under Lake Erie to supply power equivalent to that from
a large generating station.

i
1

|

|
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US DEPe?THENT OF TRANSPORTATION: UNITED STATES C0AST GUARD (no date)

|

| 7.A COMMENT: F0G MONITORING AND MITIGATION

'

The concerned operating administrations and staff of the Department of
Transportation have received the material submitted. The Federal Highway'

Administration had the following comments to offer:

"The -roposed plant is located on the immediate west side of the
j Tittabawassee River opposite Saginaw Road which generally
j parallels the east side of the river in the vicinity of the plant.
! Saginaw Road is on the Federal-aid Urban System. Salzburg Road,
j also on the east side of the river and on the Federal-aid Urban
! Sy: tem, intersects Saginaw Road immediately southeast of the

railroad bridge crossing the river from the plant.

i From the information provided on Page 5-6, 7 and 8 the area
'

immediately east of the river could be affected by dense fog or
ice from the operation of the cooling ponds. We recommend the
applicant coordinate with the local road authority on the proposed
mitigation and fog monitoring program addressed on Page 5-8. It
may be desirable to install some of these measures in advance of,

i plant operations to reduce anticipated hazards (signs, centerline
j or edge lights) until the results of monitoring are known."
i
j RESPONSE

The proposed monitoring program and a commitment to take those actions which
maybenecessarytom{{jgatefoggingeffectsarecontainedintheplant!

Environmental Report Company officials have had discussions (May 1982) on
! these topics with the Midland County Road Commission.
i

REFERENCES

1. ER-OL, Revision 12, June 1981, Section 5.1.4.2, pp 5.1-18, 19; and ER-OL,'

! revision 12, June 1981, Section 6.2.3.1.2, pp 6.2-3,4.
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VICENTE CASTELLANOS (3/26/82)

8.A COMMENT: SUBTERRANEAN CAVERNS
i
' These caverns may be within 1/4 mile of the Nuclear Plant. The FSAR

2.5.1.2.5.4.1 does discuss these caverns but it left many unanswered
questions. Since there has not been specific calculations of the " foreign",

material removed with the salt that was removed, it is possible that the
caverns are significantly larger than estimated. Also never discussed was the

j very large chemical storage cavern which is northwest of the nuclear plant and
is utilized by Dow Chemical Company. Mr Jeff Kimball, a seismologist for the
NRC, was unable to answer several questions about these caverns at the OM
hearing on July 10, 1981 in Midland. Mr Kimball admitted to not knowing the
exact location of the caverns. He did say that the caverns were being further
investigated. Where are the results of this investigation? Why hasn't
remote-sensing been used to evaluate these caverns?

REPONSE

TheFSAR,aswritten,adequatelydiscussedsubtg{yaneancaverns. In addition,t

NRC concerns were addressed in a recent meeting between Consumers Power
Company, Dow Chemical Company and the NRC. The following statement is taken

i from the meeting minutes: "A presentation was made by Dow Chemical Company
(whose Midland Plant is adjacent to the Consumers Nuclear Plant site)
regarding past Dow subsurface mineral recovery operations in the general area.-

No open questions resulted from this presentation.",

REFERENCES

1. Docket Nos 50-329 and 50-3;0, Summary of Meeting held with Consumers Power
on Geology - December 2, 1981 Issued by NRC on February 4, 1982.
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VINCENTE CASTELLANOS (3/26/82)

8.B COMMENT: FOGGING OF ROADS

ITEM 2: Fogging of Roads

Dense fog may be so severe during the months of November through March that
visibility will be significantly reduced to create traffic hazards. The DES

only mentions Gordonville Road. Why were the parallel roads (Saginaw and
Poseyville) not considered. Our children in school busses and hundreds of Dow
employees travel .Sese roads in a one hour time span. Who is responsible for
their safety as tney travel through this nuclear plant created hazard? Will
the dense fog creet (sic) a vehicular hazard for the hazardous waste trucks

from the Dow Chemical Company? These trucks will be turning at Saginaw and
Salzburg Road intersection at the rate of one every 8 to 10 minutes. This
will occur when full operation of Dow Chemical's 152 acre hazardous waste
landfill begins operation.

RESPONSE

The frequency and horizontal extent of steam fog from Midland Plant cooling
ponds has been described in response to the M Kruger comment (3.E).

Additionally, the DES-OL notes that very dense fog is only expected during the
coidest period of the year when the dif ferential temperature between the air
and pond water is 70*F to 80 F. Such conditions are expected to occur at the
Midland pond very infrequently. For example, during the period of December 1,
1980 through March 31, 1981, there were only 34 hours (approximately 1 percent
of the time) in which a differential temperature of 70 F or more would have
existed between the predicted monthly average pond temperature and the actual
ambient air temperature. Not only must this differential temperature exist,
but the wind must also be from a northerly direction for fog to be carried
over Gordonville Road. Based on meteorological data available from instru-
ments located at the Midland Plant, northerly winds occured approximately 24
percent of the time during December 1, 1980 to March 31, 1981. Thus, the
joint probability of occurrence of the two conditions required for fogging at
Gordonville Road would be 0.24 percent or approximately 7 hours per winter
season based on the 1981 meteorological data. This probability assumes that
both conditions (differential temperature and wind direction) occur
simultaneously, which is not always the case. Thus, the 7 hours per winter
value represents a conservative estimate of the frequency of occurrence of the
above fogging conditions.

In regard to potential fogging effects at other roads in the Plant vicinity
(primarily Saginaw and Poseyville Roads), the frequency of occurrence of the
differential temperature and wind direction conditions required for fogging
effects would be similar to that described above for Gordonville Road. Not
only is the projected probability of occurrence quite low, but these roads are
located considerably further away from the pond than is Gordonville Road. As
discussed in the response to the M Kruger comment (3.E), fogging effects at
other cooling ponds have been found to be quite localized and to diminish
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8.B (Continued)

significantly as the distance from the ponds increased.( ) Thus, fogging
effects resulting from operation of the Midland Plant are expected to have a
minimal effect on nearby roads.

REFERENCE

1. Atmospheric Effects of Cooling Lakes, EPRI EA-1762, April 1981
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MCENTE CASTELLANOS (3/26/82)

,

8.C C0HMENT: FOGGING OF AIRBORNE EFFLUENTS,

1

ITEM 3: Fogging of Airborne Effluents,

Will dense fogging physically and/or chemically saturate toxic effluent from
the Dow Chemical Company and Dow Corning causing them to have a short airborne
flight? The results will be a higher concentration of toxicity in the Midland
area.

RESPONSE

The issue of potential interaction of cooling pond fog with pollutants
presently in the air over Midland ygg raised by the EPA during the Construc-tior. Permit Stage. In the FES-CP, this issue was addressed by noting:
" Interaction of fog with atmospheric pollutants to form acid mists, if a real
possibility, should have manifested adverse effects in the Midland area by4

j now, since natural fog occurs frequently in the area and air pollution is
; presently high. No effects have been mentioned by any source contacted..."
j We concur with the previous NRC assessment and note that its holding is

applicable with respect to any airborne pollutants in the Midland area today.

It is further noted that significant improvement in air quality has occurred ,

in the area since the FES-CP assessment. This reduction in airborne pollutant
levels also represents a reduction of chemical reactants available for thisi

hypothesized interaction.

REFERENCES

1. FES-CP, Section XII.B, p XII-4.
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VINCENTE CASTALLENOS (3/26/82),

8.D COMMENT: ICING AND INSURANCE LIABILITY

ITEM 4: Icing and Insurance Liability

Should power outage occur due to icing of power lines, home owner in'surance
companies will NOT cover losses such as flooded basements, loss of perishable
goods in freezers and refrigerators, etc. This damage is not considered an
Act of God but a man-created (nuclear plant) hazard. The DES does not discuss
this liability.

RESPONSE

| The Company does not expect " power outages due to icing of power lines."
Areas affected by fogging or icing will be minimal. In the highly unlikely
event of an outage attributable to fog or ice, the liability of the Company
would be controlled by the Company's Standard Rules and Regulations, which are
approved by the Michigan Public Service Commission. Generally, the rules

i require individual customers to take necessary and appropriate steps to
protect their property. If damage occurs due to the negligence of the
Company, the Company can be held responsible.
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VICENTE CASTELLANOS (3/26/82)

8.E COMMENT: RADIATION TAGGING

ITEM : Radiation Tagging

Radio-isotopes may tag products produced at the Dow Chemical and Dow Corning
plants making these products unacceptable for certain applications: such as
contact lenses (Freeland), ear, nose and breast protheses (Hemlock) or glues
(used for NASA pr;ojects). No evaluation of the radioactive impact on the 152
acre Salzburg hazardous landfill has been adressed by the DES.

RESPONSE

This comment may be in reference to process steam system operation and its
interface with the Dow Chemical Company. No other interface pathway is
relevant with respect to product tagging during normal Plant operations.
Consequently, reference to Dow Corning is erroneous as the Midland Plant
provides no process steam to their facilities.

The responses to the P E Roth comment (2.A) and to the M Kruger comment
(3.D(3)) discuss why routine releases of radioactive airborne effluents do not
constitute a reasonable pathway per the present comment. As discussed in
response to comment 2.A, routine radiological releases from the Plant will be
more than an order of magnitude below background radiation levels on an annual
basis.

As stated above, the Midland Plant will be supplying process steam to the Dow
Chemical Company. The process steam is separated from the reactor coolant
system by two stages of heat exchangers, which are the primary-to-secondary
heat exchangers and the secondary-to-tertiary heat exchangers. In order for
radio-isotopes to reach the process steam system, a fuel cladding breach (fuel
failure) must occur concurrent with a primary-to-secondary and secondary-to-
tertiary system leaks. In the event that any one of the above-mentioned
barriers fail, Plant technical specifications place limits on continued
operation with respect to primary coolant activity, primary-to-secondary
leakage, and secondary system activity. In addition, the Plant radiation
monitoring system continuously mouitors primary and secondary system

I radioactivity. Furthermore, the process steam radiation monitoring program
includes continuous monitoring of process steam, sequential monitoring of
evaporator blowdown, and an off-line sampling and laboratory analysis program
of steam and blowdown samples.

Due to the barriers to radioactivity, Plant technical specifications, and
' radiation monitoring programs, it is considered to be extremely unlikely that

any statistically significant amount of rad {gjctivity above background will be
measured in the process steam. As the ASLB found during the CP licensing,

| "The Board finds that the system promises to provide assurance that leakage or
( radioactivity into the process steam will be an extremely remote possibility;
'

that Applicant has submitted sufficient information; and Staff has performed

miO582-0961cl31
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8.E (Continued)

an adequate review with respect to process steam monitoring. The
environmental effects of the process will be insubstantial."

Accordingly, radiation tagging of products through the process steam system is
not considered to be a significant concern and, therefore, subsequent
potential environmental consequences on landfills are not considered to be
credible issues.

REFERENCES

1. ASLB, Initial Decision, December 14, 1972; Paragraph 57, p 45.
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VINCENTE CASTELLANOS (3/26/82)

8.F COMMENT: PROPERTY DEVALUATION

ITEM 6: Property Devaluation

It is recognized that the nuclear plant will impact property value in the area
resultiug in the loss of thousands of dollars for individual residences near

the nuclear plant. The DES neglects this impact completely.

RESPONSE

This comment reflects a common misconception about impacts to property values
in the vicinity of nuclear power plants. The issue was the subject of an
extensive 1978 study by Gambl
State University for the NRC.yg) Downing and Sauerlender of the PennsylvaniaThey statistically analyzed changes in real
property values near four nuclear power plants ia the northeastern US, and
found, to quote directly from their abstract, "The plants exerted no influence
on the price of housing. The original hypothesis (viz. that nuclear power
plants adversely affect community growth and residential property values) is
rej ected. Most people in these areas apparently have little fear over plant
related health and safety factors, and the plant itself does not influence
residential location decisions. Lower tax rates in host municipalities may
even encourage development."

REFERENCES:

1. Gamble, H B, R H Downing, and 0 H Sauerlender, 1978. Effects of Nuclear
Power Plants on Community Growth and Residential Property Values. US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG/CR-0454.
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VINCENTE CASTELLANOS (3/26/82)

8.G COMMENT: VIOLATION OF WRC ACT

Aiua 7: Violation of Michigan Water Resource Commission Act

The DES states that some fish and waterfowl will die as a result of cooling
pond and radioactive discharges from the nuclear plant into the Tittabawassee
River. This is a clear violation of the Michigan Water Resource Commission
Act. (See enclosure) The DES does not discuss this.

RESPONSE

The DES does not state that some fish and waterfowl will die as a result of
cooling pond and radioactive discharges to the river. The DES does state and
discuss potential losses of waterfowl as a result of coolin
notasaresultofthecoolingponddischargetotheriver.ggondoperation-The DES does
discuss potential impacts on river fishes as a result of thermal gjschargesfrom the cooling pond - fish mortality is not expected, however. The DES
does state and i
plant operation.ggjcate fish mortality in the cooling pond as a result ofFish mortality as a result of pond discharge to the river
is not expected. The DES discusses Radiological Impacts on Biota other than
lluma ns . "Although guidelines have not been established for acceptable limits
for radiation exposure to species other than humans, it is generally agreed
that the i

species."{{9tsestablishedforhumansaresufficientlyprotectiveforother

The NWRC Act is implemented and enforced under the General Rules of the Water
Resources Commission. All wastewater discharges resultant from Plant
operations will comply with Part 5 Water Quality Standards of the WRC General
Rules. Therefore, the Michigan Water Resource Commission Act is not expected
to be violated.

REFERENCES

1. DES-OL, Section 5.5.1.2, page 5-9.

2. DES-OL, Section 5.2.2.2, Tittabawassee River, page 5-11 and 5-12.

3. DES-OL, Section 5.2.2.2, Cooling Pond, page 5-12.

4. DES-OL, Section 5.9.3.3, page 5-29.
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VICENTE CASTELLANOS (3/26/82)

8.H COMMENT: RISK ASSESSMENT

ITEM 8: Risk Assessment

The DES fails to ma ke a cumulative risk assessment of the nuclear plant with
the following e tablished environmental risks:

Two chemical. companies Four hazardous waste landfills Numerous
chemical and brine disposal wells Three chemical storage caverns
Open hazardous waste storage area (inside Dow complex) Two
recognized earth faults (sic)

RESPONSE

Site specific risks have been considered and are addressed in the FSAR.
Recognizing that chemical facilities in the Midland area constitute a
potential risk to the Midland Plant,
quantify the nature of the concerns.(g) survey of all sources was undertaken toThe two major chemical companies
surveyed their production and storage facilities using specific criteria and
notified Consumers Power Company of potential hazards resulting from short-
term, high-concentration exposures. Based upon a knowledge of these concerns
thePlantwasdesignedwitk27tificatin ad protective features to mitigatethese concerns, including:

1. Telephone notification system from the two major chemical companies

2. A radio notification system

3. A hazardous gas monitoring system which can detect the identified
hazardous gases in the area and automatically isolate the control room

4. Control room design features such as low leakage, pressurization from
bottled air, and the ability to clean the control room atmosphere through
filters in the recirculating system

5. Self-contained breathing apparatus for personnel, should it become'

necessary.

Other concerns of hazardous waste landfills, brine injection wells, and open
| hazardous waste storage areas (if they even exist), are not considered
j immediate threats to the facility operation since they would be related to
! chronic exposures as opposed to acute exposures.
!

| The final concern dealing with earth faults as a site specific risk relate to
earth fault activity as an initiator for the hazardous chemical release.
Releases from this mechanism are covered by the mitigating equipment and

i techniques discussed above.

|

|
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8.H (Continued)

If this comment referred to the eff
this has been addressed in the FSAR{gs of seismic events on Plant safety,and is the subject of ongoing
discussions with the NRC.

REFERENCES

1. FSAR, Revision 41, 2/82, Section 2.2.2; pp 2.2-1 - 2.2-9.

2. FSAR, Revision 41, 2/82, Section 6.4; pp 6.4-1 - 6.4-11.

3. FSAR, Section 2.5 and Various Cections of Chapter 3.
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| LUCILLE M HALLBERG (3/29/82)

9.A COMMENT: ROUTINE RAD RELEASES AND F0G

| "In Sworn testimony before the Atomic Energy Commission Licensing Board,
i Dr Edward Epstein, world renown (sic) meteorologist from the University of

Michigan, testified that routine releases of radioactivity from the Midland
nuclear plants would be entrapped in the fogging from the cooling pond and
would rain out and ice out in the immediate area producing far higher levels

: of concentrations of radio-nuclides. Many of these radio-nuclides are long-
! lived. They will enter the water shed and, therefore, the Tittabawassee River

and Bullock Creek, in much higher concentration than Consumers Power has
indicated, due to this pathway of concentration of effluents. . .

j

His (James Carson) information indicated that the fogging and icing from the
'

pond and the subsequent entrapment of radio-nuclides would be even greater;

than Dr Epstein indicated. . ."

RESPONSE

l

: Based on the nature of the cooling pond fog, the elevation of routine
radioactive airborne releases, and the lack of evidence of such effects at
other nuclear power plants, no significant interaction between cooling pond
fog and low-level radioactive releases are expected during plant operation.
For a more detailed discussion on the subject, refer to Attachment B.-
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j LUCILLE M HALLBERG (3/29/82) i
4

i

{i
l

9.B COMMENT: RAD HEALTH EFFECTS |1

"...In a statement to the New York Times, a number of medical doctor's
associated with the Physicians for Social Responsibility have warned about;

what they call dangerous myths about nuclear power. Their statement inciudes
.

the following comments: I
4

| Nuclear plants routinely release radioactive effluents into
the air and water. They may contain elements that
concentrate in the bones, muscle, thyroid and other organs.,

i The magnitude of the health risk is inestimable since it may
'

take time for the material to circulate through the food
. chain before human exposure reaches significant levels.
! Leukemias would not then appear for at least five more years;
'

other cancers, 15 to 30 years, and latent genetic damage
might only become manifest generations hence. . ."

|

j RESPONSE

i

In contrast to the contention that "the magnitude of the health risk is
i inestimable", the DES identifies the personal risk of potential premature
! death from cancer to an individual from exposure to routine releases of Plant
i effluents. In DES Section 5.9.3.2, this risk is identified as less than one

chance in one million from one year of reactor operation. This calculation,

accounts for the effects of buildup (bioaccumulation) in determining the
radiation exposure to man due to Plant operation. Specifically, Regulatory

| Guide 1.109 bioaccumulation factors are used. Appendix C of the DES, Section
C.1 describes the calculation approach and refers the reader to Regulatory

| Guide 1.109 for.a detailed discussion of the dose calculations. Regulatory
4 Guide 1.109 discusses bioaccumulation factors in depth, and tabulates values
; used for various elements which range up to a factor of 100,000 times greater

than the observed water concentration. Thus, bioaccumulation effects have
1 been considered fully in DES calculations of offsite radiological consequences
j due to routine Plant operation.
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LUCILLE M HALLBERG (3/29/82)

9.C COMMENT: COOLING POND FOG

Fog plumes up to five miles long have been observed at the Dresden pond, with
worse predictions for Midland.

In September 1978, James Carson, Meteorologist from the Argonne National
Laboratory met with local Midland officials to specifically warn them of the
far more severe fogging and icing from the cooling pond that could be
anticipated than was originally described in the Midland Environmental Impact
Statement of March 1972.

His information indicated that the fogging and icing from the pond and the
subsequent entrapment of radio-nuclides would be even greater than Dr Epstein
indicated.

James Carson stated that the people in the area of the Midland cooling pond
would be subjected to hundreds of hours of steam fog every winter. Much
additional snow would be generated in the area and icing would occur on homes,
trees and animals.

His observations were based on data from the Dresden cooling pond in Illinois.
(Bechtel had used data compiled at an Arizona cooling pond.) That information
is not applicable to a cooling pond in the Midwest, according to Carson.

Carson indicated a much greater extent of the severity of the fogging problem
in the vicinity of the Midland cooling pond than anyone had anticipated.

The Dresden pond covers 1,275 acres and runs 90 degrees hotter than the
ambient temperature. The Midland pond covers 880 acres and will be even
hotter than at Dresden. Dense fog will be quite common over and near the
Midland pond during the cooler part of the year (November through March).

During these foggy periods, visibility could be sufficiently reduced to create
traf fic hazzards. Frequent periods of dense fog will require roads in the
vicinity of, and especially Gordonville Road to be very well marked.
Gordonville Road may have to be widened to allow more maneu7erability,
flashing lights may have to be installed to warn motorists that they are

| entering a heavy fog area where zero visibility was possible.

!
Ron Cook, resident inspector at the Midland Plant, said he had visited the
Dresden area during fogging and the residents called the road near the pond,
" suicide road."

| This excessive fogging and icing condition could have an adverse effect on

; emergency evacuation procedures, as well as, the removal and delivery of
radioactive wastes. The operation of Tri-City Airport could be affected.
Crops could be conta.ninated.
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9.C (Continued)

RESPONSE

The maximum horizontal extent of fogging observed at the Dresden Plant during
field studies completed at that facility was approximately 1.5 miles. The
studies indicated that fogs which extended some distance from the pond tended
to become elevated and, as such, had a minimal effect on the surrounding area.
Under no circumstances were
duringtheDresdenstudies.({oggingextentsofgreaterthan1.5mileobserved'

In Section 5.4.1 of the DES-OL, the NRC staff states that it "... expects a
more severe local steam-fog effect near the Midland cooling pond than was
predicted in the FES-CP." IIaving reviewed the seven references (2-8) upon
which Staff's statement was based, it appears that their conclusions represent
a pessimistic interpretation of the available data on fogging and i{{ggeffects. Additionally, a recent EPRI assessment of fogging effects (which
was not considered in Staff's evaluation) concludes that the effects of steam
fog resulting from cooling pond operation are minimal. Specifically, the EPRI
report concludes:

" Steam fog was found to be the most frequently observed atmospheric effect of
the cooling lakes, with a maximum occuring in fall and winter. Natural fog
also occurs most often in these periods. In only rare instances did fog
suf ficiently thick to impair visibility extend more than a few hundred meters
from the lake shore. Light icing of structures near the lake was observed
immediately near the lake when air temperatures were below -7 C (19 F). No
change in precipitation amount or intensity could be attributed to enhanced
evaporation or convection from the cooling lake."

A summary of the EPRI study results is included as attachment to this
response.

This comment implies that there is a significant difference in size between
the Midland and Dresden ponds which will result in fogging effects at Midland
which are more severe than those observed at Dresden. It should be noted that
the two units at Dresden produce approximately 1618 Mwe with heat dissipation
via a 1275 acre cooling pond. The Midland Plant will produce 1357 Mwe with
heat dissipation via an 880 acre cooling pond. The ratios of electrical
output to pond area are, therefore, similar for the two plants (0.79 Mwe/ acre
for Dresden vs 0.65 Mwe/ acre for Midland) and projected pond surface tempera-
tures for Midland are only slightly higher than those at Dresden. The Dresden
Plant also uses spray modules for additional cooling which results in
increased water vapor emissions and fogging potential. Given the above,
fogging effects resulting from operation of the Midland Plant cooling pond are
expected to be comparable to those observed at Dresden. As indicated in
previous responses , the effects due to fogging at Dresden have been found to
be minimal.

In discussing the need for actions to mitigate the effects of fogging, this
comment implies that fogging ef fects at Gordonville Road will be similar to
those experienced at a road located at the Dresden Plant. The road referenced
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; 9.C (Continued)
i

j in the comment crosses through the Dresden pond and is located adjacent to
that portion of the pond which has the warmest surface temperature and the

j greatest potential for fogging. Thus fogging would be expected to occur at
: this road with the same frequency and effect as occurs at the pond itself.
! This situation is quite different from that at Gordonville Road. Not only is

Gordonville Road located a short distance away from the pond, it is situated
near an area of the pond which has a relatively low surface temperature. For
these reasons, and because fogging effects at cooling ponds tend to be very
localized (see response to the M Kruger comment 3-E), the effects of fogging
at Gordonville Road are expected to be minimal as compared to those
experienced at the road which intersects the Dresden pond. Finally, it should
be noted that the Company has committed (in Section 5.1.4.2 of the

i Environmental Report) to take those actions which may be necessary to mitigate
{ whatever fogging effects may occur as a result of operation of the Midland

|cooling pond.+

REFERENCES
!

1. Atmospheric Effects of Cooling Lakes, EPRI EA-1762.)

| 2. Report on Meteorological Aspects of Operating the Cooling Pond and Sprays
} at the Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Murray and Trettel Inc, Chicago, IL,
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SUMMARY

The increasing demand for more energy throughout the world into the twenty-first
century will require the construction of many electric power plants. These plants wili
dispense large amounts of waste heat into the atmosphere through auxiliary cooling

systems such as cooling lakes and cooling towers. The atmospheric effects of
waste heat dissipation from cooling lakes was evaluated using data from two
field programs conducted in Illinois during 1971-1973 and 1976-1978.

Measurements of wind, temperature, humidity, visibility, and other meteorological,

parameters necessary for analyses of lake-induced effects on the atmosphere were
made from February 1976 to |tarch 1978 at Baldwin Lake. This is a large, man-made
cooling lake operated in southwestern Illinois by Illinois Power Company. Llaste
heat from the 1800 MWe coal-fired power plant is dissipated in a 890-hectare
(2200-acre)coolinglake. This field operation and analysis program constituted
the main thrust of the research. Additional meteorological field data for the

' period December 1971 to t' arch 1973 for the Dresden plant in northern Illinois were
| obtained from Cormionwealth Edison and analyzed. The Dresden nuclear power station

has a capacity of 1500 MWe, and waste heat during the field observations was dis-
sipated by a combination of a spray canal system and a 445-hectare (llc 0-acre)
cooling lake. Both Baldwin and Dresden are embedded in a temperate climate,
typical of the Midwest.

1

STEAM F0G

'
A major atmospheric effect, and one of the most visible associated with cooling
lakes, is the initiation and/or enhancement of steam fog. These fogs form when
water vapor is added to the air and the source of the water vapor is mach warmer

! than the air. Steam fog observations were made at both Baldwin and Dresden. The
intensity of steam fog at Baldwin was defined by the visibility restriction. In

1 ting the fog problem, steam fog with visibilities of 0.4 km (0.25 mi) ore

le. was considered intense enough to impose restriction on driving conditions if
the steam fog were to move across a road. At Dresden, the steam fcg intensity was
available only in qualitative terms, such as very light, light, moderate, and
heavy. Visibility restrictions were ascribed to these intensities after obtaining
further information from the primary field cbserver.,

Steam fogs at Baldwin were stratified into initiation and enhancement days.
Initiation days were defined as those when steam fog formed without any natural
fog present near the cooling lake. Enhancement days were days when natural fog
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| was present and the visibility over the cooling lake was less than the visibility
of the natural fog due to augmentation by steam fog. The Dresden observations
were not sufficiently detailed to stratify the data in a similar way. -

i

Steam fog observations were made on 40% of.all days at Baldwin and on 49% of all
days at Dresden. All intensities were most frequent during winter with a secondary
maximum during fall, and minimums during spring and summer. The Baldwin data
showed that only 25% of all steam fogs were accompanied by natural fog, that is,

,

most steam fogs were strictly lake phenomena.

Cold air dominated the occurrence of all intensities of steam fog. Over 80% of
the Baldwin and 92% of the Dresden steam fogs were embedded within cold air at the

surface. On fog enhancement days, frontal and low pressure activity were more
frequent. This would be expected because natural fog is often associated with
these weather types.

The relatively small number of enhancement days at Baldwin produced an erratic
temporal pattern with the greatest number of enhancement fogs occurring during
sununer. However, in Illinois the enhancement of natural fog by steam fog will
maximize most frequently, on the average, during winter and fall when the greatest

i number of natural fogs normally occur. The enhancement effect will vary from year
to year depending on the occurrences of natural fog and concomitant temperatures

! sufficiently cold to maintain the high water-air temperature difference needed to ,

e

generate steam fog.

i

j Dense steam fog (visibility of 0.4 km or less) was observed most often during

l winter. At Dresden 60 of 69 moderate-to-heavy or heavy fogs and at Baldwin 60% of
all dense steam fogs occurred during winter. Furthermore, at Baldwin 80% of the
dense initiation fogs (lake induced) occurred during winter and none in summer.

! Dense enhancement fogs maximized during winter also. Most dense cooling lake fogs
in other seasons were associated with natural fogs rather than lake initiations.

Relatively cold air temperatures were associated with the occurrence of many dense

j steam fogs, but little dependence between temperature and fog intensity was noted.

: A useful indicator of steam fog intensity is the magnitude of the water-air
temperature difference and the ambient saturation deficit. Steam fog intensity
tends to vary directly with water-air temperature difference and inversely with
saturation deficit.

;
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Most dense steam fogs initiatea at Baldwin (visibilities of 0.4 km or less) had
0water-air temperature differences of 19 C (340F) or greater and saturation

deficits of 0.5 g/kg or less. Initiation fogs were not observed over the cooling
0 0lake until the water-air temperature difference was at least 6 to 7 C (11 to 13 F).

Water-air temperature differences in enhancement fogs of equivalent intensity were
less. On enhancement days, the steam fog intensity was similar to that on
initiation days, but when steam fog combined with natural fog, the ambient
visibility was lowered by as much as 1 km (0.6 mi).

Downwind movement of steam fog farther than 6 m (20 ft) was obrerved in only 38%
of all events at Baldwin, and only 22 steam fogs at Dresden moved more than 30 m
(100 ft) beyond the confines of the lake. At Baldwin less than 10% of the fogs
extended more than 0.2 km (0.1 mi), and fewer than 2% had horizontal extents
greater than 1.6 km (1 mi). Significant downwind extent was observed in all
seasons at Baldwin, but occurrences were most frequent in winter and fall. Over
67% of all fogs with some horizontal extent were initiation fogs. In all but two
events at Baldwin, the visibility in steam fogs with horizontal extent rapidly
approached the prevailing visibility as the fog mixed with the ambient air. A
greater potential for intense fog and movement off the lake exists if the over-
lake trajectory of air is from the cooler to warmer side of the lake.

Overall, the occurrence of steam fog at cooling lakes such as Baldwin and Dresden
presents only minor problems. Most steam fogs at these locations were confined
within l.6 km (1 mi) of the lake. Only with winds less than 2 km/h (1.5 mi/h) and
with very stable atmospheric conditions did steam fog with appreciably lowered

visibilities travel more than 1.6 km (1 mi). On two occasions when this was ob-
served, the steam fog drifted downwind along an old creek bed. Cooling lakes with
water-air temperature differences similar to those reported at Dresden and Baldwin
and within a similar climatic type regime can be located within 2 to 3 km (1.25 to
2.0 mi) of major highways, airports, or other centers of activity adversely
affected by fog without appreciable interference in normal activities. It is
concluded that the horizontal movement of most steam fogs will be less than 3 km

(2mi), provided no unusual features, such as major valleys, are present. This,
of course, applies to the Midwest and other regions with a :imilar climate.

Results of this study can be used in conjunction with hourly weather data froc a
nearby weather station (climatically similar to the proposed site) and water-air
temperatures estimated from preliminary engineering studies to calculate the ex-
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pected frequency of occurrence and intensity distributions of steam fog at pro-
posed cooling lake installations. These computations can then be used in con-
junction with other results to obtain estimates of the frequency distribution of .

the downwind extent of cooling lake fogs at the proposed site.

ICING

During the colder part of the year, steam fog which moves beyond the lake can coat
structures and vegetation with ice. The ice can take two foms, glaze or rime.
Only rime icing was observed during the four winters of ot,servations at Dresden
and Baldwin cooling lakes. Rime, because of its low density and friable nature,
poses little or no danger to structures or vegetation.

0 0Rime icing was not observed unless the air temperature was -7 C (19 F) or less.
Thus, in Illinois and most of the Midwest, rime is primarily a winter phenomenon.
However, the icing season will be extended in other regions where the temperature

0drops to -7 C and below earlier in the fall and continues at such temperatures
later in the spring.

At Baldwin, the greatest horiznntal extent of icing was 0.8 km (0.5 mi), riost
of the icing events (907.) were observed within 200 m (650 ft) of the cooling lake.
The greatest accumulation of rime at Baldwin was 7.6 cm (3 in), and 90'.' of the -

rime accumulations were 2.5 cm (1 in) or less.
.

F' r rime icing to occur beyond the confines of a cooling lake, it was determinedo

that the following atmospheric conditions must be present: 1) an air temperature
0 0of -7 C (19 F) or less, 2) a saturation deficit of 0.5 g/kg or less, 3) a water-

0 0air temperature difference of 19 C (34 F) or greater, and 4) winds of at least 1
to 3 km/h (1 to 2 mi/h). These criteria are similar to the atmospheric conditions
required for the more intense steam fog events at Baldwin.

CONVECTIVE PRECIPITATION

Cooling lakes, because of their elevated surface water temperatures and greater
evaporation rates, have the potential of initiating and/or enhancing convection.
To investigate the possible cooling lake effects on convective clouds, satellite,
radar, and raingage data were used. .

Visible photographs from the two SMS-GOES satellites during the summer of 1975
were employed to investigate cooling lake effects upon the time-space distribution

.
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of cloudiness. Analyses were made for two cooling lakes in southern Illinois,
Baldwin and Coffeen, and a much larger, control lake, Carlyle. No evidence was
found that the cooling lakes or control lake had a significant effect upon the
sununer cloud frequencies. However, local terrain features in the study region,
such as ridges and river valleys, do influence the spatial distribution of clouds,
primarily cumulus and cumulonimbus.

Researchers from the University of Chicago routinely collected data using a 3-cm,
TPS-10 radar during the surmiers of 1972 to 1975. The area sampled included Baldwin
Lake and the region within the satellite analysis. Plots of radar first echoes
were examined, and they indicated that Baldwin and Coffeen cooling lakes have no
significant effect on the first-echo distributions. However, the large control
lake (Carlyle) appeared to have some influence on the initiation of convective
precipitation when atmospheric motions were parallel to the major axis of this
elongated lake.

A dense raingage network was operated in the Baldwin area during July to November
1976 and March to November 1977. The objective was to investigate potential effects
upon the regional rainfall pattern resulting from waste heat discharges into the
cooling lake associated with the Baldwin power plant. Results of the two-year study
were inconclusive. A persistent rainfall maximum was locatad in the Baldwin

Network 10 to 15 km (6 to 9 mi) east to east-nortneast of the center of the lake when
rainfall for the two years was combined. This apparent anomalywas especially prominent
with stoms moving from the southwest quadrant, which place the lake directly
upwind of the observed maximum. However, the rainfall maxima in the eastern part

' of the network were in agreement with the natural rainfall distribution for southern
Illinois during the sampling periods, as shown by the National Weather Service
records.

It is concluded that cooling lakes the size of Baldwin and Coffeen have little
or no effect upon the initiation of convective cloudiness or precipitation. How-i

ever, much larger cooling lakes, as indicated by the Carlyle findings, could
enhance convective activity when the low-level air and clouds have a relatively
long travel time over the lake. Otherwise, most cooling lakes have a minimal

,

! impact upon the initiation and enhancement of convective cloudiness and should
produce no environmental problems of significance.

TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE PLUMES
l

Cooling lakes are warmer than natural lakes in the same climatic region end

*
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latitude, and the average water temperatures are warmer than the average air
.

temperatures during all seasons. The evaporation rate from such a lake will be
greater than from a natural lake. Air with an over-lake trajectory can be heated, and .

water can te evaporated from the lake surface, adding moisture. Thus, the near-surface

air has the potential of advecting warmer and moister air downwind. Temperature
and dew point data were stratified by prevailing winds at 0600 and 1500 CST to
determine the magnitude of temperature and dew-point increases from the upwind to
downwind shore and the downwind horizontti extent of the elevated temperatures.
The largest increases in monthly averages and the greatest horizontal extent of
the elevated temperatures downwind from the cooling lake were realized during

winter and spring.

Increases from the upwind to downwind shore based on monthly averages ranged frcm
near zero to 3 C (5.5 F) at 0600 CST, near the time of normal daily minimum0 0

temperatures. The largest departures from the upwind to downwind shores were
noted with southwest and northwest winds. Ocwnwind extent was usually detectable

only in the first 0.8 to 1.6 km (0.5 to 1 mi). At 1500 CST, near the time of the
maximum daily temperature, increases in air temperature from the upwind to downwind

0shore were minimal, but increases in dew-point temperature ranged from 0.5 to 3.0 C

(1.0 to 6.0 F). However, the downwind extent of these elevated temperatures was0

only 0.4 to 0.8 km (0.25 to 0.5 mi) with southwest and northwest winds, or .

approximately 50". of the downwind extent experienced at 0600 CST.

0
'

On individual mornings (0600 CST), air temperature increases of as much as 4.4 C
0 0 0(8 F) and dew-point increases of 5.6 C (10 F) were noted from the downwind to the

upwind shores. The horizontal extent of the elevated temperatures changes rapidly
with increasing distance from the downwind shore. However, some minor elevated

air temperatures and/or dew points (0.6 C or I F) were noted at Baldwin as far as0 U

2 km (1.25 mi) downwind on some mornings. By mid af ternoon the air temperature
increases were not as pronounced, but the dew-point temperature changes were
similar to the mornings. The horizontal extent of the elevated temperature was

,

reduced to I km (0.6 mi) or less,
i

| TFACER EXPERIMENTS

Three tracer experiments using sulfur hexafluoride (SF ) were made to simulate6:

the advection of moisture and heat, both important to the fomation of steam fog
and to the downwind extent of the visible fog, plume. These tracer releases indicate

|
that significant concentrations of moisture and heat are most likely to occur with
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a neutral or stable atmosphere near the surface. However, large amounts of
dispersion were observed within relatively short d'istances. The rapid downwind
dispersion experienced in these tracer releases helps to explain the relatively
small downwind areal extent of lake-generated steam fog observed at Baldwin.
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LUCILLE M HALLBERG (3/29/82)

9.D COMMEN"J: F0GGING AND EVACUATION PLAN

"This excessive fogging and icing condition could have an adverse effect on
emergency evacuation procedures."

RESPONSE

As noted in the responses to related comments by M Kruger (3.E) and
V Castellanos (8.B), although fogging will occur about the cooling pond, it is
expected that it will remain very localized and have minimal effect on vehicle
traffic. More importantly, cooling pond fog should have little effect on
evacuation or other emergency activities. Since any pond fogging occurring
concurrent with an accident will essentially travel in the same direction as
any potential radioactive releases, it is doubtful that an evacuation of
residents or travel of emergency personnel would ever be directed towards any
fog plume or ice caused by fog based on minimizing radiological consequences,

miO582-0986h131
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THOMAS HEARR0N (3/31/83)(sic),

!
<

10.A(1) COMMENT: CONSTRUCTION COST AND RATE INCREASES

Economics: The report conhiders only generating costs, ignoring the enormous
! construction costs which ratepayers such as I will have to be responsible for.

Using such a methodology, one would also conclude that buying a diesel powered:

] Mercedes is cheaper than buying a Chevette because the Mercedes gets better
i gas mileage.

i RESPONSE

See similar response to D Hebert comments 6.E and 6.G.
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THOMAS HEARR0N (3/31/83)(sic)

10.A(2) COMMENT: REPLACEMENT POWER COST

Further, the report compares the cost of nuclear generated electricity with
that of purchased power--normally the most expensive electricity--while
specifically not considering the economics of converting the plant to coal or

i other fuels.

RESPONSE

The data presented in DES Section 2.2 regarding the energy cost of replacing
Midland's generation are not just purchased power, but also include the
increased cost of additional generation from the Company's coal- and oil-fired
units. Further, purchased power is not normally the most expensive
electricity but in fact for the majority of time is less expensive than using
the Company's oil-fired units.

Utilizing the Company's existing units and purchased power are the only viable
alternatives to replacing Midland's generation at this time. (Since issuing
the DES, the NRC has amended its regulations to eliminate considerations of
need for power and alternative energy source issues from its review of,

applications to operate nuclear power plants (47 FR 12940-12943, March 26,i

! 1982).)
;

!

i

.
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THOMAS HEARR0N (3/31/83)(sic)

10.A(3) COMMENT: ECONOMICS - BOND RATING

Finally, the NRC staff apparently accepts Consumers Power's assertion that an '

excess generating capacity of 23 percent is necessay. On the other hand,
Standard and Poor recently downgraded Consumer's bond rating, precisely
because of a fear that Consumers was building too much generating capacity.

RESPONSE

On November 2, 1981, Standard and Poor's announced a downgrading of Consumers
and Detroit Edison's first mortgage bonds from "BBB" to "BBB ". This
downgrading was indicated to be due to " Deterioration of the regulatory and
political environment brings into question the company's ability to maintain
financial flexibility" as indicated in Credit Analyses of November 9,1981.
In fact, the issue of " excess capacity position which is expected to result
when the Midland units begin operation in 1983 and 1984" was a claim brought
by the Michigan Attorney General in his brief before the Michigan Supreme
Court and clearly is not a claim of Standard and Poor's in their credit
analyses.

REFERENCES (ATTACHED)

1. Standard and Poo 's Credit Week, November 2, 1981, p 543; November 9,
1981, pp 490-491; Janua ry 25, 1982, pp 1910, 1912; April 26, 1982, p 1495,
1496.

2. Question and Answer, 23-AG-361, Question 12B
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0 745 PROPERTY S&P's ratog on this trust's serwor notes has been raised to 'AA' from 'A*. The trust was formerly Corkt INVESTMENTS necticut General Mortgage and Reatty investments The ratog change reflects additonal support pro-;

i vided by the merger of tne trust nto PrucentialProperty investment Secarate Account. a subsic:ary of the
Prudentialinsurance Co of America The accuisition brought about converson of outstandog convert-*

sble debentures, inereby lowerng total debt and sncreasing paid-in capital Ad;using for this total debt to*

eausty at August 31.1981 was a very conservatwe 81% Problem loans as a percent of ecuity was a low
f 6%. Since the mid 1970s the trust has emphasized county investments, and at year end March 31.1981

Ngher-yieldng equity ovestments totaled more than 50% of the well-dwersified portfoho Retum on as-
sets excludog non-recourse mortgage debt was a strong 2.9%. Debt usage has been conservatwo for
the past five years with signincantly lower short-term debt levels n the past three years in response to
Prudential's wishes, the trust does not plan to make any new ovestments except to fulfd existing commit-
ments

CONSUMEPS S&P has towered Consumers Power's publicly rated Erst mortgage and coffateralized pollubon control
POWER CO. revenue bonds to 'BBB " from 'BBB'. debentures unco!!aterahzed poDuton controlrevenue bonds, and

preferred stock to 'BB +' from 'BBB *. and preference stock to 'BB * from 'BB1 Add.fionally, the com-
pany's proposed off erng of 575 mikon first snortgage bonds, due 1989, has been rated 'BBB * As n

*
the case of our decison on Detroit Edison, the rat ng changes reflect weakening enancial f!exeihty, as
evidenced by the pendog Michigan Supreme Court decisen concerning the legahty of foancing approv-
als by the state pubhc service commsson Moreover. Questens have also been raised relative to future
nelusco of new plant n the rate base, n light of potentially high reserve margins Our concern has been
heightened by actions of the M*ch:gan attomey generalin slowing Snancog aoprovals through pet.tions

g to the courts Add.tionally costs relat.ng to construction of the 53.1 bilhon Midland nuclear plant win nety
y continue to weaken Anancials, impacted by the hated $nancing flexib hty. These expend:tures are precip-

stating heavy rehance on securities sales as well as substantial usage of short-term debt Financialpro-
tection measures wdl remain under considerable pressure until the plants become operatonal and the
company begos to eam a reasonable retum on its envestment. See next week's Crec4tWeek for a corr >-g

plete analysis.

/

J
DETROIT EDISON S&P has lowe ed Detroit Edison's pubhefy rated Erst mortgage and coltateralized polluten control reve-

O-- CO. nue bonds to BBB * from 'BBB'. unconateratized po!!uten control revenue conds to 'BB + ' from
'BBB *. preferred stock to *BB+ * from 'BBB'. pref erence stock to *BB * from 'BB'. and commercial pa-
per to 'A-3' from 'A-2*. As an the case of our decision on Consumers Power. the rat ng changes ret:ect a
detercration n Anancial llexed.ty, exemp!.fied by tne pend.ng Michigan Supreme Court decison concem-
ing the legality of Anancing approvals by the state pubhc service commission The Michigan attomey gerw
eralhas raised senous Questons relattve to future eclusion of new plant n the rate base, n light of poter>
ba?y high reserve margins, and has been successful n stowng inancing approvals through pebtens to the
courts. Recent upward revisens o constructon costs are expected to have a conhnung negative impact

| on the company's foancial positon particularfy n view of the hmated financing f!exibility Weak niemal
| cash generation has precipitated heavy reliance on external financing and particu:arly high usage of

short-term debt While the court has htted its temporary stay on Comm sson approval of Detro.t Edison's
1981 hnancing schedule, no such approval has yet been grven for 1982. Fnancial protecton measures
will reman under considerable pressure until new plants become operational and the company begins to
tam a reasonable retum on its investment See next week's CredtWeek for a complete analysis.

NEW JERSEY S&P has maintaned the rat.ng of 'AAA* on New Jersey's issue of $150 million G.O. bonds, based on the
state's sound Anancial position conservative Ascal management and good econome pertormance. This
issue will provide 550 rnilton for the Green Acrcs (parks ar d recreaton) program 545 milhon to est tu-
tions and agencies, and $55 milhon to transportabon State debt is moderate. The state has not issued,

I' short-term debt since the adoption of the 1947 constitution The state's economic performance has ex-
ceeded expectatens. This is attreuted to the recent diversificaten of the economic base, primardy
through the expanson of the service sector as a result of casino gaming n Atlanbc City. Decline of build-e

4 ing actmfy has been modest. especiatry in contrast to the sharp dechnes n 1974-1976. New business

|
charters have increased 16% n the Arst six months of 1981. compared with tne sirnitar period n 1980.
Business failure rates have remaced stable o contrast to a sharply rising natonal trend. Unemployment

! rates, which exceeded nationallevels o the 1970s, have remaced at or below the natiorfs n recent
years. As a result revenues from sales corporate, and income taxes have exceeded protections Due to
snproved revenues and conservative bedgeing. New Jersey's Snancial posit;on remans sound. See next

| week's CreditWeek for a complete analysis.
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c- Consumers Power Co.

$ 100 maon fitst rnortgage bonds due 1989
Sold October 30. Morgan Stanley & Co.
Rated '888 *

Rationate: Conseners Power Co 's proposed of'ering Gf first nance costs n accordance with changes in the consumer price
mortgage bonds has t>een rated 'BBB '. All other publicly inden Rate deosions ettectively have no tene limit, interen rate
rated first mortgage and co!!ateralged pollution controt revenue rehef may be issued n emergency cases, however the time tags
bonds have been lowered to 'BBB ' from '888'. debentures, have taken up to noe months in the company's last electric
uncollaterahzed pout on control revenue bonds and preferred rate case increase (fued en January 1979 and issued an Auguststock lowered to '88 + * from '6BB ', and preference stock to 1990) a portion of the costs 1or Campbell Unit 3 (in-service date
'BB * trom 'BB +'(Cred,f Bulleto. Nov 2) Defenoration of the November 1980) was included prosoectively n rate base; upon
reputatory and pofitical environment brings anto ouestion the petitions to the MPSC, recovery of the totalinvestment was au-
company's abaty to mantain f:nancial flexibstr Ce:ays by the thorged n June 1981. On the gas distribution side, a final rate
Michegan Pubhc Serv'ce Commission (MPSC) an grantog hnanc- increase order (onginally fued n March 1978) is anticipated n
ing schedule approval have continually placed the company late 1981 and contans certan issues related to closog of the
under severe stress n seekog external funds to meet its large Marysville Gas Reforming piant and hand:.ng of reduct,ons n
construction comm.tments issues raised by the Michigan Attor- cost of service resu!!ng from the shutdown. (Previous.'y, a por-
ney General furtner cast doubt over the MPSC's abar/ to ren- tion of new plant had Deen excluded from rate base because of
der b.nd:ng deossons One important issue to be addressed is determned imprudent costs) The company must appry to the
the encess capac ty pos. tion which is espected to resu't when MPSC for permission to sell secunties in 1980 and through July
the Moand units Deg n operat.on n 1983 and 1984 and rnay 1981. imted financing was approved through a 1979 order and
geogardee tne company's cbihty to earn an adecuate return on periodic interim orders and hearings were prolonged because
its investment Add.tiona:ly at this pont, plans for the sale of of various challenges by etervenors The 1981 secunties sales
capacity have not yet been estabbsned Recent intervention by order is currently pendog before the MPSC. Several commis-
the M.chigan Supreme Ccurt and its pending decision an deter- sion orders inclucting grantog of Anancing approvals, have
m n ng the parameters of comm ssion authonty of grantog th been appealed to the Mchigan cecuit court of appeals either by -

nancing scriedule approvals should resolve some of the present antervenors or the M.Ch.gan Attorney General, alleging errors of
uncerta nt.es re;atwe to capital spendog plans. It approval of fb- law by the Comrnssion Moreover, st appears that much of the
nancings is not to'incomog. however, serious pressure could pend.ng controversies have fe'ated to the absence of power
be p! aced on the company s borrowing capacty, especa!!y the plant siting statutes On occasica. the Michigan Suoreme Court
avadabihty of short-term cred t Fixed charge coverages has heard certan controversies and remanded the cases to the
showed amprovement n the hrst half of 1981 (enhanced by Commission On September 16, tne Supreme Court etervened,
targe oft system gas sales to other util. tees), enabhng the com- upon petition of the Attomey General, o the 1980 Anancing ap-pany to meet its ndenture tests and to sell this issue of hrst proval 1,tigation, consohdatog a similar Detroit Edison Co. case
mortgage bonds Prospects for rnore adeouate f:xed charge with Consumers The cou't amposed a stay on all f:nancing by
coverages contnue to cecend upon completion of the heavy both companies, heard oral arguments in rnd-October, and va-
construct.on prog'am (which centers on completion of the Md- cated the hnancing stays the fol owng day. A f;nal order has not
tand nuclear plant). as weh as earning a return on that anvest- yet Deen assued on the remairung matters before the court. The
ment in add. tion, financat flexibAty as senously weakened by Supreme Court's final order should beg.n to resolve rnany of the
the highly leveraged caoital structure, the nabihty to meet is- uncertainties regarding MPSC's statutory authonty and its lega!
suance tests, and a low level at eternally generated cash responsibaties in morttorng utaties n Mchgan.

Business: This maior combination utify serves more inan 5 3 Capital Projects: Capital expend.tures are estimated to be
mauon residents in tne lower peninsula of Mctugan Pnne: pat in- $3.1 bdhon (inctudng AFDC) for 1981-1985. 5688 rnal.on of
dustries include automooste production and chemcat manufac- which wdl be spent n 1981 The construction ex.penditures for'
turno Of total 1980 operatog revenues. 55% were derrved Md and Nuclear pfant represent a large portion of the spendogtrom electnc. 43% from natural gas, and 2% from other. The' program Current cost estmates for the two units eQuat $3.1
efectnc generation fuel rruz n 19CO was 68.5% coa!.13 6% ru- bihion with company ovestment, as of June 30. totahng $1.76
clear,161% od and gas. and 18% hydro Over 50% of gas pur- bdhon (Bechtel Power Corp.. prrne contractor ior the p! ant, is
cnased last year aas from Trunkhne Gas and Panhandte East- currently preparing a new cost forecast). In 1980, evaluation of
ern Pipehne Dunng the 12 rnonths ended June 1981, electne hcensing delays and design revisions resultog from the Three
sales were relativety flat whoe natural gas sales increased by Mile fstand accader't nearly doubled costs (from an es!6 mated
17%. pnmar4 because of large amounts of ot!-system sales to 5167 bilhon) and extended the in-service dates by two years. If s
out-of-state utaties. further delays develop prevening Urtt 1 (a cogeneration urut

, and second to go on 1,ne) becom:ng operat;onal b, December
Regulation: Rates are regufated by the appotnted three-mem- 31,1984. Dow Chemical Co was be perrntted to term nate ds
ber M.chigan Pubte Service Commission (MPSC) Tax benet:ts purchase agreement for the process steam service Loss to .
atti.butable to investment tax cred.ts and t.berahled deprecia- Consumers Power for the porten of costs which would not be
t.on are norma!Jed An odexing provision a!!ows an ad,ustment paid by Dow coufd range from $175 to $310 mAon based on
r1 rates annuah to ref:ect changes an certa n operat.ng ma:nte- current est. mates.
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Fintnc3s: Fined charge nterest coverages improved seca sent ampfe and prompt riti rtlest by the MPSC Financing fism
year end 1999. reflectng a general rate ncrease and snclusion bdity, sub ected to indenture restrictions and tagging regulatoryi[ of the Company s recovery of carryng charges for the Campbell approval, has cont nued to be severely hmited and has required
Unst 3. once it had begun commercial operation late n the year. excessive rehance on short. term debt. Moreover, the compa-O Howevef. Substantialirrorovement of Covef age ratios may be rty's Capitati2ation nCludes somewhat high leve!$ of long-term
d.fficult prior to completion of the M tand nuc! ear plants n 1983 debt and preferred and preference stock. With total debt lever-

'

and 1984. and prior to inclusion of new plant n rate base or, n age ecuahng over 55% conteued entusion of common eauity
the afternative,large off system utl.ty sa'es to enabfe the Com- will be recuired to strengthen the capital structure when nJetog
pany to earn a reasonable return on coropany envestment. With the company's financing needs.
the cont.nued heavy spendog reauirements, internal cash f!ow
to spend.ng may also remain at low leve's even though an up-
ward trend occurred n the f.rst hati of 1981 Add.fionaRy. exter- una Capital stmeture

nat financing requirements are Wety to reman targe an the near
Lon term Deet .. . . . . 2.586 0 51 F4term to supplement the company s anternal cash generation. at>
Prevened stoca . 472 3 95%
Pte erence stocs _ . . . _ 206 8 53%r

(w 5) *1981 1983tR) 1979tR) 1978 1977 ~ 1 3' /""

Cash Flow Aaa'rske Permanent Cao tauaten . 4.993 4 100 Ws

* * * * * '"* D*pr ec t 1 a3 6 1 1 1 2 * "## ** * * ## * *# ""Defened Tases 24 7 96 21 3 64 6 72 1 '"" # * " * "#* *Casn rio. 110e 50 5 aa a u34 tr 8 6 *" * *#Casn fio.rCa>'aua'm (N 2.3 1.1 20 3 T8 Uouldity Analyste 1981* 19ao(R) 1979(R) 1978 1977
1 1 1 0lec | NA 3 03 2 93 2 87 2 94

"9Gas PII (N ._. NA 3 76 3 T6 3 80 3 66
44 g, 4, g g3Casa Payout Rate (%) 226 8 513 5 276 5 179 8 147 9 gyg g g

Con ** es . s34 9 5973 735 1 587 8 505 6 "~ '
C 8 3uatss+es & 5<wg Fwu2s . NA 1277 107 9 212 19 3

ww=cgcaWa h y overafeg Rate 85 4 86 2 86 5 87.1 87 0
AFDC/ Net ncome __. 53 9 63 6 56 8 41 8 35 0

1 Wa Needs .$ INA #"'** * " '-'a"Cas, ~ c .se ~ m .. 11 , 2. . m *"Casn Flow /Cao Neecs (N , NA 63 10 8 23 0 25 7
a a a i 11 0 12 5 171 15 0 14 5 "b - |

'

2

sAart; age Func.ng Rato . NA 37 1 36 1 42 0 45 5
Property Fund.ng Raio . 45 4 46 2 42 8 53 3 52 0

" " - 9g ,y ,n ,g ,g

CwPrNet P! ant 36 5 33 3 40 7 33.3 26 6
~ ' ' ' '

*Fo, tr e tone rnones enneo w 30 tunamied) *#""'*'"***'"'d*30"'''"*"

O **incwes s15 r%on euuse e mesimeni n enadescuces Lla ("*'"*'**"""*8D''*"S*****"'*"''""*"'''''''''"''"''*
(R)The s@s.d.aws tsad piev.ovs4 r,een ncmed e 1*ie ha%al statements una on ag W

'h''"''D'"'"''d''''h'd"*"'C' " " * ' * ' * ' " *on trw evv enemoo os accomtro tr s enange naa no ma essi c ect on a,y ora

ele years presented aruj fug re e''eCf on net eu rne

.lanet V. Conway

/
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Detroit Edison Co.

.

Reviewed rat.ngs reduced

Rationale: Detroit Edisorf s rategs have been reduced as foi- where new p! ant (in part or in full) is not recogni2ed n rate base,
lows pubbcty rated f:tst mort;3;e and collateral 2ed pot!ution marketing of excess capacity will be recurred for the company
controi revenue bonds to 'ESB * from 'ESB'. unconateraL2ed to earn a reasonable return and to attan reasonable levels of
ponut2on control revenue bends to ~EBC from 'ESB '. pre- earnings protection measures. However, the Michgan Supreme
ferred stock to 'EB C from EBB'. preference stock to 'EB * Court is currentty in the process of clanfying the Commission's
from 'EB'. and commeraal pacer to "A-3' from 'A-2' (Credt scope of autnonty The company is engaged in construct.on of
Burefn. Nov 21 Identical regulatory and pottical circumstances the Enrico Fermi (nuclear) and Eelte River (two coal-fired) units.
are faced by both Consumers Power and Detroit Ed. son Celays As ennstruction costs have chmbed. the level of intema|ty gen-
by the Michgan Pubic Service Commission (MPSC)in grantng erated cash Pr.s detenorated With upward cost revisions for
financog schedufe accroval has contnua"y praced Detroit Edi. the facilities being announced n June, cash flow to capital
son under severe stress in seeiung enternal funds to meet its spending willi.liety reman substandard External financing re-
targe construct.on commitments and overcome weanened fn- outrements will be heavy. witn f:nancial flexibility limited by the
nanciat f!enic.lity issues raised by the M.cNgan Attorney Gen- ongoing need to sell common ecuity to mainta the existing
eral further cast doubt over tre pubbe serwce commissiorrs cap.tal structure and the regulatory tag in approvng f:nanong
ability to render Dno ng oecisions One important issue is the schedu!es. While a protect financing for the Eeue River plant will.

excess capacity position expected to result when three base ease external fundng stress in nearby years. total debt lever-
load units. ad:.ng 2.000mw of capacity n the 1983-1995 perr age (56%)is considered high for the industry During tms period
od, beg:n coeration This may teopard.2e the company's ability of heavy capital outlays, more timely and construct.ve reguia-
to earn an aceouate return on new piant investment incluss.1 of tory actions includng resolution of the pend:ng i.figation, will be
these units o rate base snou:3 be ceterm:ned by the MPSC irn. central to restoration of adequate earnings protection mea-
mediatefy before the plants'in-service dates in the nstance sures

(cor+nued an nert pa gel
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The Coca-Cola Co.
Columbia Pictures Industries Inc.

i
in a maior departure from its trad.tionally conservative posture, Cola's fundamental business and hnancial position when financ-
Coca-Cota announced plans to accuire Columbia Pictures. Pe- mg plans have been hnahted. S&P will also assess whether this
noherativ. Coke would also acquire Outlet Co., a broadcasting acauisition represents a first step n a new agg*essive posture *

concern The value of both transactions is about $800 trulhon. by Coke, and it so, what impact this change n management :
Coke's entremety strong capital structure. very hmeted use of philosophy would have on the company's long-term credit rat-
leverage and $356 milhon of cash and mark etable secunties as og The impact on Columbia Pictures' credit cuahty we also be .

of Sept 30.1981 represents overwhelming hnancial flexibihty. evaluated Coke has emphasized that Columbia Pictures w4 be i

Wnde the company's plans for hnanong the approximately 5400 operated as an independent, autonomous subsidiary. However,
fruthon cash portion of the transaction are unknown Should this from a knancial viewpoint, Coke's exce!!ent flexibihty and the I

amount be hnanced entirely with debt, leverage ratios wou!d on- potential support of Columbia's debt obligations could lead to '

cf ease cramatically The accuisition would represent an impor- improvement n those ratogs.
tant diversincation into the fast-growing entertainment endustry. Szabeth Sagurfon
but Columbia Pictures has been an inconsistent proht performer Noreen B. Waams
End could have a depressing effect on Coke's historically
strong earnings protection and retum on invested capital. S&P Ratings profile: Coca-Cola senior debt *AAA*, Commercial
wal evaluate the empact of the proposed acquisition on Coca- paper 'A-1 + *, Columbia Pictures subordinated debt 'BBB *.

'Consumers Power Co. .
*

Detroit Edison Co.
First mortgage bonds of Consumers Power and Detroit Edison nancing approval under M.chigan statutes. Both utihties could

**

were downgraded to 'BBB * last November, n response to a be faong a liquidity shortfallif there are delays in a court deci-
negative regu:atory environment followog a lawsuit by the Miche- sion, or if a court order restncts access to permanent capital, or
can attomey general and acceptance by the Michigan Supreme if the commission fails to tssue favorable hnancing orders. S&P

w.lt monitor developments and evaluate their impact on existing
,_y% Court of Appeals aheging errors of law by the Michigan PubhcService Commission. Uncertainties raised by the attomey gen- ratings of Consumers Power and Detroit Edison.

eral over the commission's statutory authonty and legal respor>- WiEam,/ Slow
sibihtees n monitonng ut.lities in the state may restrict the ut.le* Ratings profile: Detroit Edison first mortgage bonds 'BBB *. I
tys' abibly to raise extemal funds for constructiott The Michigan Prefe*rred stock '88 + *. Preference stock *BB *. Commercial
Suoreme Court wa reconvene on Jart 26 A decision should be paper 'A-3'. Consumers Power first mortgage bonds 'BBB *.

I'forincoming that we determine the authonty and any constraints Deben
under which the commission can assue binding orders for fi- .gg_.tures '88 + *. Preferred stock '88 + *. Preference stock

:

Pacific Gas & Electric Co. !

The December 1981 rate order, includ.ng the adoption of nor- cem is the Jan.15 decision of the Cal.fornia Regional Water .
mah2ation for Pacinc Gas & Electnc, was, for the most part, a Quahty Control Board to postpone its deosion on a thermal d,s-
positive development However, responsibibty for improved charge permit for commercial operation of Diablo Canyon until
carnings. hned charge coveraget and cash flow rests with man- July. Pnor to that time, the Board wi!! also consider plant moditi-
egement. whose commitment and abihty to control operateg cations which are costly and could add to delays. S&P will mory-
expenses during the next year we be a key factor in retuming for PG&E's expected hnancialimprovement, and Diablo Can-
these measures to levels supporting present ratings. Another yon's progress n altartung the necessary regulatory approval.
tzctor es commermal operation of the Diablo Canyon nuclear fa- See lu# analysis a t/Ws issue. [cihty witnin a reasonable time frame While the units are essen- Carolyn Perch
l'ahy complete, the regulatory process and political factors may ,

}cause add.tionaldelays Hearings for the operatog bcense are Ratings Profile: First mortgage bonds and col!aterahzed pollu-
unoerway. but tne company must also receive Nuclear Regula- tion control revenue bonds 'AA *, Preferred stock *A*. Corn-

,

tory Commission approval of a consultant to review safety-re- mercial paper *A-1 + *,
lated work, and of any p! ant mod.hcations. Of particular con- *

Ryder System inc.

' vat 4. a maror factor m the truck leasing edustry, has made and will assess whet *)er these factors would enhance short and.

stcacy carrungs progress and capitat structure improvement long-term cred.t Quahty.
since 1975 Future prospects for the leasing business reman Dennis Dolan
favorab:e desp.te current economic sof tness as does exDar>-
sion and development of rhotor carner operations, aided by re- Ratings profile: Co':aterat trust cert.ficates '888 + *. Ryder
laned federat regstations We are evaluating management's Truck Rental commercial paper 'A 2* (guaranteed by Ryder .operat.ng and itnancial p:Ns to maintain its rnarket leadersh:p System).

.
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Current RatingsPotential Write-up
Credit Senior S u b. Cornm.

Issuer implications Debt Debt Paper issue | Page
Utilities. Transportation

Arnetican Telephone a Telegraph Co. Developing AAA A- 1 + * 1/18/82 1941
BeB System units Developing AAA A1+* 1/18/82 1941
New England Tel & Tel. Co. Developng AA+ A-1+* 1/18/82 1941
Pacabe Tet & TelCo. Developog A- A-1+* 1/18/82 1941
Escweg Southem NewEngland Tel& Tel
Cocanato Benand Western Electre Co.

-h Consumers Power Co. Negatue BBB- BB + " 1/25/82 1910
" Detroit Edison Co. Negatwe BBB- 88 + " A-3 1/25/82 1910

Gas Servce Co Negatwe A 11/2/81 546
Gulf States Utat>es Co. Negatue A A-2 11/23/81 418
Pacite Gas & Electnc Co. Negatwe AA- A" A- 1 + * 1/25/82 1910
Ryder System inc. Positue BBB+ A-2 1/25/82 1911
Un.ted Telecommunecations Inc. Positue BBB BBB- A-2 12/21/81 294
Industrials, Retailing

Baldan Co. (O H ) Negative A-2 12/21/81 294
Baldwn-United Corp. Negatue BB+ 12/21/81 294
Bethlehem Steel Corp. Negative A A- 1/11/82 1967
Bucyrus-Ene Co. Negative A 11/23/81 418
The Coca-Cola Co. Negative AAA A-1+* 1/25/82 1910
Colurnbia Pictures industnes Inc. Positue BBB- 1/25/82 1910
Ford Motor Co. Negatrve A 12/28/81 274 '
bland steel Co. Negatrve A A-1 1/11/82 1967 ''

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. Positue BB B+ 1/11/82 1967
Keystont Consolidated industries Inc. Negatue BB 11/9/81 485
Motul Corp Negatue AA 11/16/81 459
Mobd Od Corp. Negatue AAA A- 1 + * 11/9/81 486
Nat,isco Brands inc. Negatrve AA * * A-1+ 11/13/81 477

*
Nat>sco inc. Negatae AA 11/23/81 418
National Steel Corp Negatue A- A-2* 1/11/82 1967
Rocn well international Corp. Posrtue AA- A+ A- 1 + * 1/4/82 1990 .

Savin Corp Negatwe B 11/2/81 549 o

Standard Brands Inc. Negatue AA- 11/23/81 418
U S Home Corp Negatue 88+ BB- 11/23/81 419
Witco Chemcal Corp. Negatrve A+ A 1/25/82 1911
Younostown Sheet & Tube Co. Positrve B+ 1/11/82 1967 '

FinancialInstitutions

Cred. thrift Financial Positive A A- A-1* 11/2/81 549
Dial Financial Corp. Positrve AA- A+ A- 1 + * 11/2/81 549
Ford Motor Credit Co. Negatrve A A- A-1 12/28/81 274
Leasco Corp. Negatwe B 11/2/81 550
MGIO lnvestment Corp. Negatue A A- A-1 12/21/81 294
Northwest Bancorp. Negatwe AAA AA+ A-1+* 12/7/81 351
Reliance Financial Services Inc. Negatue BBB 11/2/81 550
Rehance insurance Co Negatrve A-1 11/2/81 550
International

Eamonton. Alberta Positue AA 11/9/81 486 '
Hudson's Bay Od & Gas Co. Negatue Suspended 1/4/82 1990 *

Tax Exempts

Austin. Texas UiAty System Negatrve A+ A 12/7/81 351
Cahtornia HF A Home Ownership and Hor se *

tmorovement Revenue Bonds Negatrve AA- 1/11/82 1968 :
Chicago Board of Education Positrve CC 11/2/81 551
Chicago Public Building Comm.

Bd of Ed lease rentalbonds series '70A '718
*75A. *76A Positue CC 11/2/81 551

M.nnesota Negatue AA+ 12/14/81 319
HF A state assisted home -

amorovement'76A '81 A Negative A+ 12/14/81 319
Phdade'ohia Gas Works Negatue A 12/21/81 294.
San Antonio. Texas Cay Pubhc Service Negative AAA AA 12/7/81 351
Washington State Negative AA 11/2/81 551
Was%ngton Pub'ic Power Supply System Negatue A 11/9/81 511

Nuclear pro ects 4&5 1/11/82 1968s

%r saw Creanwen s.s,e.ne "herened suces
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Provident National Corp.
,

Provdent National Corp and Pittsburgh National Corp on April of directors, shareholders, and regulatory authonbes and is es.
19 announced an agreement n preciple to form a new Pennsyt- pected witho the next nine to twelve months. The combnation
vania bank holdng company, PNC Corp., which we own Pitts- appears devoid of credit implicabons for Pittsburgh Nat onars
burgh National Bank and Provdent Nat onal Bank. The comt>- 'A-1 + * commercial paper, but could be positive for Provident
nation will be at the hold.ng company level, and each bank wal Nabnnars 'A-1* rated commercial paper. Followng a mergr.J.
retan #ts name, directors, and stafl. The action invotves a tax- both holdog companies win be dissolved and a new rabng as-
free poolog of interests whereby each share of Pittsburgh Na- signed to outstanding obingations of the combined holdog com-
bonal and Provdent Nabonal wdl be exchanged share-for share pany.
for the new PNC Corp after grving effect to a 2-for-1 stock spInt WJ4am H. Donald
of Provident's common effective May 21. The combined $10 bil-
Ion assets of the new entity rank it among the 30 largest U.S. Ratinga profile: Provident Nat onal Financial Corp. commer--
bank holdog companies Merie E. GJ!iand, Pittsburgh Nat.onars cial paper (fu!!y guaranteed Dy Provident Nabonal Corp.) 'A-1'.
cha rman and chief esecutive, wdl be chairman and chief execu- Pittsburgh Nabonal Discount Corp. commercial paper (fully
live of PNC Corp Roger S. Halas, Provident's chairman, will be guaranteed by Pittsburgh Nabonal Corp.) 'A-1 +'.
presdent of PNC Corp The combnabon is subject to approvals

Arizona Public Service Co.
El Paso Electric Co.
Public Service Co.of New Mexico
Anzona Public Servce recentty disclosed delays cf several ager n about two months. It will also asses the abil.ty of each
months in its target date for commercial operation of Palo partcapating utility to absorb ttw financialimpact of the delay
Verde Nuclear Unit No 1, to about year-end 1983.The delay and any related cost overruns, rate relief requirements, added
creates uncertainty regardog the abdity cf partcipating utilibes external financial pressures, vulnerabihty of coverage and cash
to restore cash flow and other financial measures to satisf ac- flow levels, and implicabons for bmng of completion of uruts 2

C lory levels over the foreseeable future. Participants affected n- and 3.
O clude the protect manager, Arizona Pubic Servce, with a 29.1% Carop Perch

interest. El Paso Electre 15 8%, and Pubic Servce of New Mex-
.

ico 10 2% For each of these companies. internalty generated Ratings profile: Arizona Public Service first mortgage bonds,
funds have been weak for their respectrve rating categones. An 'A *. Preferred stock *A '. Pub!:c Servce Co. of New Mexico
important consderation in maintaining the ratings has been ex- first mortgage bonds 'AA*. Pref erred stock 'A*. Commercial pa-
pectation of wriproved cash flow begoning in md-1983 when per 'A-1+'. El Paso Electnc Co. first mortgage bonds 'A+*.
unit No.1 was to become operabonal. S&P we evaluate the out- Preferred stock 'A *. Commercial paper 'A-2*.
come of the review whch is to be released by the pro}ect man-

Consumers Power Co.
Detroit Edison Co.
CreditWatch update

A measure to restnct use by Michigan utihties of automatic fuel of state regulators to monitor ublities were placed before the Mi-
adlustment clauses may be placed on that state's November chigan Supreme Court, S&P contoues to maintain survei!!ance
ballot A state leg:s!ative committee is examarung a similar pro- of legal and polibcal developments and will assess the impact of
posal wtuch would subject such increases to expanded regula- any changes errunabng from these actions on bondholder pro-
tory commission approval with regard to the recovery of fuel ex- tecbon.
penses Both measures could negativety affect cash flow, eam- Wdliam J. Stow
ings levels and financial flexibdity of Consumers Power and De- -
troit Ed. son It is presentry unclear what tattude the public ser. ' Ratings proflie: Detroit Edison first mortgage bonds '888 *..
vice enmmission will have under either to preserve the financial Preferred stock *BB+'. Preference stock '88 *. Commercial
integ sty of these companies under either proposal. These paper 'A-3*. Consumert Power first mortgage bonds 'BBB *.
events supercede cond.tions wtuch placed the ubhbes on Debentures '88 *. Preferred stock '88 +'. Preference stock
Cred1 Watch last Jan. 25 when ouestons conceming authonty 'BB *.
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Potential "Credit Senior Sub. Comm.
Issuet implications Det>t Dolpt Paper Issue | Pese |

'

Utilities. Transportation

Arnercan Te'W . Telegraph Co. Developng AAA A-1 + * 1/18/82 1941
BeO Systenu Developng AAA A-1 + * 1/18/82 1941
New England Tel & Tel Co. Developng AA+ A-1 + * 1/18/82 1941
Pacac Tel & TelCo. Developog A- A-1 + * 1/18/82 1941
ExckdngSoumemNewEngland Te/& Tel
Cocmnah Beland Westem Electnc Co. -

Anzona PutAc Sennce Co. Negative A- . A** ' 4/26/82 1495
Consumers Power Co. Negatrve BBB- BB + ** 4/26/82 1495
Detroit Edison Co. Negatue DBB- BB + " A-3 4/26/82 1495

.

El Paso Electrc Co. Negative A+ - A" A-2 4/26/82 1495
Flying Tigy Une hc. Negative BBB-

.
2/22/82 1789

General Teiephone Co. of CaLfornia (GTE und) Negatrve BBB+ BBB , 4/19/82 1529
.

New Orieans PutAc Service Co. Negative BBB+ BBB" 4/26/82 1494~
Pacac Gas & Electre Co. Negative AA- A" A-1+* 1/25/82 1910
Pubhc Sennce Co of New Mexico Negative AA A A-1 + 4/26/82 1495
UAl tnc. Negatue BBB- 2/1/82 1874

United Air bnes hc. Negative BBB BBB- 2/1/82 1874

Industrials, RetaIIIng -

Baldwin Co. (D H.) Negative - A-2 2/22/82 1789
Baldun-Uruted Corp. Negatrve BB + 2/22/82 '1789
Bascoinc. Posatue B- 3/22/82 1665
Brunswick Corp. Negative BBB- A-2 3/8/82 1738
Brunswick Pulp & Paper Co. Negative A-1 3/29/82 1635
Colurnbia PicturesIndustr es Inc. Positive BBB-

'

4/19/82' 1529
Combustion Engineerng he. Positrve A 4/5/82 1588
Ethyt Corp. Negatue . A" 2/15/82 1813
GAF Corp. Negative . BB+ B+" 3/8/82 1737

4/19/82 1529Hanna Mining Co. Negatue A
,

B+ ,

3/22/82 1665
Jones & Laughhn Steel Corp. . Positue BB 1/11/82 1967
Kaiser Cement Co. Negative BBB- .

Levi Strauss & Co. Negatue AA A-1 + 415/82 1588
3/22/82 '1665Lone Star industnes Inc. Negatus BBB BBB- ,

A-1 3/8/82 ,1737
-

Manvdle Corp. Negatrve A- BBB"
Mead Corp.' Negatue A BBB" A-1 3/8/82' 1738
Nabisco Brands hc. Negatrve AA ** A-1+* 2/1/82 , 1874*
Nabisco inc. Negatus AA 2/1/82 1874 -
National Gypsum Co.

'

Negstrve A+
- 3/8/82 1737 ,

Owens-Corrung Fiberglas Corp. Negative A+ A-1 3/8/82 1737
Pottatch Corp. Negatue A A" A-1 4/5/82 1588
Revere ('opper & Brass Inc. Negatue BBB BBB - 2/22/82 1789

Standard Brands Mc. Negatue AA- 2/1/82' 1874
Twentieth Century Fox Fam Corp. Negatue BBB BBB- 3/8/82 1738
Witco Chemcal Corp. Negatrve A+ A 1/25/82 1911

Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. Positue B+ 1/11/82 1967

Financiat institutions
'Cred.thntt Financial Corp. Posttue A A- A-1* 3/29/82 1635

Dial Financial Corp. Posttrve AA- A+ A-1+* 4/5/82 1588
Marshat Feeld Crect Corp. Developng A-2 3/22/82 1666
MGIC Investment Corp. Negatrve A A- A-1 2/22/82 1789

Northwest Bancorp. Negatue AAA AA+ A-1 + * 12/7/81 351
Provident NationalCorp. Positive A-1 4/26/82 1495

Southeast BarAing Corp. Negatue A A-2 3/8/82 1738
Ursted Artines Credit Corp. Negatrte A-1 2/1/82 1874

International

B A T. Industnes P1 C. Negatue AA- A-1+ 3/22/82 1666

Hudson's Bay OA & Gas Co. Negattve Suspended 2/22/82 1789

.
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QUESTION: -

.

"128. Mr. Boris, by affidavit of September 18, 1981, to the Michigan
Supreme Court, stated that he was requested to appear before
Standard and Poors ("S&P") during the week of Seotember 21-25,*

1981, after which S&P would make a further review of the
Company's security ratings.'

Please provide all writings prepared:
'

(A) . in anticipation of the S&P appearance.

(B) for preparation to S&P." .
-

ANSWER: .

- -
.

No writings were prepared in anticipation of t'nb 5AP appbarance.-

,

) Materials prov'ided to S&P at the meeting were the proposal for.

decision in MPSC case U-6360, the MPSC order in case U-6360 and the
Supreme Court decision and desenting opinions on the motion to -

.'

v'acate(the stay in the Detroit Edison' Case. ,
-

-
.

Subsequently the briefs of Consumers Power Company,'the Michigan
Attorney General and Michigan Citizens Lobby, and Michigan Public
Service Comission have been sent along with the Supreme Courts
October 16 order vacating the stay of the securities authorized

.

;

; by the Michigan Public Service Commission in case U-6360. '

*

| . .

.- ..

-- .
.

. ..

Prepared by G L Schwass -

.

.

|
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THOMAS HEARR0N (3/31/83)(sic)

10.B COMMENT: RAD HEALTH EFFECTS

Environmental impacts: the report's section on radiological impacts is based
on data which is questionable at best and outdated at worst; more recent
studies suggest that the present allowable radiation limits are too high to
bring about the safety desired.

RESPONSE

!

The radiological impacts in the DES are based on the best information

currently available and generally accepted by the scientific community. It is
difficult to respond to this general statement which does not identify the
"more recent studies." To respond it is assumed that the reference to recent
studies is based on the work of Loewe and Mendelsohn. The implications of
these studies have not been resolved although several controversial opinions
on the data have been published. Even Loewe and Mendelsohn are on record that
revision o
unfounded [79ammaradiationdoseestimatesbasedontheirworkisFor additional information on the Loewe and Mendelsohn
research, refer to Attachment C.

LEFERENCES

1. " Radiation Estimates," Letters, Science, Vol 213, July 3, 1981.

f.

miO582-0976a131
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THOMAS HEARR0N (3/31/83)(sic)

10.C COMMENT: IMPACT ON DOWNSTREAM RIVER USERS

Further, the degradation of water quality in the Tittabawassee River foreseen
in the report is quickly glossed ober (sic). However, users of water
downstream from the plant (e.g. , the city of Bay City, Michigan) will be
saddled with additional costs for purification, while such costs could
stultify the growth and development of new industry.

RESPONSE

The degradation referred to by the commenter relates to TDS discharges from
the Midland Plant as discussed in the second paragraph of Section 5.3.1, Page
5-2 of the DES. Applicant's comments on the DES set forth the Company's
position regarding TDS impact on the river. These comments indicate little or
no downstream impact and are thoroughly discussed in response to the
Thomas L Washington comment (12.J.(5)).

The concern of TDS impact on river water quality and downstream users was
thoroughly addressed by Steve Casey (Michigan Department of Natural Resources
(MDNR), Comprehensive Studies Section) at the April 26, 1982 meeting of the
Michigan Environmental Review Board. MDNR Staff's presentation can be
summarized as follows:

Midland Plant cooling pond blowdown is expected to average 880 mg/l TDSa.

with a maximum concentration of 2,200 mg/1.

b. Plant TDS mass loading represents about 2% of total river load.

c. River concentration of TDS as measured at Freeland Bridge will not exceed
Water Quality Standards of 500 mg/l average and 750 mg/l maximum as a
result of TDS input from the cooling pond discharge at the Midland Plant.

d. The " designated use" for the Tittabawassee River per R323.1100(1) of Part
5 of the Water Resources Commission (WRC) General Rules is "As a minimum,
all waters of the State shall be protected for agricultural uses,
navigation, industrial water supply, public water supply at the point ofi

|
water intake, warm-water fish and partial body contact recreation"

| (emphasis added).
!

The water quality standards of 500 mg/l average and 750 mg/l maximum fore.

TDS were designed to protect for the most restrictive designated uses
which are public and industrial water supply.

f. Per EPA's Quality Criteria for water (Red Book), freshwater fish can
tolerate TDS concentrations from 5,000 to 10,000 mg/1.

Downstream users beyond Freeland Bridge, such as Bay City, will not incur
additional costs for purification because of TDS loading from the Midland
Plant cooling pond discharge. As indicated above, State Water Quality

I

miO582-0946i131
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10.C (Continued)

Standards of 500 mg/l average and 750 mg/l maximum for TDS will not be
' exceeded at Freeland Bridge as a result of plant discharges. Moreover,

Steve Casey (MDNR Staff) advises that there are many public water intakes with'

| TDS concentrations near 1,000 mg/1. Moreover, he also advised that in this
i range of concentration, intake water would not require treatment for TDS

reduction.

In surmary, Midland Plant discharges of TDS will not impair the designated
: uses of the river. Therefore, future downstream users will be able to locate

| inta! es in the river.

,

|
'

f

i
a

i

!
:
I

1,

;

?
j

l
i

.

4

3

|

|

4

i
!
4

'
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THOMAS HEARR0N (3/31/83)(sic)

10.D COMMENT: WATERF0WL EFFECTS
,

Finally, the findings on effects to waterfowl are based on pure speculation.
i RESPONSE

This comment alleges that the NRC Staff's findings on effects to waterfowl
"are based on pure speculation." This is not the case.

|

Since~1979, Michigan State University has been under contract to study
. waterfowl (and other waterbird) use of the Midland Plant cooling pond and'

vicinity. The Michigan State team is led by Dr Harold H Prince, a noted ;
,

waterfowl biologist and assist ant chairman of MSU's Department of Fisheries
and Wildlife. Two Michigan Fcate University annual reports are cited as,

References 24 and 25 of Chapter 5 of the LES. While the results of these
! preoperational studies do not allow the prediction of future impacts with

complete certainty, they do provide a context for impact assessment. On going;

preoperational monitoring and anticipated operational monitoring will enable;
'

Consumers Power Company to more fully assess potential impacts to waterfowl
and to take measures to prevent such impacts.

1,

;

;

I

i

t

!

|

|
|

.

4

'
I
I
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THOMAS HEARR0N (3/31/83)(sic)
:

10.E COMMENT: FOG IMPACTS
i

I ...the section on anticipated fogging from the plant's cooling pond under-
; estimates the seriousness of the matter: area school buses and trucks

carrying hazardous wastes from Dow Chemical Company will be using the roads
; affected.

RESPONSE
!

'

The commenter has not provided any basis for this comment. The anticipated
effects of fogging resulting from operation of the pond have been discussed in
detail in response to comments 3.E, 8.B and 9.C. These detailed responses
make it clar that contrary to the commenters position, the DES probably

'

overstates anticipated fogging effects,

i

i
f

i

!

!
J

i
1

!

!

t
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JAMES F WILSON (4/1/82)

11.A COMMENT: NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL

I feel the issue of nuclear waste disposal has not been sufficiently
addressed.

RESPONSE:

The commenter provides no definition or substance within this comment. As a
consequence, it should be dismissed as frivolous. This is a National issue

being resolved at the Federal level for the entire nuclear industry
nationwide.

miO582-0986a131
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JAMES F WILSON (4/1/82)

11.B COMMENT: RAD HEALTH EFFECTS

I oppose the Draft Environmental Statement as written and its conclusions ...
in light of new radiological research indicating errors in the Hiroshima bomb
studies (used as a basis for health risk calculations in the DES.)

: RESPONSE

The authors of the "new radiological research" have stated that they " fail to:
'

see how (thy {y) work can be a basis for assigning a greater hazard to gamma
! radiation." For lack of a definitive implication of this new research on

radiation protection standards, the estimates of radiological impact in the
DES are based on the best information currently available. For additional
information on this new research, refer to Attachment C on BEIR III and the
Research of Loewe and Mendelsohn.

REFERENCES
.

1. " Radiation Estimates," Letters, Science, Vol 213, July 3, 1981.

;
1

I

1
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - DES (4/2/82)

12.A COMMENT: STATE LAWS

In addition to our comments on the adequacy of the DES pursuant to NEPA, we
have attached comments directed to the State of Michigan Department of Natural,

Resources (MDNR) concerning the adequacy of this document to satisfy state
laws and our questions and objections relating to issuance of the draft NPDES
permit. Contrary to the statement in the DES (5.3.2.2), the Michigan Water
Resources Commission (MWRC) has not " issued" a draft NPDES permit, but has
merely placed such a proposed draft on public notice. Further, the DES (1.2)
states: "the staff is not aware of any potential non-NRC licensing
dif ficulties that would significantly delay or preclude the proposed operation
of the plant." I can assure you, on behalf of the MUCC, that such a sanguine
observation is inaccurate. Resolution of objections to proposed degradation
of the Tittabawassee River through public review of the NPDES permit may very
well "significantly delay" the propcsed operation of the Plant.

RESPONSE

MWRC has placed a draft NPDES Permit for the Midland Plant on Public Notice.
The NRC Staff's finding that no potential non-NRC licensing difficulties exist
that would significantly delay or preclude the proposed operation of the Plant
is valid. Proposed degradation of the river as suggested by the commenter

; will not occur as discussed in the response ta comment 12-J(5).
j

j Contrary to the opinions expressed in this comment, Consumers Power is not
aware of any issues which have not been resolved or are not under active
resolution with the Michigan Department of Natural Resources.

,

i
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THOMAL L WASHINGTON - DES (4/2/82)

12.B COMMENT: THERMAL DISCHARGE / FISH KILLS

Thermal / Chemical / Radioactive Discharge to Tittabwassee River

The DES (5.5.2.2) concludes that the thermal discharge to the Tittabawassee
River will result in " negligible impact." This is directly contradicted by
statements by MDNR fisheries biologists in review of the DES before the
Michigan Environmental Review Board (March 27, 1982). They claim the high
discharge temperatures will " kill fish" and have clear negative impact on the
river.

j

RESPONSE,

!

The MDNR fisheries biologist made an informal response to an impromptu.

question. Even though the Company believes that the ori. 'al discharge limits
would not have created " fish kills," we proceeded to further limit our dis-
charge temperatures. Since the March 22, 1982 Michigan Environmental Review
Board meeting additional thermal discharge restrictions, as identified in the
attached Table I, have been accepted by the Company for inclusion in the NPDES
Pe rmit. This table will be included in the final NPDES permit as part of the
special conditions regulating thermal discharges.

MDNR fisheries biologists have stated that operation of the Plant within these
restrictions and other operational constraints to meet TDS and thermal mixing
zone requirements will preclude lethal effects to fish in the Tittabawassee
River.

t

|

:

|
,

|
;

,
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ALLOWABLE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURES
MIDLAtiD PLAtlT

COOLING P0fiD BLONDOWN

Discharge Temperature
Month (OF)

December 75(1)(2)

75(1)(2)January '

February 75(1)(2)

March 80(I)(2)

April 85(3)

May 95(3)(4)

June 95(3)(4).

July 95(3)(4)

August 95(3)(4)

September 95(3)(4)

October 90(3)

November 85(3)
.

(I) Maximum weekly average temperature.

I )In the event of a Plant shutdown, sudden termination of the discharge
will not occur. Rather, the normal pond discharge criteria will be
followed until the discharge reaches 5 cfs at unich time discharge may
be terminated.

( } Maximum temperature, except as provided in Footnote 4.

Discharges of up to 5 cfs are permitted when discharge temperatures are
greater than 950F but not greater than 100'"F. fio discharge is allowed
when the cooling pond blowdown discharge temperature is greater than 100 F,0

TABLE I

:
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - DES (4/2/82)

12.C COMMENT: SYNERGISTIC EITECTS

I There is no discussion in the DES of the relationship between increased water
temperature and increased chemical reactions from other pollutants discharged
by Consumers or by Dow Chemical Company. The Dow NPDES permit is being
reviewed at this time by the MWRC and consideration of additive or synergistic
effects of the two federal permits is an obvious omission in the DES. Dow is

,

!

currently discharging, based on our estimates, over 200,000 pounds of '

chlorinated organic chemicals directly into the proposed Consumers mixing
zone. This includes thousands of pounds of highly toxic substances and;

] carcinogenic chemicals.

I RESPONSE

The DES does not include a discussion of the relationship between increased,

water temperature and increased chemical reactions due to other pollutants
discharged by Consumers or by Dow Chemical Company. This issue, however, has
been addressed. On July 28, 1978 the Michigan Department of Natural Resources

' (MDNR) Staff requested Consumers Power to analyze the possible interaction
; between critical materials discharged from the Dow Chemical Company and
2 thermal effluent from the Midland Plant. A September 13, 1978 letter from the

MONR provided a list of critical materials to be included in the scope of the
analysis. This list originated from Dow's annual wastewater report of

, critical materials discharged during 1977. The resulting analysis was pro-
' vided in the Company's Amendment 1 to the State Discharge Permit Application
; dated October 20, 1978. Subsequently, the Company provided the MDNR a report
i entitled, " Effects of Selected Toxicants and Thermal Discharge Interactions on

Aquatic Biota." The MDNR utilized these data and thermal discharge restric-
tions addressed in response to comment 12(B) in preparation of a formal

; response and discussion to the Michigan Environmental Review Board on April
26, 1982. The MDNR concluded that the interaction of the Dow and Midland
Plant discharges should not adversely affect the aquatic life in the river
based on the current state of knowledge on synergistic effects under these

! conditions.

,

|
i
l

I

:

l
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - DES (4/2/82)

12.D COMMENT: BI0 ACCUMULATION
i

There is no discussion in the DES of potential bioaccumulation of radioactive
materials by aquatic organisms. The DES (5.9.3.3) does state that " increased
radiosensitivity in organisms may result from environmental interactions with

i other stresses (for example, heat or biocides)" but the converse possibility
j is not mentioned. It concludes that "no measurable radiological impact on

populations of biota is expected" based on experiences observed at other
nuclear plants. However, we are aware of no other nuclear plant where the
plant's mixing zone overlaps the mixing zone of a major chemical plant's
wastewater discharge.

RESPONSE

Although not specifically mentioned in the DES the issue of bioaccumulation in
the biota has been addressed in considering the environmental impact of the
plant. In the Environmental Report (ER), Consumers Power calculated dose rate
estimates for biota other than man. Table 5.2-17 in the ER gives the
calculated concentration of the radionuclides in the b
Their respective dose rates are shown in Table 5.2-18 {gja other than man.The models used to
calculate radiation doses to biota are similar to the dose models
calculate radiation doses to man, given in Regulatory Guide 1.109.pyyd toIn
calculating the concentrations in the secondary organisms, the data for the
fractions of radionuclides ingested and retained in the whole body of the
biota and biological half lives of the radionuclides are assumed to be the
same as for man. Because lower animals have generally higher metabolic rates
than man, this assumption on biological half life is conservative. The
bioaccumulation factors used in the estimation of fish, invertebrate, and
aquatic plants are also taken from Regulatory Guide 1.109. The calculated
levels of radiation dose given in ER Table 5.2-18 are far below levels which

; would be harmful to these species.

With respect to the issue of chemical and radioactivity synergism, this issue
was discussed extensively in the Construction Permit hearings with
Dr Meierotto, a biologist, Dr Nordahl, a biologist and Dr Sternglass, a
physicist, testifying for the Mapletown Intervenors and Dr Rust, Professor of
Pharmacology and Radiobiology, Dr Eisenbud, Professor of Environmental
Medicine, and Dr Whipple, Professor of Radiological Health, testifying for the
Applicant. The following was concluded by the ASLB:

" Viewed in the light most favorable to Intervenors, and without
considering the countervailing evidence of Applicant and the Staff,
the evidence fails to establish that, at the levels of concentration
involved here, there will be any interaction which would tend to
increase radiation effects from the Plant, or the chemical effects
from the Plant, or the chemical effects from Dow. And when one
considers the testimony of Applicant and Staff witnesses, t
evidence is overwhelming against a finding of " synergism"."gg)

miO582-0986g131
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12.D (Continued)

With respect to the issue of thermal interaction, refer to the previous
related comment and response to this letter, Item 12.C.

REFERENCES

1. Environmental Report - Operating License Stage, Midland Plant - Units 1
and 2.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.109, " Calculation of Annual Dose to Man From Routine
Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance
With 10 CFR 50, Appendix I," US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Revision 1,
October 1977.

3. Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, Initial Decision, December 14, 1972;
Paragraphs 64-66.

I
;
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - DES (4/2/82)

12.E COMMENT: RIVER BIOTA IMPACT

The DES (5.5.2.4) concludes that "no adverse impact on river biota is
expected" due to reduced dissolved oxygen in the river. No substantiation for
this conclusion is provided.

RESPONSE

On July 28, 1978 the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) Staff
requested that Consumers Power assess the effect of the Midland Plant's
cooling pond discharge on dissolved oxygen levels in the Tittabawassee River.
The assessment was completed and a report entitled, "Effect of Midland Power
Plant on Tittabawassee River Dissolved Oxygen" was provided to the MDNR. A
summary of this report is presented in Appendix F of the Midland Plant NPDES
Permit Application Revision 3, dated September 30, 1981.

The assessment concluded that Tittabawassee River dissolved oxygen levels will
remain well above the State Water Quality Standard for dissolved oxygen.

| Therefore, no adverse impact on river biota due to reduced dissolved oxygen in
the river can be anticipated.

,

|

!

,

J

!
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON-DES (4/2/82)

12.F COMMENT: GROUNDWATER IMPACTS

The DES (4.2.6.1) states that the cooling pond "will be the intermediate sink
for many plant chemical wastes..." It also states (5.3.1) that seepage from
the cooling pond to groundwaters is occuring (sic). No discussion is included
regarding potential water quality impacts from such seepage, or whether
potential water quality degradation may violate Michigan groundwater
protection regulations.

RESPONSE

The Company's comments to the NRC on the DES (Serial 16594, April 2, 1982)
clarify which wastewater streams are normally routed to the cooling pond. The
cooling pond will routinely receive several Plant wastewater streams prior to
their discharge to the Tittabawassee River. These wastewater streams are the
iron removal sump effluents, Unit 1 and 2 clean waste sump effluents, spent
circulating and service water treatment chemicals, and wastes from the sodium
hypochlorite generation system.

Expected wastewater characteristics of the cooling pond are (bused on Exhibit
VII, Table 2, Midland NPDES Permit Application, Revision 3, September 30,
1981):

EXPECTED CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COOLING POND

Average / Maximum
Pa rameter Concentration

pH 7.0-9.0
TSS, mg/l <100
TDS, ppm 980/2,290
Ca, mg/l 150/360
Mg, mg/l 40/85
Na, mg/l 70/220
SO , mg/l 375/8404

i C1, mg/l 145/425
| P, mg/l 0.06/0.3

NH , mg/ <2.0
Ag,mg/1{agsN

I
3

0.006/0.04
Hg, mg/1(,)) 0.003/0.02
Pb, mg/1(, 0.04/0.18'

Ni, mg/1((,) 0.03/0.11i

Zn, mg/l ,) 0.05/0.22;

Oil and Grease <15/<20
; Total Residual
'

Chlorine, mg/l <0.2/<0.3

(a) Concentration listed for these materials result from pond evaporative
concentration of ambient river levels of these materials,

miO582-0946y131
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4

12.F (Continued)

Section 5.3.1 of the DES does not state that seepage from the cooling pond to
"groundwaters" is occurring. Rather, it reflects the fact that cooling pond
water has migrated into the captive fill beneach the station and that the

level of the perched water table beneath the station has risen accordingly.
The station, captive fill and its perched water table are all within the same

| confines as is the pond, ie, the dike and impervious layer underlying the
entire pond and station area.

DES Section 5.3.1 references Section V.B of the FES-CP as still being valid.
That FES-CP Section substantiates that pond water seepage through the dike and
impervious underlying layer to ground water will be minimal.

As stated in Section 5.3.1 of the DES, during Plant operation the water which
does seep into the station area will be returned to the cooling pond (by wells,

' that are now being installed) rather than to the Tittabawassee River.

As indicated above, some wastewater streams normally will be routed to the
cooling pond. The discharge of cooling pond water to the river is regulated
by NPDES permit limits. Contravention of State Water Quality Standards for
surface water and Michigan Groundwater Protection Regulations are not
anticipated. Water quality monitoring programs will assure compliance with
Michigan Standards and regulations,

i

:

i

i

4

1
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON (4/2/82)

12.G COMMENT: F0G INTERACTIONS WITH RAD / CHEMICALS

1 Fogging Impacts from Cooling Pond:

The DES (5.4.1) discusses the predicted dense fog from the cooling pond which
is expected to be "quite common" in the area. However, no discussion is
included of possible air and water quality impacts from interaction with
radioactive gases from the plant or with chemical discharges from Dow. Will
the fog entrap such pollutants? Will such possible concentrations fall out
and increase water quality impacts in the local watershed?

RESPONSE

The issue of potential interaction of cooling pond fog with pollutants in the
air over Midland was raised during the Construction Permit St age. In the FES-
CP, this issue was dismissed by noting that if the phenomena was a real
possibility,itshouldhavemanifestedadverseeffectsintheargg)during
periods of natural fogging. No such effects have been observed. For an'

additional discussion on the subject, refer to the response to the Vicente
Castellanos comment on fogging of airborne effluents (8.C). Likewise, no
significant interaction between cooling pond fog and low-level radioactive
releases are expected during routine Plant operation. This assessment is
based on the nature of cooling pond fog, the elevation of routine radioactive
airborne releases, and the lack of evidence of such effects at other nuclear

power plants. For a more detailed discussion on this subject, refer to
Attachment B.

For a response on hypothesized synergistic effects on water quality, refer to
.the previous related comment and response to this letter, 12.C.;

REFERE5CE

1. FES-CP, 62ction XII.B, p XII-4.
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - DES (4/2/82)

12.H COMMENT: EXCLUSION ZONE

Exclusion Zone:

The DES (5.9.4.4.(2)) discussed the " exclusion area," including portions of
j the Tittabawassee River and Bullock Creek. It is not clear if this exclusion

of the public from publicly-owned surface waters is proposed only during
accidents or will be routine. Routine exclusion would be illegal.,

RESPONSE

As described in Section 5.9.4.4(2) of the DES, portions of the Tittabawassee,
; River and Bullock Creek lie within the exclusion area. The DES also states

that local and State agencies will evacuate and limit accesefto the exclusion
area should the need arise. The authority for such action is delegated by the
Michigan Emergency Preparedness Act. There will be no routine exclusion of

'

the public from the surface waters of the Tittabawassee or : Bullock Creek. J
.

Consumers Power, with aid of the police / sheriff, will only evacuate the area,

during an emergency that necessitates such an evacuation.'
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - DES (4/2/82) )'

/ \

12.I(1) COMMENT: ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES - COOLING POND BLOWDOWN TOWER
,

The DES (3.2) concludes that consideration of alternatives is not required for
the operating-license stage. However, a major change from the proposal
outlined in the construction permit final environmental statement is
elimination of a cooling tower.

RESPONSE

The Company concurs with the NRC Staff conclusions presented in DES Section
3.2. There has been a change in the design of the Plant's cooling water
system which included the elimination of the blowdown cooling tower.

Applicant's Environmental Report Supplement (ERS) was distributed to
appropriate State and Federal agencies in 1976 per the NRC required
distributi Y1 hist and has been a matter of public record since then. FRS
Section 3.4 discussed the Plant's heat dissipation system after the
elimination of blowdown cooling towers. Earlier in 1976 the Company had,

reviewed with the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) the
elimination of the blowdown cooling tower. The Company was advised by letter
from the MDNR that the requirements applicable to the cooling pond discharge
would be those specified in the State Water Quality Standards. These

, standards can be met without a cooling tower on the pond discharge. Operating
[ a cooling tower on the pond discharge would have negative effects. These
j

- would have included reduced reliability of operations and emissions of water
' vapor and drift which could contribute to icing of power lines and to fogging

in the vicinity of the towers. The blowdown cooling towers also would have
/ increased levelized annual cost by approximately two million dollars.

In summary, the cooling tower on the cooling pond discharge was
. eliminated,with MDNR knowledge, because it was not needed to meet State Water
Quality Standards, it had potential negative operating effects during cold
weather and it was costly.

;

Since Michigan Water Quality Standards will be met with the as constructed
heat dissipation system, there is no compelling environmental or safety
concern which merits a complete review of alternative cooling water systems or
subsystems.'

REFERENCES

1. ERS, October 26, 1979; Section 3.4, pp 3.4-1,2.
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - DES (4/2/82)

12.I(2) COMMENT: ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES - MAKE-UP/ RETURN FROM LAKE HURON

...No mention is made of the alternative of obtaining cooling pond make-up
water from Lake Huron, nor of resulting positive and negative impacts which
would ensue.

No mention is made of the alternative of returning such Lake Huron waters to
Lake Huron for discharge.,

RESPONSE

While these are alternatives which could be considered should a backup source
of makeup water and disposal point for blowdown be deemed necessary, the'

Company does not believe they are justified as a substitute for the present
design which utilizes the Tittabawassee River as the sole means of each. The
present design meets the State Water Quality Standards established by the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources and the Plant can operate
successfully as designed. Based on this, the high costs associated with
obtaining Lake Huron water from the City of Midland and/or laying one or two
additional pipelines to Lake Huron, are not justified.

,
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - DES (4/2/82)

12.I(3) COMMENT: ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES - MAKE-UP AT HIGHER RIVER FLOW

No mention is made of the alternative of using a higher base-flow rate than
350 cfs to withhold blowdown to the Tittabawassee River (such as 500 cfs).

RESPONSE

The commentor has confused information related to the establishment of a
sainimum river flow at which river water can be withdrawn for cooling pond
makeup with cooling pond blowdown (discharge to the river).

The cooling pond blowdown discharge frequency and rate will be controlled to
follow changes in river flow, temperature and level of total dissolved solids
to assure that the discharge does not cause Michigan Water Quality Standards
to be exceeded. The blowdown may be continuous during some seasons of the
year (periods of high river flow) and intermittent in the remaining seasons
depending on river conditions. There is no mention of an alternative of using
a higher base-flow rate than 350 cfs to withhold blowdown to the Tittabawassee
River (such as 500 cfs) because the criteria for allowing or not allowing
blowdown is and continues to be the State of Michigan Water Quality Criteria
applicable to this reach of the Tittabawassee River.

.

miO582-0960g131
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - NPDES (4/2/82)

12.J(1) COMMENT: STATE EIS

Issuance of the proposed permit is clearly a major state action, pursuant to
Executive Order 1974-4 and requires preparation of a state environmental
impact statement. Just as clearly, the Federal Environmental Statement is
inadequate to satisfy the federal standards and would be inadequate to fulfill
state requirements. We request preparation of an EIS under the executi're
order on questions outlined in the attached comments and those discussed below
directly relating to the proposed NPDES Permit.

RESPONSE

The Company believes that a State Environmental Impact Statement is not
required for the issuance of the NPDES Permit because the NRC's Draft and
Final Environmental Statements would adequately serve that purpose.

|
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - NPDES (4/2/82)

j 12.J(2) COMMENT: WATER WITHDRAWAL LIMITS

Part I(A)(19) proposes to authorize withdrawal of water from the Tittabwassee
River for cooling pond makeup. Such authorization is not within the legal,

; powers of the Michigan Water Resources Commission.
i

RESPONSE

''e concur with the commment (reference Consumers Power Company letter to! .

Michigan Environmental Review Board dated 3/10/82, copy attached). This does
not prohibit the Company from making such withdrawls under our riparian,

rights.

;
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Consumers.

! POWtr -ic"*-
Derector of Errmronmensal Actrutsescompany

Hitt 3P-82
General Off 6ces: 212 West Michigan Avenue. Jacason, MI 49201 *(517) 788-1930

March lo, 1982

Dr '41111a= Cooper , Chairman
Michigan Environmental Reviev 3 card
'tichigan State Universit/-

East Lansing, MI L8523

rear Dr Cooper

Attached are respenses to the remaining questions raised by the Ecard en
February 22 cr Subconcittee members on February 26 concerning the Draft
Envirc= ental Statement or draft NFDES Permit for the Midland Plant.

Should you require additional infc=ation en these responses, please
contact me.

Yours very truly
.

.Ltd O (.?

FCH/kek

300: 'CEeckman, Midland (w/ attach)
EFGreen, P-1L-20L (w/ attach)
E*4Marguglio, JSC-220A (v/ attach)
'GPutnar/ELFotes, JSC-285A (v / attach)
DASc=ers , F-1L-106 (v/ attach )
ATUdrys, M-1023 (w/ attach)
Friells, Jr, F-1L-113A (w/ attach)
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1.. QUESTION

Does the Michigan Water Resources Co==ission have the authority to

| "per=it" the withdrawal of river water?
s

I

! ANSWER ,

'

i,

The Water Resources Co==ission lacks the authority to permit or prohibit
the withdrawal of water in this instance. A riparian owner under the

co=non law is entitled to make reasonable use of the waters of the river

upon which his land is located. This doctrine provides the basis upcn

which the Cc=pany is entitled to withdrav vater fro the Tittabavassee;

River.

Even though the State lacks the authority to include provisions in the

NPDES permit that either permit or prohibit the withdrawal of water in,

i this instance; the Co=pany nonetheless, as it has previously stated,
t

I intends to limit its withdrawal of water in accordance with the withdrawal
schedule identified in the draft per=it.;

.
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - NPDES (4/2/82)

12.J(3) COMMENT: TDS MEASUREMENT

Part I(A)(4) proposes standards for total dissolved solids as measured at the
Freeland Bridge, approximately seven miles downstream. Such an extensive
mixing zone clearly violates Part 4 Water Quality Standards.

RESPONSE

The statement regarding a clear violation of Part 4 Water Quality Standards is
incorrect. There is no limitation on the allowable length of a mixing zone in
the Water Quality Standards. This monitoring location for TDS is appropriate
because of the unique characteristics associated with this reach of the
Tittabawassee River and existing TDS contribution to the river. The
measurement of TDS concentrations at point-source outfall locations does not
provide assurances that the standard is not exceeded "as a result of
controllable point sources," because the total river TDS concentration is the
summation of a number of point and nonpoint. contributions. Compliance with
the TDS limits is determined at a point in the river downstream from where
discharges from Consumers Power Company, Dow Chemical and the City of Midland
become fully mixed. The Freeland Road Bridge location is accessible and meets
the mixing criterion. Therefore, the Michigan Department of Natural Resources
(MDNR) Staf f and the Company believe it appropriate to use the Freeland Bridge
location. Staff of the MDNR Environmental Services Division have indicated
they plan to verify the appropriateness of this monitoring location during a
proposed river study planned for August of this year.

There are no mechanisms at these TDS concentrations and pH conditions which
would alter river TDS quantities by measurable amounts during the time of
travel from the Plant to Freeland Bridge. Part 4 Water Resources Commission
Administrative Rules set the State's Water Quality Standards which limit the
concentrations of TDS in the waters of the State. Rule 1051 states that "in
no instance shall total dissolved solids in the waters of the State exceed a
concentration of 500 milligrams per liter as a monthly average nor more than
750 milligrams per liter at any time as a result of controllable point
sources." This standard has been set to protect public drinking water and
industrial water supply and is far below the recognized level necessary to
protect aquatic life.

Operation of the cooling pond discharge will be controlled to assure that
river water quality standards for TDS will not be exceeded due to the cooling
pond effluent.

miO582-0946o131
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - NPDES (4/2/82)

12.J(4) COMMENT: FISH KILLS / THERMAL PLUME

The Fact Sheet states that maximum summer discharge temperatures of 100
degrees F will be authorized. Yet fisheries biologists claim this will result

. in fish kills, clearly contrary to Act 245,1929. Responsibility for cutting
'

back on discharge of total dissolved solids (Consumers, Dow, or Midland) when
maximum limits are reached is ambiguous, at best.

RESPONSE

i A Michigan Department of Natural Resources fisheries biologist made an
informal response to an impromptu question at a Michigan Environmental Review
Board meeting. Even though the Company believes that the original discharge
limits would not have created " fish kills," we proceeded to further limit our
discharge temperatures. Since the March 22, 1982 Michigan Environmental

'

Review Board meeting, additional thermal discharge restrictions, as identified
in Table I attached in response to comment 12.B, have been accepted by the
Company for inclusion in the NPDES Permit. This table will be included in the
final NPDES permit as part of the special conditions regulating thermal
discharges.

MDNR fisheries biologists concur that operation of the Plant within these
restrictions and other operational constraints to meet TDS and thermal mixing
zone requirements will preclude lethal effects to fish in the Tittabawassee
River.

.

The Company will monitor and control total dissolved solids to assure that
water quality standards for TDS are not exceeded as a result of the Plant's
discharge.

:
I

i

i

i
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - NPDES (4/2/82)

12.J(5) COMMENT: DOWNSTREAM DEGRADATION

The federal draft environmental statement concludes that (Abstract):
" Chemical discharges are expected to further decrease the existing marginal
water quality of the Tittabawassee River and may adversely affect future
downstream water use, but will be required to meet conditions of the plant's
NPDES permit." Part 5.3.1 concludes that the plant "may produce small to
moderate impacts on existing and potential new water users in terms of
additional water-treatment costs." Issuance of an NPDES permit which would
permit such adverse impacts to downstream riparians would be illegal.
Further, the first statement makes little sense; the purpose of an NPDES
permit is to prevent water quality degradation, not require it.

RESPONSE

The DES concludes that plant total dissolved solid (TDS) discharges may
produce a small to moderate impact on existing and potential new water users.
It is the Consumers Power Company position that since Michigan Water Quality
Standards for TDS will not be exceeded in the river due to plant discharges
(ie, cooling pond blowdown), Midland Plant TDS discharges
effectonpresentorpotentialnewwaterusersdownstream.y{}lhavelittle

The Michigan Water Quality Standards are established to "... protect the
quality of waters for recreational purposes, public and industrial water
supplies, agriculture uses, navigation and propagation of fish, other aquatic
life and wildlife." In addition, the Midland Plant cooling pond blowdown
discharge is controlled by an on-line, real-time computer control system
designedtomatchpondblowdoyg)dischargeswithambientriverconditionsto
meet Water Quality Standards

Plant chemical discharges will be within regulatory limits. Plant operation
may produce small, intermittent effects on potential new (if any) water users
in terms of additional water-treatment costs. There are no present downstream
water users that will be affected by Plant TDS discharges (ER-OL, Rev 12,
Section 2.1.3.4.1). The TDS concentration in the river is controlled by
regulatory limits of 500 mg/l as a monthly average and 750 mg/l as an
instantaneous maximum to protect water quality for all' uses. Dissolved solids
will be a factor in regulating Midland Plant discharges. Plant cooling pond

blowdowniscontrolledcontinuouslytoprotectagainst[{}antdischargeswhichwould cause the river TDS to exceed regulatory limits

Additional information is presented in the response to the T Hearron Comment
10-C.

REFERENCES

1. Consumers Power Company Letter (Serial 16594) to NRC, DES-OL Comments,
April 2, 1982.
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THOMAS L WASHINGTON - NPDES (4/2/82)

12.J(6) COMMENT - MERB STATUS
,

Pending resolution of these questions and others raised by the Michigan
Environmental Review Board, and pending completion of public review of a state
environmental impact statement, we urge the proposed NPDES permit be denied.

RESPONSE

The questions raised by this letter and the Michigan Environmental Review
{ Board (MERB) have been resolved or are under active resolution with the
, Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR). At its April 26, 1982
'

meeting, MERB recommended to the MDNR that certain questions raised by MERB
'

be considered by the MDNR in revising the draft NPDES Permit for the Midland
Plant. The MDNR and Water Resources Commission have also scheduled a public

i hearing on the Midland Plant draf t NPDES Permit on May 25, 1982 to provide the
public an additional opportunity to make comments on the draft permit. The-

comments of MERB and the public will be considered by the MDNR prior to
issuance of the final NPDES Permit.

' As noted in an earlier response to comment 12.J.(1), the Company believes that
a state environmental impact statement is not required for the issuance of the.

NPDES Permit because the NRC's Draft and Final Environmental Statements
adequately serve that purpose. In summary, neither any of the specific,

comments on the NPDES Permit nor the alleged need for an environmental impact
statement provide a basis for denial of the NPDES Permit.

4
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SHARON K WARREN (4/4/82)

13.A COMMENT: REACTOR EMBRITTLEMENT

I would like to address one of my many concerns and that is the omission of
any mention of a severe problem plaguing pressurized water reactors around the
country. That problem, EMBRITTLEMENT, the premature aging of reactor
containment vessels due to the neutron bombardment...

Reactors, like those in Midland, have copper in the welds that hold the
reactor vessel together. This copper is more susceptible to neutron
bombardment damage than the steel walls of the reactor vessel. During a Loss
of Cooling Accident (LOCA) temperatures in the core rise. To cool the core,
the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) floods the core with cool water (40
to 90 degree =T Such a temperature drop could, according to some sources,
cause a ruptate of the reactor containment vessel releasing its radioactive
contents.

RESPONSE

Althoughspecificmentionofthesesafety-relatedissuesisnotmade({9the
DES, they are extensively discussed in the Safety Evaluation Report. The
issues of reactor vessel fracture toughness and pressurized thermal shock are
generic safety issues which are currently in various stages of review and
resolution by the NRC. In the case of reactor vessel fracture toughness,
draftNUREG-07pg)hasbeenissuedforpubliccommentasaproposedresolution
of this issue

It is also relevant to note that although the DES does not specifically
mention the generic issue of pressurized thermal sbock, the radiological con-
sequences of such an accident are bounded by the DES assessment of accidents
which degrade beyond the design base (Section 5.9.4.5(2)). Given the generic
nature of this issue, the extensive SER review, and the enveloping of
radiological consequences in the DES, specific omission of this issue from the
DES is not significant.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0793, Midland Safety Evaluation Report, (May 1982); Subsection 5.3

2. NUREG-0744, " Resolution of Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness Safety
Issue," Draft Version (September 1981)
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A B SAVAGE (4/4/82)

;

14.A(1) COMMENT: ECONOMICS - CAPITAL COST.

The estimated capital cost of the project is now $3.44 billion, a stupendous
and unjustified overrun.

RESPONSE

The source or derivation of the $3.44 billion figure is not clear. The
Company's current projected capital cost is $3.39 billion. The " stupendous

i and unjustified overrun" comment is not substantiated.

| Many forces including inflation, additional regulatory requirements, and the
aftermath of TMI-2 have contributed to the present capital cost estimate.3

; Regardless of the existing cost, the DES correctly concludes that the value-
impact of the Plant is still positive.

i
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A B SAVAGE (4/4/82)

14.A(2) COMMENT: ECONOMICS - ANNUAL COST

And yet more expenditure will be required. Over 30 years, by linear calcula-
tion, the capital cost is $113,111,111 per year. Similarly, interest at 10%
on the capital cost is $340,000,000 per year. False costs are given in sec.
2.1. In reality, for the two significant years:

1984 1988

Interest, at 1%/yr. (sic) $340,000,000 $340,000,000
Principal /yr. 113,111,111 113,111,111
Taxes /yr, 121,700,000 121,700,000
Fuel + O&M/yr. 135,000,000 179,000,000
Decommission, once,/yr. 263,000 263,000
Total Cost / year $710,074,111 $754,074,111

The report blandly ignores all costs except taxes + 0&Mt These other costs
will be paid by the ratepayers and stockholders.

RESPONSE

Contrary to this allegation, the values given in DES, Table 2.1, are not false
costs, but rather reflect those costs which the issuance of an operating
license will impact. As the DES clearly explains, in the first paragraph of
Section 2.2, capital cost and certain tax expenses are not considered since
these are " sunk" costs from the standpoint of the issuance of the operating
license. Only the operating or production costs were used for comparison
because the Company is applying for an operating license and only operating
costs are used for such proceedings. Obviously, as shown in DES Table 2.1,
the operating costs with Midland 1 and 2 on line are less than the operating
cost without these units.

Ignorir.g the foregoing point, the commenter's calculation of the revenue
requirements for Midland is erroneous in a number of areas:

General

1. A declining rate base was not assumed in the calculation of interest or
taxes, as the same amounts were used for both 1984 and 1988.

2. These calcalations are presumably based on total investment and are not
net of the Dow steam investment which does not have a bearing on electric
customers' rates.

Interest

1. A 10% interest cost on capital is stated, when, in fact, interest is
currently paid on 45.19% of total capital at a rate of 8.39% which results
in roughly $129 million in interest costs instead of the $340 million
presented in the comment.

miO582-0960d131
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14.A(2) (Continued)

!

2. Instead of interest, a return on investment should have been used in this
| calculation for determining the annual revenue requirement or cost per
; year. The Company's current authorized overall rate of return is 9.23%.

Principal (Depreciation)
1

!

1. A 30-year life was assumed instead of the Company's proposed 35-year life,

' for calculating depreciation expense referred to as principal per year in
this table.

! Decommissioning
i

1. It is unclear where the value for decommissioning costs comes from.
i

;

i

i

!
!
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A B SAVAGE (4/4/82)

14.A(3) COMMENT: ECONOMICS - REPLACEMENT ENERGY COST

The report assumes a savings in fuel cost to the company, but this'comes out
of the ratepayer's hide.

Alleged replacement energy $267,000,000 $466,000,000
Fuel + O&M 135,000,000 287,000,000
Alleged savings $132,000,000 $287,000,000 (sic)

These figures are meaningless. They are but part of the cost to the hapless
ratepayer.

RESPONSE

The implication that replacement energy costs avoided by Midland's operation
are not true savings indicates a lack of knowledge of the operations of a bulk
power system. To simplify, if Midland is not on line during those years it is
expected to be, that energy which would have been produced by Midland will

.have to be produced by other resources not already in use, such as oil and gas
units, higher priced coal units, and purchase from neighboring utilities at
their replacement cost. In 1984, this would mean replacing Midland power
which would cost 2.10/kWh with replacement power at 4.20/kWh. Assuming that
present procedures for setting rates continue, the savings in fuel costs will
be reflected in customer's electric bills. '

;
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; A B SAVAGE (4/4/82)
!

j 14.A(4) COMMENT: ECONOMICS - MILLS /KW
!

Using figures of mills /kw from the same table, we find the costs to be:
710x21/135 = 111 mills /kw 754x28/179 = 117 mills /kw. The power will cost in
1984 111x100/21:5.3 117x100/28=4.15 times the costs from Table 2.2

i
'

RESPONSE

i This information derives from preceding calculations and containing the errors
| identified therein is thus equally erroneous. Consumers Power has
! recalculated the annual production costs of DES Table (})2 as 21 mil /kwh ini 1984 and 24 mil /kwh in 1988 with Midland 1&2 on line.
I

REFERENCE

1. Consumers Power Company Letter (Serial 16594) to Nuclear Regulatory
j Commission, April 2, 1982; p 4.
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A B SAVAGE (4/4/82)

14.A(5) COMMENT: ECONOMICS - STEAM COST

Steam costs will be proportionate. The steam cost to Dow is excessive, and
the ratepayer and stockholder cannot be expected to subsidize this to the
extent of the difference between these figures and those in 2.2. I recall
that when the plant was proposed that the projected steam cost was six times
that then in effect in the Dow Co.

RESPONSE

Steam cost to Dow is projected to be about equal to the cost of steam from new
state of the art fossil fuel installations during initial years of Midland
Plant operation and lower than fossil sources in later years.

Construction costs and operating costs for process steam will be separated
from total Plant costs and will be paid by Dow. Electric ratepayers will pay
only for electric plant investment and electric operating costs.

Projected steam cost on a cents per million basis, when the Plant was
proposed, was about equal to fuel cost alone for coal. It is not conceivable
that Dow's internal costs for steam 'were 1/6 of this.

Steam rates to Dow are a contractual matter; ratepayers and stockholders do
not subsidize that rate.

miO582-0960d131
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A B SAVAGE (4/4/82)
j

14.B COMMENT: HEAT EXCHANGER TUBE PROBLEMS

'
A factor not touched upon in the statement is the demonstrated unreliability
of stainless steel' heat exchanger and condenser tubes. This is obvious in

plants all over the country. This causes environmental risk due to leakage,
and adds to plant unreliability. The CPCo Palisades plant is a case in point.

>

j Stainless steel properly heat treated and of suitable composition has some
corrosion resistance, but under conditions of high temperature, high velocity
and in the presence of gases the passive film is eroded and intercrystalline

'

corrosion occurs. The passivity cannot be restored if the steel is pitted.
While I do not have direct information on very high temperature corrosion

j tests, tantalum, Durichlor, Durimet, Hastelloy and Duriron are much more
; suitable materials. As repeated replacement may be necessary anyway, a steel
j clad on both sides with high chromium-nickel alloy containing some copper
; might be usable. There is also probability of corrosion of tube sheets and
i baffles. These certainly should be of the same material as the cladding, and

in no circumstances should dissimilar metals touch. Any electrolysis must be,

avoided.

'
The practice of inserting a smaller tube within a corroded tube reduces heat
transfer surface and increases liquid velocity. It should not be permitted.

Indeed no further installation or startup of nuclear facilities should be
permitted until this problem is resolved.

RESPONSE

This comment letter contains several factual errors:
,

'

The letter refers to the demonstrated unreliability of stainless steel; a.
condenser tubes but the Midland Plant does not use stainless steel
condenser tubes.

-

,

t

j b. The letter refers to experience at the Palisades Plant as a case in point
which demonstrates the unreliability of stainless steel heat exchanger and'

condenser tubes. Discussions with personnel familiar with the Palisades.

Plant leads to the conclusion that while Palisades does have stainless
steel tubes in heat exchangers and in limited areas of the condenser there-,

have been no failures of these stainless steel tubes. In fact, at,

Palisades heat exchanger tubing with copper base alloy tubing have been
replaced or retubed with stainless steel,

i

c. The letter refers to high temperature as one of the conditions which is
necessary to damage the passive film on stainless steel. Due to the
nature of the Midland Plant, operating temperatures for heat exchangers
will not exceed the temperature of the primary reactor coolant which is
approximately 550 F. Most heat exchangers would operate at temperatures

'
miO582-0946c131
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14.B (Continued)

well below this temperature. In terms of the stability of the passive
film on stainless steel 550 F is not a high temperature.

d. The letter refers to the superior resistance to high temperature corrosion
of tantalum, Durichlor, Durimet, Hastelloy and Duriron as evidence that
these materials would be more suitable than stainless steel for heat
exchanger and condenser tubing. High temperature corrosion is not the *

only characteristic which must be considered in the selection of material

for heat exchanger and condenser tubing (in fact as is noted in c above,
high temperature For example, theMetalsHandbook,(ggrrosionmaynotberelevantatall).describes Durichlor and Duriron as high silicon
corrosion resistant cast irons. It further states that "High-silicon
irons have poor mechanical properties and particularly low thermal and
mechanical shock resistance. They are difficult to cast and are virtually
unmachinable." These properties sould make Durichler and Duriron very
unlikely candidates for heat exchanger or condenser tubing.

Tantalum is used in systems where acid resistance is important but is
considered to be unsatisfactory in alkaline applications which are more
common in nuclear plants.

The letter recommends cladding a steel tube on both sides with highe.

chromium-nickel alloy containing some copper. Cladding of heat exchanger
tubing is generally 1mited to heat exchangers where the fluids on each
side of the tube are so different in their effects on materials that the
selection of one material which will resist the attack of both fluids is
impractical. In recommending cladding both the inside and outside of the
tube with the same material the letter defeats one of the primary benefits
for clad tubing.

The Applicant's position is explained in the following paragraphs. In general
stainless steel is considered to be superior for most heat exchanger tubing
applications and in fact is of ten used as a replacement material when problems
are experienced with other materials. A significant exception to this general
rule is condenser tubing where the circulating water has high solids, but the
Midland Plant does not use stainless steel for condenser tubing.

Selection of heat exchanger material cannot be limited to one parameter such
as high temperature corrosion and certainly cannot be limited to parameters
which are not relevant to the anticipated conditions for the tubing.
Considerations for the selection of heat exchanger material include
temperature, pressure, flow rates, corrosion potential of the fluids and
galvanic compatability with other structures in the system. These
considerations must be evaluated for the fluids on each side of the heat
exchanger or condenser. Further considerations include the mechanical

strength of the material, the ability to fabricate the tubing and the ability
to form a leak tight joint at the tube sheet. These and other parameters were
carefully considered in the selection of heat exchanger and condenser tubing
for the Midland Plant. Stainless steel was not selected for the condenser
tubing but it was selected for a number of other heat exchangers. Where

miO582-0946c131
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14.B (Continued)

i

j stainless steel was selected, it was because satisf actory performance is
anticipated.

,

In some cases within stainless steel. tubed heat exchangers, the stainless
steel may be in contact with other metals. If this has occurred the effects
of galvanic corrosion have been considered in the selection of the stainless
steel and the contacting material. Again satisfactory performance is
expected.

Sleeving of tubing may be considered if heat exchangers or condensers require
repair in the future. If this is done, full consideration will be given to
the effects of such sleeving including the sleeve's effect on heat transfer
and fluid velocity. Sleeving will only be used if satisfactory performance of
the heat exchanger or condenser can be anticipated.

REFERENCES

1. American Society for Metals, Metals Handbook, Volume 1, Eighth Edition,,

pages 402 and 403
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A B SAVAGE (4/4/82)

14.C COMMENT: UPSTREAM DAM FAILURE

The Michigan State Department of Natural Resources has recently reported a
"high danger" of failure of the upstream dams on the Tittabawassee river at
Sanford and Beaverton. Such failure of earthen dams could result in sudden
flooding with damage to installations and leave the unit with inadequate
cooling water.

RESPONSE

The Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) Water Management Division
conducted a four year inventory and inspection program of Michigan Dams. The
dams at Sanford and Beaverton have been classified as "High Hazard Potential"
based only on their location with respect to down stream riparians. This
indicates only that should the dams fail there would be a high hazard
potential. The dams have not been rated as structurall wasafe, in fact the
supervisor of the MDNR's Dam Inventory and Inspection _a indicates both
facilities should wchance)offailure{{gstanda200yearfloodwithalowprobability(0.5%There is therefore no "high danger" of failure
associated with these impoundments as implied.

A catastrophic loss of the Beaverton Dam would likely have no effect on the
Midland reach of the Tittabawassee River while such a loss of the Sanford Dam
could result in flooding of the area around the Plant. With a normal river
elevation of 591 feet msl (approximate flow 80% of the year) and the Plant
site elevation of 634 feet msl, it is highly unlikely that a breach of the
Sanford Dam would significantly impact the Plant.

Saginaw Intervenors at the Construction Permit stage (1972), asked a question
about consideration of flooding and design of the Plant. The Applicant's
response described
tomajorflooding.[ggehydrologicanalysisandplantdesignaspectsrelative

The Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) combined peak flow is 262,000 cfs which
includes the effects of Probable Maximum Precipitation with failure of Secord,
Smallwood, Edenville and Sanford dams. The associated peak still water level
at the Plant would be about 631 feet msl. Plantandthepowerblockisatelevation634feetmsl.fjgesareatelevation632

Thissa{gjyrelateditemisfullydiscussedintheFinalSafetyAnalysis
Report. Additionally the Applicant recently has provided information to
the NRC which shows that the PMF will not
slope instability, overtopping or erosion.{{{ect the cooling pond dikes due toIn addition, the emergency
cooling pond is below the bottom of the dike and will retain water independent
of dike integrity.

miO582-0946f131
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14.C (Continued),

1

REFERENCES
1

1. Discussion of the Michigan Department of Natural Resources, Water
Management Division Supervisor of the Dam Inventory and Inspection Program
(Mr Gary F Croskey) May 4, 1982.

'

.

| 2. Applicant's Reply to Saginaw Intervenors February 6, 1972 Statement of
Environmental Contentions, Item 114, pp 124-125.'

!

| 3. ER-OL, Revision 12, June 1981; Section 2.4.4, pp 2.4-5 - 2.4-10.

4. FSAR, Revision 39, 11/81; Section 2.4.3, pp 2.4-4 - 2.4-12.
l
- 5. Consumers Power Company Letter (Serial 16642) to NRC, April 21, 1982.
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14.D COMMENT: USE OF HYDRAZINE

i
; Hydrazine is to be used as a scavenger. It decomposes at 329 F into ammonia
; and nitrogen with explosive violence. Hydrazine sulfate also decomposes
; explosively at 482 F into gas and sulfur. Hydrazine, like ammonia, is

flammable. It boils at 235 F and freezes at 0*C (32*F). It is toxic and
carcinogenic.

,

,

RESPONSE

The explosive reaction referred to appears to relate to anhydrous (98% minimum
1 concentratigg)hydrazinewhichisusedintheaerospaceindustryasa

propellant The hydrazine to be used at Midland, which incidently is also
commontotheutilityindustryasawholyg)willbea35%aqueoussolution
which has no flash point or fire ,oint. It is neither explosive nor
flammable at this concentration. The aqueous solution is further diluted to
3% prior to being injected into the various Plant systems in which it will be
exposed to temperatures exceeding its decomposition temperature. The
resulting hydrazine concentration af ter injection is in the range of 0.1 ppm.
At these extremely low concentrations the decomposition reaction proceeds very
slowly and certainly is not an explosion hazard. The decomposition of
hydrazine into ammonia and nitrogen takes place at 518 F rather than 329*F as
stated in the comment. The boil
andthefreezingpointis-85F.{99pointof35%aqueoushydrazineis229F

'

The compound referred to as hydrazine sulfygg is assumed to be dihydrazine
; sulfate which is a complex hydrazine salt It is presumed, like anhydrous

hydrazine, to be used in the rocket industry but it is not used in the utility

| industry. This salt is not used at Midland nor can it be created by the
reaction of aqueous hydrazine with the minute quantities of sulfates in the
feedwater.

While hydrazine is toxic and a suspected carcinogen to humans, the Midland
; Plant will adhere to the Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA)

regulations regarding concentrations and worker exposure. In addition to
protective clothing and devices to be worn by personnel, the design of the

, hydrazine storage, transfer and feed systems includes features intended to

| minimize airborne hydrazine concentrations and direct contact by workers.
~ Offsite release pathways of hydrazine are by way of wastewater streams which

results in further dilution. The oxygen in the wastestreams (primarily water)

} will react with the hydrazine so that only trace amounts of hydrazine are
expected to be found in the discharge.

1

REFERENCES
4

j 1. Olin Chemicals. Hydrazine Storage and Handling Bulletin 731-009R on
Aqueous Solutions.

.

I 2. Olin Chemicals. Product Data, Anhydrous Hydrazine Bulletin 731-020
l

3. Olin Chemicals, Product Guide Bulletin 700-024
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A B SAVAGE (4/4/82)

14.E COMMENT: FOGGING

The hazards due to icing and fogging caused by the cooling pond are grossly
underestimated. );t only nearby roads but the entire city are likely to be
covered by fog and smog, which will concentrate toxic contaminants.

As to highway safety, within the immediate area CPCo should be required to
provide fog-dispersing devices, such as the propellors (sic) long the New
Jersey Turnpike, at dangerous intersections, and to see to it that the roads
af fected are kept salted and sanded, and otherwise maintained.

The data in Table 4.2, compared with monthly high and low atmospheric
temperatures, on the basis of humidity indicate that throughout the year,
during the day, the volume of fog generated by moisture outfall will be
relatively constant, and that quantities at night during January through March
and in November will be in much the same range. In April the volume will
increase 25% at night, in May, September and October 50% and in July through
August, 130%. This means that in January through March and in November and
December severe icing conditions may be expected day and night in a relatively
constant area around the pond. In April and October and in part of May and
September, severe icing may arise over a 25-50% greater area, if the height of
the fog remains the same, and in the warmer months severe fog will extend over
a much greater area, perhaps the entire city, at night.

RESPONSE

The anticipated effects of fogging resulting from operation of the pond have
been discussed in detail in the responses to comments 3.E, 8.B and 9.C.
Fogging effects such as those described by the comment have neither been
observed at similar facilities nor are they expected to occur at the Midland
Plant.

The Company has committed (in Section 5.1.4.2 of the Environmental Report) to
take those actions which may be necessary to mitigate whatever fogging effects
may occur as a result of the operation of the Midland cooling pond.

It is uncertain what methods the commenter used to project the " volume" of
fogging; however, it appears that the assessment is based on some sort of air
temperature / pond temperature / humidity relationship. While it is known that
these three factors play a significant role in the f requency and extent of
fogging effects, it is also known that the current state-of-the-art of
modeling is not capable of providing an accurate quantitative assessment of
such effects. At the present time, the best method available for predicting
fogging effects is a comparative assessment such as that described in
responses to comments 3.E, 8.B and 9.C. Based on these comparisons, fogging
effects due to operation of the Midland Plant cooling pond are not expected to
be significant.

miO582-0946zl31
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A B SAVAGE (4/4/82)

| 14.F COMMENT: FOG INTERACTIONS WITH RAD / CHEMICALS
,

Hazard due to toxic and radioactive materials born in the fog will be much
greater during the warm months of the year, when more people are outside and
windows are open. There is danger of pollution of the municipal water supply.

RESPONSE

The issue of potential interaction of cooling pond fog with pollutants in the
air over Midland was raised during the Construction Permit Stage. In the FES-=

CP, this issue was dismissed by noting that if the phenomena was a real
possibility,itshouldhavemanifestedadverseeffectsintheargg)during
periods of natural fogging. No such effects have been observed For an
additional discussion on the subject, refer to the response to Vicente
Castellanos on fogging of airborne effluents (8.C).

Likewise, no significant interaction between cooling pond fog and low-level
radioactive releases are expected during routine plant operation. This
assessment is based on the nature of cooling pond fog, the elevation of4

routine radioactive airborne releases, and the lack of evidence of such
effects at other nuclear power plants. For a more detailed discussion on this

i subject, refer to Attachment B.

REFERENCE
;

1. FES-CP, Section XII.B, p XII-4.
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14.G COMMENT: - CODE SAFETY VALVES '

. . .The use of pop-valves , which do not generally reseat properly, for pressure
relief is a' hazard. Prangible (sic) safeties in parallel should be required.

._ RESPONSE
,

~

Spring loaded, safety valves (P0P valves) are used in industry for protecting
pressurized vessels and systems. They are designed to meet the standards ~of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel (ASME
B&PV)CodeSectionIIIandareperiodicall{1jnspectedinaccordancewiththe
requirements of ASME_ B&PV Code Section XI. Each Midland unit has 8.valv
per steam generator and 2 valves on the reactor coolant system pressurizer.{g)

We do not agree with the contention that the valves generally do not reseat
~

_ properly.'and therefore are a hazard. A post TMI concern mesulted in an action
- item (NUREG-0737, Item II.D.1) for utilities to conduct testing to qualify the

reactor coolant safety valves under expected operating conditions for design
basis transients. This test program was conducted for the LWR Utility
' Industry by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and was completed in
December.1981, One of the valves tested was the same model and size as the

,
Midland pressurizer safety valve, Dresser Model 31739A. Test results for t:he
Midland model valve utilized in a Midland type configuration (short inlet) do
not' uphold the contention that pop-valves generally do not reseat properly.
In'onlyll out of 19 tests was any extensive valve seat leakage detected. Post'

, test disassembly insection showed a disc guide dimension to be slightly out of;3
'

tolerance and this part' was replaced. (ggbsequent tests revealed no reoccur-s ,.

rence of excessive valve seat leakage.
'

i

We believe the last sentence of the comment is in error. Prangible should be
frangib1'e and the sentence should read "Non-frangible (non-breakable) safeties.

,

in parallel.should be reqdired." CP Co believes our present design meets this'

; suggestion'to the maximum extent possible.

REFERENCES
'

j 1. ASME B&PV-Co'de Sections' III add XI-
,

2. Midland FSAR Subsections 5.2.2 and 10.3
'

t
i 3. EPRI PWR Safety and Rel'ief Valve Test Report, transmitted _to' NRC on

April 1, 1982. -
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n' t

14.H'OMNENT: URANIUM FUEL ~ CYCLEC e i
,

Inst'stancf on nuclear energy ignores the%high rate of' lung cancer among
uranium isiners, such as the Indians in New Mexico.

RESPON.iE

As discussed in an article by B L Cohen, previous experiences of overexposure - -

of uranium miners to radon daughters have been corrected by mining
improvements and the enforcement of nore stringent regulations since 19t,). By

#1970, average miner exposures had been reduced by over an order of magnitude
from levels observed in 1965. Based on?present mining experience, Cohen '

e.

estimated standardized nortality rates for lung. cancer using models based on-
lowest exposures for which.there have been excess lung cancers reported and "

for average envitonmental radon exposures. The results of this analyses show '

that r.1 don exposures to miners (usin't 1978 averaged idatakare similar to tiiose
fran background environmental exposure and represent from 0.7 to .4% of their
total risk in their occupation. Furthermore, these risks, when compa
risks-associated with other occupations or routine living, are small.g to c' '

.

REFERENCE: ,

'

1. "Wadon Daughter Exposure to Uranium Miners" by B L Cohen, Health Physics,
Vol 42, No 4, April 1982. ,
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A B SAVAGE (4/4/82)

14.I COMMENT: ACCIDENT COMPENSATION'

By calculating risk over a large (50 km radius) area the specific threat to
the residents of Midland is sof t pedeled (sic). The use of such terms as
person-rems over a large area dilutes the hazard. The danger is to the
residents of Midland and their property. The Price-Anderson act with low
values excludes them from any chance of compensation in case of an accident,
and insurance cannot be obtained. The ratepayers not only bear the burden of
excessive costs at the beginning, but in case of accident will be without
compensation.

RESPONSE

It is not clear what the commenter meant by his statement that the calculation
,

of risk over a large area soft pedaled the threat to residents of Midland.
The commenter apparently believes that calculations of doses from routine
emissions or during accident condition's are diluted over a large area. This
statement results from a fundamental misunderstanding of the calculational
techniques of the Applicant and the NRC Staff. Calculational methods, both
for routine and for accident conditions, take into account the dilution of

i: sources as a function of a distance from the Plant. Even a casual reading of
; the DES shows that the NRC Staff has calculated estimated doses at various

locations, ie, on site, at the boundary of the exclusion area and at other
locations both within and outside a 50-mile radius (as opposed to 50 km, as
the commenter states). DES Table 5.5, for instance, gives estimated doses at
'the boundary of the Plant's exclusion area, well within a 50-mile radius of
the Plant.

In contrast to the comment, the evidence from the NRC's work and the
Applicant's work, demonstrates that there is little or no danger to thei

residents of Midland from the Plant. The Staff's calculations show that even
under design-basis accident conditions, radiation released to the Plant

,

is well within prescribed limits., environment

- The Price-Anderson Act was enacted by the Congress of the United States to
; encourage the peaceful use of nuclear energy. No regulatory agency at the!, - - Federal or State level has the power or authority to contravene its terms.

Under present Price-Anderson provisions, utilities are required to maintain
adequate private insurance for offsite damages the risk of which, by all
reliable evidence, is low. In the face of overwhelming contrary evidence,
this commenter has provided no evidence that based on the level or risk, more
insurance is necessary or any danger exists to people living in the area.'

,

f
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WILLIAM A LOCHSTET (4/4/82) ;

i

15.A COMMENT: URANIUM FUEL CYCLE,

"...The health consequences of the radon-222 released from the mill tailings
and mines needed to fuel the plant, are evaluated for the first 1000 years in
Appendix G. This evaluation states that the radon emissions increase with,

| time (Page G-6, Ref 1), and there is no suggestion chat there is any reason to
'

believe that these emissions will stop after 1000 years, or even to
decrease...

The NRC estiwate of about 2 deaths in the Draft (Ref 1) is thus more than,

;

| 100,000 too low compared to the sum of 600,000 as shown above. This is due
largely to the arbitrary, erronious, immoral, incorrect procedure of stopping,

at the end of the first 1000 years.

{ RESPONSE

The contention that the NRC is improperly evaluating the long-term health
consequences of radon-222 emissions f rom the uranium fuel cycle is presently

; being addressed as a generic issue. In contrast with the conclusions of this
i comment, Professor B L Cohen suggests that the long-term consequences of
j

uranium used for reactor operation may actually be {ggs than those of the
; uranium had it been left undisturbed in the ground.

REFERENCE

1. " Radon Characteristics, Natural Occurrence, Technological Enhancement and
Health Effects", by B L Cohen, Vol 4, Progress in Nuclear Inudstry (1979)
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I WILLIAM A LOCHSTET (4/4/82)
-

j 15.B COMMENT: CLASS 9 ACCIDENT ASSESSMENT
)

Rebaselining: The NRC has attempted to evaluate the impact of " Class 9"
accidents which might occur at Midland. Unfortunately, the few pages of this
report (Ref 1) devoted to this topic are not adequate to describe the

' calculation that was modified from the presentation in the eight volumes of
the Reactor Safety Study (RSS), WASH-1400 (Ref 6)....

I

...The present study (Ref 1) seems to be based on the RSS (Ref 6) with
modifications to include improvements since the publication of the RSS,
(Page 5-45), Ref 1). In its January 1979 statement of policy, the NRC
took the following action:

The Peer Review Process: The Commission agrees that the peer
review process followed in publishing WASH-1400 was

j inadequate and that proper peer review is fundamental to
making sound, technical decisions. The Commission will take

) whatever corrective action is necessary to assure that
effective peer review is an integral feature of the NRC's'

risk assessment program.

Accident Probabilities: The Commission accepts the Review
Group Report's conclusion that absolute values of risks
presented by WASH-1400 should not be used uncritically either
in the regulatory process or for public policy purposes and
has taken and will continue to take steps to assure that any
such use in the past will be corrected appropriately. In
particular, in light of the Review Group conclusions on
accident probabilities, the Commission does not regard as
reliable the Reactor Safety Study's numerical estimate of the
overall risk of a reactor accident.

i (Ref 9, Page 3).

The second statement would preclude the use of the results from the RSS in
this action. The first requires a thorough peer review process for any such
study. It is here suggested that the "rebaselining" has undergone less peer
review than the RSS of 1975. In fact it appears (Page 5-45, Ref 1, Section
5.9.4.5 (2)) that the peer review comments on only the RSS were included from
the Lewis Risk Assessment Review Group Report, NUREG/CR-0400 (Ref 10). The'

present work is too incomplete for any attempt at peer review of it.

RESPONSE:

Effective June 13, 1980, the NRC issued an Interim Policy Statement on Nuclear
Power Plant
Actof1969.pgyidentConsiderationsundertheNationalEnvironmentalPolicyIn this Statement of Interim Policy, it was the position of
the Commission that future environmental impact statements (EIS) " include a

,
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15.B (Continued)
,

Specific clarification within the Interim Policy Statement provided that
! ". . . detailed quantitative considerations that form the basis of
: probabilistic estimates of releases NEED NOT BE INCORPORATED in the EIS but
! shall be referenced therein . . ." (emphasis added). It was further noted

that, "In promulgating this interim guidance the Commission is aware that
I there are and will likely remain for some time to come many uncertainties in

the application of risk assessment methods . . On the other hand the, . .
l Commission believes that the STATE OF THE ART IS SUFFICIENTLY ADVANCED THAT A
'

BEGINNING SHOULD NOW BE MADE IN THE USE OF THESE METHODOLOGIES in the
; regulatory process . " (emphasis added)...

) As stated in Section 5.9.4.5 of the DES, the state of the art methodology
employed in the probabilistic risk assessment of gere accidents is that

'

described in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) as modified
("rebaselined"). This rebasgning was completed largely to incorporate both4

peer group comments received and data and analytical techniques improved
j since the publication of WASH-1400. The consequence model of WASH-1400 has
' been adopted and modified to include site specific considerations. The

uncertainties attendant with use of WASH-1400 for these purposes are clearly>

identified in DES Section 5.9.4.5(7). In light of the June 13, 1980, Interim
Policy Statement,
RiskAssessment...gchwasissuedaftertheNRC'sJanuary1979Statementonand which advocated the usefulness of the present

i methodologies (WASH-1400), the probabilistic assessment of severe accidents in
the DES appears to adequately address the requir"environmentalrisksattributabletoaccidents."gnttoconsider

REFERENCES

| 1. Federal Register, Volume 45, No 116, Friday, June 13, 1980, Rules and
! Regulations - Nuclear Regulatory Commission,10 CFR Parts 50 and 51,
{ " Nuclear Power Plant Accident Consideration Under the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969"
|

| 2. " Reactor Safety Study - An Assessment," USNRC, WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014),
! October 1975

3. H W Lewis et al., " Risk Assessment Review Group Report to the US Nuclear
| Regulatory Commission," NUREG/CR-0400, September 1978.

~

4. "NRC Statement on Risk Assessment and the Reactor Safety Study Report
(WASH-1400) In Light of the Risk Assessment Review Group Report", NRC,

1 January 18, 1979.
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WILLIAM A LOCHSTET (4/4/82)

15.C COMMENT: ECONOMIC IMPACT ON DOW

Dow Chemical: The economic impact of an accident at Midland on Dow Chemical
is_important. Food wrap contaminated in a class 9 accident will not be too
popular in the stores. Hershey Foods discovered this after the TMI accident
for their products.

RESPONSE:

The economic impact of a serious nuclear accident on any business in the
Midland area would be important. There is no reason to assume that in the
event of a severe accident (ie, Class 9) that the impact on the Dow Chemical
Company would be different than for any other business in the immediate
vicinity of a nuclear plant.

It is our understanding in reference to Hershey Foods, that although a short-
term impact was observed af ter the TMI-2 accident, no long-term reduction in
product sales has been registered. For further information on DES estimates
of economic impacts, refer to Section 5.9.4.5(4) and Table 5.7 which
quantifies economic impacts by probability.

Although the cogeneration feature-(process steam) of the Plant makes the Dow
Chemical relationship unique, accident contamination by this pathway is not a
credible consideration due to the physical barriers separating the radioacti-
vity in the fuel from the Dow processes. Furthe rmore, in the event of an
accident, the process steam system would be isolated from the affected
reactor.

miO582-0986c131
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US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY - REGION V (4/15/82)

16.A COMMENT: COOLING POND INTAKE STRUCTURE

I Water Quality Impacts

i Makeup water for the cooling system will be withdrawn from the Tittabawassee
River. The intake structure design includes trash racks and traveling screens
with a 3/8 inch mesh to prevent debris from entering the cooling system.
Since the construction license was issued, newer designs for intake structures
have been developed. One of these design is a fine mesh wedge-wire screen
that is bulkhead mounted. The final EIS should discuss whether or not this
design could still be installed at the site to minirize fish impingement and,

J. reduce maintenance costs at the site.

RESPONSE

The 3/8 inch mesh traveling screens have been installed at the river intake
structure and river water was withdrawn through the structure for initial
filling of the cooling pond in 1978-1979.

The Staff of the Michigan Water Resources Commission has tentatively deter-
' mined that the location, design, construction and capacity of the Midland

Plant intake structure reflects the best technology available for minimizing
adverse environmental {gp39t in accordance with Section 316(b) of the Water.Pollution Control Act. The Company will develop and perform a monitoring
program to measure the number and species of fish impinged and entrained at

! the river intake under operational conditions. Should the monitoring program
| indicate that the intake is not in compliance with the law, a number of

appropriate alternatives will be investigated which may include the use of
fine mesh wedge-wire screens.

'

REFERENCES

1. ER-OL, April 1978; Section 12.5, p 12.5-1.

2. MDNR Letter to Consumers Power Company, January 17, 1977, included in
ER-OL, Revision 3, November 1978; Section NRC Q&R, AEC 11.
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US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY - REGION V (4/5/82)

16.B COMMENT: STEAM LINE LEAKS / RAD CONSEQUENCES

Radiation Impacts-

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has indicated in hearings before the !buse
Subcommittee on Energy that pressurized water reactors are subject to leaks in,

| the steam pressure lines. The final EIS should address whether or not these
'

leaks will occur specifically at the Midland Plant and whether this results in
i increased radiation releases to the environment, and if the releases pose a

health risk to persons living near the Midland Plant.4

RESPONSE

Pressurize.1 water re.ctors are subject to leaks in the steam generator tubes
and this is accounted for in design. Such leakage is conservatively accounted
forintheDESasaninputaggymptiontotheGALEcomputercodewhetherornotthe leakage actually exists Therefore, the DES for the Midland Plant,

' considers potential leaks in steam generator tubes and the results are
i acceptable.
!

! The Technical Specifications for the Midland Plant impose limits on the amount
of primary coolant system water that may leak into the steam generator and
thus into the secondary steam. In addition, limits are impoced on the amount

'

of radioactivity that may be present in the secondary side of the steam;

generators. This water is sampled on a routine basis, and the effluent of the
air ejectors (non-condensibles) is continuously monitored for radioactivity.

If a major leak or rupture of a steam generator tube (steam pressure line)
were to occur, it would be immediately detected, and actions, both automatic
and operator initiated would be taken to ensure that the health and safety of
the public would be protected. Such accidents have been analyzed and such
analysis is included in the Final Safety Analysis Report.

.

The incidence of tube leaks or ruptures during operations, though rare, have
occurred in pressurized water reactors. The experience on Babcock and Wilcox
designed plants has been favorable when compared to PWR industry experience.

REFERENCES

. 1. DES-OL, Feburary 1982, Appendix C, Reference 1, p C-3

1,
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US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY - REGION V (4/5/82)

16.C COMMENT: WATER QUALITY IMPACTS DUE TO ROAD SALTING

Additional Comments

Icing of the road near the cooling pond may occur during winter months at the
Midland Plant. The final EIS should discuss whether or not additional salting
of the roads will be required and what the resulting water quality impacts
will be.

RESPONSE

Applicant's response to the M Kruger comment (3.E) indicates that fogging is
expected to have a minimal effect on vehicle traffic. Page S-4 of the
attachment to the response to the L M Hallberg comment (9.C) discusses road
icing at Dresden and Baldwin plants. No glaze ice was observed. The rime
ice, of low density and friable nature, poses little danger. The potential
for road icing at Midland, while expected to be minimal based on localized

,

'

fogging, cannot be quantified and therefore it is premature to spectulate if
additional road salting, sanding or any other mitigating effort might be
required. Consequently, it is also premature to determine what, if any, water
quality impacts would occur should additional road salting be required.

Our understanding is that the Midland County Road Commission presently applies
an average of about 1 ton / mile of a salt mixture (in winter) and about 1700
gal / mile of a brine solution (summer and winter) on approximately 400 miles of
roads to control winter icing and summer dust problems.

f

i

!
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MARK A HANDLER (no date)

17.A COMMENT: RAD HEALTH EFFECTS

...The Draft Environmental statement failed grossly in accurately predicting
the health hazards of low-level radiation. The estimates were based on "BEIR
I" report. The updated BEIR III report doubles the estimated cancer death
rate and quadruples the cancer rate. Additional research conducted at
Livermore (Science, October 2,1981) has been interpreted as suggesting that
dose estimates need to be revised...

RESPONSE:

The intervenor appears to have misinterpreted the referenced information on
low-level radiation effects. The BEIR III report tends to support a lower
radiation risk estimate than the BEIR I document due to the adoption of a
linear quadratic dose extrapolation model. The reference to additional

.

researchandpotentialdoseeggjmaterevisionsismadewithrespecttothe
work of Loewe and Mendelsohn As noted in Attachment C, the authors of
that referenced research have indicated that there is no basis presented in
their study for revising the dose estimate for gamma radiation. For
additional information on the Loewe and Mendelsohn research, refer to
Attachment C.

REFERENCES

1. " Radiation Estimates," Letters, Science, Vol 213, July 3, 1981.
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH (4/1/82)

18.A COMMENT: SOIL STABILITY

1. Soil Stability - Apparently due to inadequate soil preparation, a building
and some structures have experienced gross settling and some cracking of
structural parts. The plant has been working with the NRC for several
years on a solution which combines repair, additional support, and a soil
dewatering system. This problem should be addressed in the Final
Environmental Statement, along with the impacts of the corrective actions
on the environment.

RESPONSE

Soils related problems at Midland have been the topic of extensive public
hearings. These hearings were the appropriate forum for all the issues raised
in the comment.

The design and construction details of the remedial measures at the Midland
Plant are well developed and are receiving appropriate NRC review prior to
full implementation of the associated construction. Soil related problems
should have no offsite environmental impacts.

A dewatering system is used to lower the water table in the Plant power block
fill area inside the Plant cooling pond dike. The water collected from the
dewatering system is pumped back to the cooling pond as dicussed in the
response to the T L Washington comment (12.F). Hence, the soil related issues
and the remedial measures will not have any offsite environmental consequence.

miO582-0961n131
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH (4/1/82)

!

18.B COMMENT: C0 GENERATION AND RADIATION MONITORING

"

2. Cogeneration - The plant abuts the Dow Chemical Company property so that
steam produced at the Midland Plant can be piped to Dow for processing

j needs, thereby allowing the retirement of an old, air-polluting coal-fired
steam plant. The Midland Plant will have pressurized water reactors, in,

j which the primary water which contacts the fuel is used to produce steam
in another, separate secondary system for the production of electricity in
turbine generators. Although the primary and secondary systems are
separate, there is normally some leakage between the two. Therefore
another, tertiary, system is to be used to produce steam for Dow. This
tertiary system will use steam from the secondary system as the heat

Since Dow produces aspirin and other chemical products which aresource.
'

consumed by the public, it is imperative that the tertiary system not be
contaminated with radioactive materials. The plant plans an extensive
continuous monitoring and control program for the Dow steam, but because
of the inherently gross nature of the ccatinuous monitoring system as
compared with a laboratory analysis, a continuous sampling system should
be installed so that sensitive analyses can be run on continuously
composited samples. The Michigan Department of Public Health is also

1 interested in analyzing such samples on a continuing basis.
i

RESPONSE

As inferred within the comment, in order for reactor produced radioisotopes to,

reach the process steam system, three barriers must fail. Fuel cladding>

failure must occur concurrently with primary-to-secondary and secondary-to-
tertiary system leaks. Barrier performance monitoring serves as an advance
warning of the potential for introducing reactor produced radioactivity into
the tertiary system. In light of technical specification limitations on
operation based on primary activity, primary-to-secondary leakage, and
secondary activity, this concurrent occurrence is considered to be very
unlikely.

The Plant radiation monitoring system will continuously monitor the primary
and secondary systems for gross gamma radioactivity as noted in FSAR Chapter

| 11.5. Additionally, both the primary and secondary are regularly sampled for
offline laboratory analysis. Based on the observed secondary activity, the

: frequency of process steam sampling and analysis may be increased as noted in
| Table 11.6-3 of the FSAR.
i

i The process steam radiation monitoring system continuously monitors process
steam for gross gamma radioactivity. In addition, each evaporator blowdown is
sequentially monitored for gross gamma radioactivity at a frequency of,

approximately once every five hours. If a secondary-to-tertiary leak is
,

suspected, the blowdown of the suspect evaporator can be diverted to one of>

two spare gross gamma monitors for continuous monitoring. Additionally, an
off-line sample and laboratory analysis can also be performed on the suspect

! evaporator blowdown to confirm the on-line monitor indication.

miO582-0982a131
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18.B (Continued)'

i

The on-line continous monitoring system was provided to ensure real time
confirmation that no statistically significant amount of reactor produced
radioactivity was introduced into the process steam. The time delay
associated with sampling and subsequent laboratory analysis is not conducive4

to a real-time assessment of the condition of the steam, although it does
provide for a more detailed and sensitive determination. As noted above, the.

frequency of sampling and analysis is based on secondary activity (ie, based
on the potential for introducing radioactivity to the tertiary system).
Typical turnaround times for sampling and analysis range from twenty minutes
for gross gamma to eight hours for gross beta. In this respect, the off-line
sampling system serves as a confirmation of the on-line system.

It is important to note that a sampling system based on continuously
composited samples would tend to further delay and desensitize off-line
results. This is due to the dilution inherent with compositing.
Desensitizing would occur should conditions be degrading at the end of the
compositing period or if the tertiary activity is asymptotically increasing as
would be expected in a secondary-to-tertiary leak. Since the levels of
radioactivity being monitored are essentially background, dilution due to
compositing can very readily desensitize results to within background
fluctuations (uncertainty). Grab sampling, on the otrer hand, provides the
undiluted conditions as sampled.

Grab samples of the evaporator blowdown provide a time-integrated sample which
is equivalent to a concentrated continuously composited sample for any
radioparticulates or radio' alogens which potentially may be present. This is
due to the substantial partioning of these radioisotopes with respect to the
water in the evaporator hotwell and the process steam. In as much as the

i blowdown sample provides this feature, composite sampling is provided within
the process steam monitoring program scheme. The concern for real time
assessment with detailed confirmation was the basis for developing the
existing comprehensive monitoring program for the process steam system. In

| concert with the online monitoring system, adequate assurances are provided to
ensure that in the unlikely event that reactor produced radioactivity is
introduced into the process steam system, its presence will be detected and
appropriate corrective actions will be taken. Based on the above discussion,
the comprehensive online and offline monitoring program for the process steam

'

system is considered to be adequate as presently designed. No sampling
; modifications are considered necessary or justified.
!

a

I
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, MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH (4/1/82)
{
i

f 18.C(l) COMMENT: EMERGENCY PLAN - DOW
!
i 3. Plant Siting and Plant Emergency Plan - According to the DES the NRC
'

review of the plant emergency plan will be part of the SER. Coordination
of the plan with State and county plans is the responsibility of the
Department of State Police Under Act 390 (1976). However, the Department
of Public Health has identified some siting / emergency problems that are
unique with the Midland Plant. The plant is located within the Midland
City limits and directly across the Tittabawassee River from the Dow
Chemical Company. In fact, a portion of the Dow property is within the
exclusion area. In the event of a major catastrophe with unfavorable
meteorological conditions, there could be a choice of (1) evacuation of
the entire Dow property with loss of equipment and, possibly, with loss of:

'

control of plant processes that could be dangerous, or (2) evacuation of
all Dow personnel except those essential for a safe shutdown. In the
latter case radiation exposures could be excessive. Dow has pledged to
evacuate upon word from the Plant or the State, but has stated that some
Dow processes require attendance for a safe shutdown, preventing a
complete evacuation for hours after the order. In fact, Dow has indicated
that persons (primarily from plant security) will be required even 24
hours af ter the initiation of evacuation. Although Dow has had an

,' evacuation plan for years, it is being revised especially for a nuclear
catastrophe. We are concerned that these persons be protected from

: excessive radiation exposure.
l

,
RESPONSE

With respect to protective actions regarding Dow Chemical facilities, Dow
; recently added an annex to its overall emergency plans which addresses nuclear

incidents at the Consumers Power Company Midland Plant. The annex provides a
; plan for maintaining emergency preparedness to prevent any injury to personnel
~

and to minimize extensive loss or damage of products and equipment. Any
further clarification of this issue should be obtained from Dow Chemical.

i

i

!

l

!
4

;

i
!

I
i

i
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH (4/1/82)

18.C(2) COMMENT: EMERGENCY PLAN - LONG-TERM MAINTENANCE

3. Plant Siting and Plant Emergency Plan

Also, the DES indicates that Midland Plant sewage will be sent to Dow for
processing. The processing system is directly across from the reactors,
and some of the processing area is within the exclusion zone of the
Midland Plant. During an incident with unfavorable meteorlogical
conditions, maintenance of the sewage system could only be performed by
traveling directly into the radioactive plume from the Reactors, less than
1/3 mile away. We believe that this sewage system should not be use_
during a major Midland Plant emergency, unless it can be accomplished with
no maintenance.

! RESPONSE

The portion of Dow's Wastewater Treatment Plant which is within the Midland

Plant exclusion area (FSAR Figure 2.1-1A) is not normally attended. Soue
pumps and controls within this area are routinely checked, generally once per
8 hour shift, but this check could be deferred during accident conditions. If
for some reason minor operation and maintenance became necessary during an
accident, Dow emergency workers accompanied by a Consumers Power health
physics technician in direct radio contact with the Consumers Emergency
Operations Facility could enter the exclusion area for this task. The Dow
Wastewater Treatment facilities outside the exclusion area would be kept in
operation during a nuclear incident by Dow emergency workers.

,

In the unlikely event that evacuation of Dow's facility became nec tssary,
sanitary sewage could continue to be discharged to Dow for an indefinite
period of time as Dow's system operates generally by gravity flow (and the
normal contribution from the Dow complex would be drastically reduced due to
the evacuation). If for any reason Dow's Wastewater Treatment facilities did
experience operational problems during this evacuation period, the Consumers
lif t station pumps could be deactivated and sanitary sewage from the Plant
could be removed by truck until repairs are completed at Dow.

!

l
!

!

:
,
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH (4/1/82)
1

18.C(3) COMMENT: EMERGENCY PLAN - FOG AND ICE IMPACT
'

s

3. Plant Siting and Plant Emergency Plan
]

The DES indicates a potential problem with fogging and icing that may have
4 more severe consequences than those contemplated in the plant Environ-
! mental Report. We are particularly concerned about the effect of such

conditions as they might affect an evacuation or the travel of emergency
personnel in the event of a major catastrophe, and this problem should bei

fully addressed by the applicant and the NRC.

RESPONSE;

l

. As noted in the responses to related comments by M Kruger (3.E) and
| V Castellanos (8.B), although fogging will occur about the cooling pond, it is
i expected that it will remain very localized and have minimal effect on vehicle
! t ra f fic. More importantly, cooling pond fog should have little effect on
! evacuation or other emergency activities. Since any pond fog occurring
I concurrent with a nuclear accident will essentially travel in the same
j direction as any potential radioactive releases, it is doubtful tnat an

evacuation or travel of emergency personnel would ever be directed towards the
i fog plume or ice caused by fog based on minimizing radiological consequences.

For- persons residing or working in the immediate fog area, their evacuation
may take longer. Their evacuation would be directed away from the plume (and
hence fog) in the shortest and most direct manner. It is relevant to note
again, that in approximately 90 percent of all expected fogging incidents, the
fog should extend less than 0.1 mile. In the infrequent occasions it extends
that far or further, the fog tends to became. elevated as opposed to remaining
at ground level, thereby reducing or eliminating its affect on emergency

! activities.

,

i

!
'

!

!

I

!
!

,
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH (4/1/82)

18.D COMMENT: DOSE ASSESSMENT

I 4. Dose Assessment - The DES cannot stand alone for adequate review of the
'

risk assessment, since there are too many references to the NRC risk
assessment document and the BEIR III report. The extrapolation model used
is not the most conservative model available; however the authors do,

i claim that cancer and genetic problems for the population are comparable
i to those calculated in the BEIR III report, which uses a generally
i accepted extrapolation model.
i
' Although the authors claim that " worst case" assumptions for exposure were

employed, there were several areas where average or " realistic" doses and
meteorology were used. No possible or projected levels of exposure are

'

given for accidents. Also, the authors assume the safety systems will
work and prevent worker and general publie exposure. In particular, all

] calculations assume that the primary containment will be completely
functional, leaking only at the regulatory leakage rate, in spite of the

j fact that the containment could be breeched and numerous valve leakage
problems have been experienced by operating plants.i

1

RESPONSE

It is assumed that the first paragraph of this comment contends that reliance
of the DES on a vast set of basis documents prohibits the DES from standing
alone as a reference on radiation safety. It is a fact that the many
referenced works provide a detailed background and support the methods of

i analysis used and conclusions drawn in the DES. Due to the large volume of
; referenced material, it would be impractical to incorporate all these

documents directly into the DES. All of the referenced documents are;

available in the NRC's Public Document Room, and a majority are available to
the public from other local sources.

The statement that " worst case" assumptions were not always used is correct.;

The DES does not presume to present only " worst case" assumptions, but chose
to provide both " realistic" doses (pg 5-43, first complete paragraph) and

i ". . .much more pessimistic (conservative or worst case) assumptions. . ." (pg 5-
43, last paragraph). Although the choice of the term " worst case" may be4

; unfortunate because it tends to imply an absolute condition, it appears clear
j in the context of its use in DES Section 5.9.4.5 that it was meant to imply
: conservatism on the side of safety rather than an absolute.
>

The remaining contentions within this comment appear to be due to a misunder-,

standing of the several accident analyses which are performed in the DES. The
commenter contends that "no possible or projected levels of exposure are given
for accidents." It is further contended that the DES risk assessment assumes
" safety systema will work and prevent and general public exposure." To the
contrary, DES Section 5.9.4.5 addresses exposures due to design base accidents
as well as more severe accidents, (refer to DES Tables 5.5 and 5.7). These
analyses consider safety system degradations and failure. As stated in DES

1 miO582-0982c131
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18.D (Continued)

Section 5.9.4.5 under Design Basis Accidents, "These assumptions
include. . . additional single failures in equipment, operation of ESF's
(engineered safety features) in a degraded mode, and very poor meteorological
dispersion conditions." Under the subcection Probabilistic Assessment of
Severe Accidents of DES Section 5.9.4.5, the assumptions include " substantial
physical deterioration of the fuel. . ." and ". . . deterioration of the capability
of the containment structure to perform its intended function. . ." These
assumptions constitute severe safety system failures. Presentation of doses
in probabilistic terms for these ' accidents is made in DES Figure 5.5.

'In response to the comment that all calculations in the DES assume that the
primary containment will be completely functional, we again refer to the
probabilistic assessment discussion in DES Section 5.9.4.5. This assessment
uses methodology based on the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) which includes
containment failure.

miO582-0982c131
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US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES: PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE:
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION (4/12/82)

19.A COMMENT: FREQUENCY OF RADI0 IODINE ANALYSIS

4. The radiological monitoring program, as presented in Section 5.9.3.4, and
summarized in Table 5.3, appears to provide an adequate environmental
monitoring program for the critical exposure pathways. However, it is
indicated that milk will be sampled at five locations, but it does not include
information on frequency of analysis and requried sensitivity. (Required
analytical sensitivity is given in NUREG 0492.) In our view, it is important
to establish a well planned program as part of the operational monitoring
program Such a program is needed in the event of a radiological accident to
provide a source of data on radiolodine in milk for use in the event
protective actions are necessary.

Also, we suggest that the plan be modified to address the particular problems
of monitoring radiohalogens (especially radioiodine) in the presence of
radionoble gases. This could be accomplished by reference to FEMA REP-2, a
document on instrumentation with considerable input from NRC. Furthermore, it
would be helpful to cite specific studies at operating plants that would
verify that the instrument systems for making such measurements actually
perform as expected and meet the technical specifications.

RESPONSE

DES Table 5.3 was adapted incorrectly from ER-OL Table 6.1-6. ER-OL Table
6.2A-3-9 describes the Applicant's preoperational and operational radiy}ygical
environmental monitoring program and does not include milk monitoring
Applicant re-evaluation indicates that milk monitoring should be part of the
radiological monitoring Sampling and analysis of milk will be
pursuanttoNUREG-0472.(gyogram.The milk sampling will be initiated six months
prior to fuel loading to obtain baseline information.

REFERENCES

1. ER-OL, Revision 12 June 1981, Section 6.1.5, p 6.1-29.

2. NRC, NUREG-0472 Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications, Revision
2, July 1979.
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US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR (4/13/82)

20.A COMMENT: THERMAL PLUME / FISH KILL

Tittabawassee River

Additional data should be presented in the final statement concerning the
impacts from plant discharges in the river, as well as an approximation of the
actual effects to be caused by the plume in the river.

More important, however, we believe the discussions about the effects of the

thermal plume in the river, and to fishery resources including fish migration
are unclear and fragmented. (Refer to Sections 4.2.6.2, 5.3.2.2 and 5.5.2.2.)

For example, paragraphs one and three on page 5-12 are contradictory in their
conclusion as to whether the fisheries in the Tittabawassee River will be
subjected to cold shock. Furthe rmo re , the discussion on the subject of
intermittent heated discharge into the Tittabawassee River and its effect on
the fisheries during the winter season is not adequate. The following
additional information would be helpful in describing the effects of the
thermal discharge on the fisheries of the Tittsbawassee River: the space
occupied by the plume in the temperature range which would be detrimental to
fish by sudden temperature drops; the species affected, and how; and the
tendency for thermal discharges to attract and concentrate fish in the plume
areas during winter months. A discussion on the percent of time the average
and worst case plume sizes will occur for the coldest and warmest months
indicated should also be presented along with the confidence limits for the
analysis of plume configurations.

RESPONSE

The Midland Plant discharges to the river will comply with NPDES Permit limits
and State Water Quality Standards and thus protect the aquatic resource. To
comply with Permit requirements, the frequency of the Midland discharge will
be intermittent and the volume of discharge small. The Michigan Department of
Natural Resources (MDNR) and Company fisheries biologists concur that
operation of the Plant within the allowable discharge temperatures and other
operational constraints to meet TDS and thermal mixing zone requirements will
preclude lethal effects to fish in the Tittabawassee River. The attached

responses by the Company to two Michigan Environmental Review Board questions
(No 14 and 15) concerning the thermal effects of the Midland discharge provide
a detailed assessment and the agreed upon maximum discharge temperatures.

Concerning fish migrations, the permitted 5 F (2.8 C) thermal mixing zone will
occupy no more than 25% of the river cross section in the discharge vicinity
and will not extend beyond 515m (1,700 f t) downstream of the discharge, which
provides an adequate biotic zone of passes. It is important to empbasize that
discharge from the closed cycle cooling system will be infrequent and
operational restrictions will often result in restricting the thermal plume to
a much smaller area than is permitted. In all cases, migrations of aquatic
organisms will not be affected.

miO582-0946q131
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Generes offlees: 212 West Micnw Avenue, Jasmoon. MI 49201 e (517) 784-1930

April 8, 1982

Dr Willia: Cooper, Chai.~an
Michigan Environ = ental Review Board

Michigan State University
Eagt Lansing, MI h8823

Dear Dr Cooper

Attached are responses to the questions raised at the March 22, 1982 MERB
=eeting conc'erning the Midland Plant p oposed NPDES Per=it. The responses
are nu=bered 12 through 18. (Responses to nu=bers 1 through 11 vere sub-
citted to you prior to the March 22 meeting.)

Responses 13,17 and 18 covering the a-onia discharge, the TDS =easure=ent
location and the docu=entation of the withdrawal schedula, respectively, are
joint Co=pany and DNR responses. All other responses are the Co=pany's re-
sponses.

You should also know the Co=pany and the DNR staff have agreed to additional
restrictions on the cooling pond blevdown the. al discharge. Should you re-
quire additional infor=ation on these responses, please centact =e.

Yours very truly,

b b
|

l

PCH/=lp

CC RJCourchaine, DNR

BCC '4LBeck=an, Midland
vRFGreen, P-lh-20h

B'4Marguglio, JSC-220A
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i
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1h. QUESTIO!!

Will the naximus cooling pond discharge temperatures cause lethal effects

to fish?

A!TSWER

The DDR staff and the Cc=pany have agreed to the ther=al restrictions shown
Operation of the Plant within these restrictions and otherin Table I.

operational censtraints to meet TDS and themal mixing zone require =ents
The re-

vill preclude lethal effects to fish in the Tittabavassee River.
strictions in Table I limit the maximum blevdown temperature to 95 F -
except that a discharge of not more than 5 cfs is permitted when discharge
temperatures are greater than 95'F but not Breater than 100 F.

The occurrence of cooling pond blevdown is constrained pri=arily by two
The first censideration is the concentration of TDS inconsiderations.

the river. Cooling pond blowdown can cnly be ' discharged when it vould

not cause the concentration of TDS in the river to exceed the allovable
limitatien established for the river. The second consideration is the
ability of the cooling pond blevdown thermal plu=e to =cet the established
criteria for length, vidth and incremental temperature at the =ixing =cne's
edge. Only when both the river TDS and ther=al mixing zone require =ents

.

are met can blevdown occur.

In addition to limiting blevdown occurrence, the quantity of blevdown that
can be discharged is also li=ited by river TDS and ther=al mixing zone re-

River flow is an important variable in deter =ining hov muchquirements.
the TDS and ther=al' sixing ser.e requirements vill limit the allovable
quantity of pond blevdown. The difference in temperature between the ecol-
ing pond and the river (AT) is also an 1.:portant variable in determining

can be discharged. In general,
the quantity of cooling pend bicvdown that
when river flow is lov, or aT is high, the quantity of pond bicvdown which
can be dischargad vill te s=all if permitted at all. Curing operations

.
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14. ANG'JER (Contd)

the amount of 'ulowdown discharged will be determined by a ec=puter cen-
trolled system which continuously monitors key parameters, calculates
water quality characteristics in the, river and sets the blowdown flov
every 15 minutes.

River flovs usually are low during the su==cr when the highest cooling
pond te=peratures vill occur (Exhibit 1). For example, the average river

flows during the months of June, July, August and. September are 1318, 728,
553 and 685 efs, respectively. The river flow varies during any day with
typical variations of greater than 50% from the daily average (Exhibit 2).
Because the amount of pond blevdown which can be discharged is related to
river flov, the pond blovdown rate vill vary throughout any day with the
river flow variations. For example, Exhibit 3 shows that during typical
summer conditions of 500 cfs daily average river flow, the volume of blev-

down vill vary throughout the day from 0 to 13 cfs provided that the

discharge temperature does not exceed the restrictions descri. bed in

Table I.

The frequency of occurrence of blevdovn during the su=='r period ia ex-

pected to be c=all. To assure that the Plant's cooling system would be

capable of operating successfully under vorst case conditions, the Company

had a cooling pond operating study performed with rigorous constraints

placed upon the pond's ability to makeup or blowdown. The effects of

these constraints vere to maximize temperature and total dissolved solids

concentrations in the pond. Exhibit h shows the frequency of occurrence
of blevdown discharCes for the su==er months of June, July, August and

September during a kl year historical simulation period under these verst
case conditions. Exhibit h shows that under these conditions the average
frequency of su==er blevdown over the kl year simulation ranged from 325
during June to 3.5% during August. 31ovdown discharges during actual

operations vill probably be more frequent than these conservative esti-

=ates, nonetheleus, blovdown during periods of high pond temperatures

vill still be infrequent especially during the months of July, August

and Ocpte=ter.

_
... __.
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14. ANSWER (Contd)

The maximum blovdown temperature of 100 F is not anticipated to cause lethal

effects to fish in the Tittabavassee River. A blovdown temperature of 100 F

could occur during June, July, August and September. Based on laboratory

temperature preference data, some Tittabavassee River fish species could be
attracted to areas of a thermal plume where , temperatures range from 80 F to
92.8 F (1). 'In sharp centrast to the established response of attraction
derived from such laboratory experiments, fish co== unities in their natural

environment have not been found to exhibit this same response (2,3).

In the event that some fishes reach the end of the die.uarge pipe where the

varmest plume temperature occurs, a blevdown temperature of 100 F vould not
be lethal. Field data from the literature document that most fishes present

have been collected above 100 F. In fact , the dcminant* Tittabavassee River

fishes during July and August, emerald shiner and spotfin shiner, have been

collected at temperatures of 107.6 F (1).

During the su==er period of highest pond temperatures, the infrequent blow-

down of small volumes (not more than 5 cfs) are anticipated. Under these

su==er conditions the area of the plume approaching the blevdown temperature

is very small (Exhibit 5).

Fishes may experience sudden exposure to increased temperatures by svi==ing
into the plume or being at the point of discharge when blevdown is initiated.

A review of scientific literature identifying the response of species of

fishes found in the Tittabavassee River to sudden temperature change (5,6)
indicates a fish acclimated to su==er temperatures and suddenly exposed to

a temperature of 100 F vould be unlikely to experience heat shock. Finally,

fish tracking studies at various power plants have documented that fishes

travel in and out of ther=al plumes without experiencing detrimental ef-

fects (7,8,9).

"Of the comoined 197o and 1980 Tittabavassee River preoperational =cnitorin::
fish collection. 'hece oi veiec ec=pri.:cd CZ of he July collecticn an:1 57%

of the ACuat collect. un ( ?. ) .
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14. AMffER (Contd)

In su= mary, during the summer period of high pond temperature, blowdown

discharges vill be characterized as infrequent, inter =ittent, small in

volume, and gradually changing in volu=e with the change in river flow.

With these blovdown characteristics and the end of pipe blowdown tempera-

ture of 100 F, lethal effects will not occur. The 100 F maxi =u= discharge

temperature is similar to the 98 F =aximum discharge temperature of the
existing Dow H-flume discharge which is not known to have caused lethal

effects. (The Dov H-flume discharge vill be ter=inated when the Midland

Plant begins operating.)

.

e
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ALLOWABLE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURES
MIDLAND PLANT

COOLING POND BLOWDOWN

Discharge Temperature
Month (oF)

75(1)(2)December

75(1)(2)January

75(1)(2)February

II)(2)
,

March 80

85(3)April

95(3)(4)May

95(3)(4)June

95(3)(4)July

95(3)(4)
'

August

95(3)(4)*

September

90(3)October

85(3)November

(1) Maximum weekly average temperature.

(2)ln the event of a Plant shutdown, sudden termination of the discharge
will not occur. Rather, the normal pond discharge criteria will be
followed until the discharge reaches 5 cfs at which time discharge may
be terminated.

(3) Maximum temperature, except as provided in Footnote 4.

} Discharges of up to 5 cfs are permitted when discharge temperatures are
0greater than 950F but not greater than 100 F. No discharge is allowed

0when the cooling pond blowdown discharge temperature is greater than 100 F.

TABLE I
.

e ~
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EXAMPLE

SUfetER SgASON
AT = 20 F

s .

DAILY AVG RIVER DAILY AVG RIVER
,

- FLOW 0 500 FLOW 01000
_ HOUR Qp Qn Qp Qn

1 575 7 1150 22
2 525 5 1050 18
3 503 0 1006 17
4 374 0 748 11

~

5 368 0 736 10
6 351 0 702 10
7 316 0 624 8
8 276 0 552 7

9 259 0- 518 7

10 259 0 518 7

11 259 0 518 7

12 259 0 51 8 7

13 259 0 518 7

14 385 0 770 12
15 431 0 862 15
16 503 0 1006 17

17 647 9 1294 26
18 783 12 1566 31

19 826 13 1652 35
20 826 13 1652 35

21 798 12 1596 32
22 776 12 1552 31

23 683 9 1366 28

| 24 661 9 1322 28

|

| Qg = River flow rate (cfs).

QP = Pond blowdown flow rate (cfs).

| AT = Difference between pond and river temperature.

EXHIBIT 3

|

,

|
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Frequency of blowdown for summer months during the 41 year historical
;

simulation period using worst case conditions which maximi;
pond temperature and total dissolved solids concentrationst9)

'

1

Percent of Possiblei Range of Predicted Predicted Number of Days Total Number of Days Time Blowdown Was*

Blowdown Temperatures Blowdown Occurred at Blowdown Occurred During Predicted to Occur .-Month (41 Year Simulation) Each Temperature Range 41 Year Simulation Durira 41 Year Simulation-
June

85-95 (2) 89 392 of 1230 32%'

95-105 300
106(2) 3;

July 90-95 19 131 of 1271 10%95-105(2) 103
105-108(2) 9,

95-105f2August 40 45 of 1271 3.5%105-106 5
i

,

Sept 75-85 28 104 of 1230 8.5%
85-95 (2) 67
95-103 9

.

(1) - Midland Plant Cooling Pond Operation Study (Bechtel 1979).
.

(2) - The Company has agreed not to discharge blowdown at a temperature above 100 F.U
This commitment will

further reduce the number of days blowdown will occur during the summer period.

EXilIBIT 4.
.
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15 QUESTIO!!

Will the fluctuation in the cooling pond ther=al discharge during the
vinter cause lethal effects to fish in the Tittabavassee River?

ANSWER

The DNR staff and the Company have agreed to the thermal restrictions
shown in attached Table I including the requirement that in the event

of a Plant shutdown sudden termination of the discharge would not occur;

rather the normal pond discharge criteria vould be followed until the
discharge reaches 5 cfs at which time discharge may be terminated. These
restrictions, for the reasons described belev, lead to the conclusion

that the thermal discharge during the vinter is unlikely to cause lethal
effects to fish.

Fishes can tolerate relatively large, sudden changes in temperature.

Sudden temperature changes of 20*F or more produce little behavior re-
action and no i==ediate mortality, provided that such changes do not
exceed the fishes' upper or lover thermal tolerance limits. Literature

documenting the extremes of temperature change fishes can tolerate is
~ minimal, but temperature increases approaching LO F and decreases of
up to 33 F with no shock response have been documented (1,2).

Data indicate that fishes acclimated to vinter river water temperatures

(<h0*1')vould likely not experience lethal heat shock if suddenly exposed
,

I to temperatures such as the maximums expected frc= the Plant's cool,ing -

pond blovdown. In vinter, if a fish acclinates to an increased tempera-
ture such as that of a thermal plume, there is a corresponding shift in

its thermal tolerance limits. The upward shift of the lever tolerance

limit of fish acclimated to var = vater is the basis of = cst cold chock
damages at power plants. The physiological ad.justments that are made
durin.; acclimation to varmer vater take time - on the order of 2k hour:
(3,k). Thuc. in the vinter, riche that hsve becc=e acclimated to a

thetr.al di.;ch tr e may exceed their uptrard chifteu lover tP m.al tolerance
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15 ANSWER (Contd)

limit when a discharge is discontinued and river water temperatures are

34 F or less (2). At Ludland an important prerequisite to cold shock -
acclimation to the warmer discharge . vater - is virtually eliminated for

several reasons. First,the discharge from the cooling pond blowdown is
not continuous. As Exhibit 1 shows at a daily average river flow of

1000 cfs and a AT of 30 F, pcnd blovdown would not occur continuously

through a day. Second,when the discharge is continuous at higher river
flows (Exhibit 1), the area of the thermal plume elevated 10 F or more
above the river temperature is small. For example,- at a river flow of
2950 cfs and a discharge AT of 30 F the area within the plume in which
the temperature is increased 10 F or greater above the ambient river
temperature vould be less than 1/3 of an acre. A small area is less
likely to attract fishes. Third,it would be more difficult for a fish
to remain within a small area and becene acclinated to the var =est plume

temperature because the velocity at the discharge pipe is ik ft/sec un-
der the conditions in the example described above and the river velocity

would be 3.3 ft/sec at this river flow. Fourth,the larger the differ-

ence in temperature between the cooling pend and the river, the smaller
the allowable volume of discharge and the more intermittent the occur-

rence of discharge vould be (Exhibit 2). All of these factors vould

reduce a fish's potential for becoming acclimated to the higher tem-
peratures in the plume. These factors which reduce acclimation poten-
tial virtually eliminate the potential for cold shock due to the pond
discharge.

In summary, field acclimation temperature of fish would rarely be the
same as the discharge temperature because the fish are not provided
the habitat for Jontinuous residence in the discharge (3), and fishes
can tolerate sullen changen in temperature provided that such changes
do not exceed the fishes' upper or loser thernal tolerance limits.
Limited recearca indiente: that fishes acclimatei to vinter con-
ditionn, then expoced to tenreraturen cuch as th'sce of the 41dland
thermal di.:cinr e, vould be unlb.ely t s exrerience excee<hnce of their
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upper thermal tolerance limit. Additionally, lover ther.al tolerance

limits should not be exceeded under the conditions of discharge at

Midland because the opportunity for fish to acclimate to warmer dis-

charge temperatures is virtually eliminated due to the characteristics

of the cooling pond blovdown discharge.

.
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ALLOWABLE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURES
MIDLAND PLANT

COOLING POND BLOWDOWN

i Discharge Temperature
(oF)Month

75(1)(2)December
j

75(1)(2)January

75(1)(2)I February'

80(III2)March
I3)85April

.

95(3)(4)May ,

;

95(3)(4)June

95(3)(4)July

95(3)(4)August

95(3)(4)September*

I3)90October
i

85(3)November
,

:

[
,

i ,

.

(1) Maximum weekly average temperature.
'

(2)ln the event of a Plant shutdown, sudden termination of the discharge
will not occur. Rather, the normal pond discharge criteria will be
followed until the discharge reaches 5 cfs at which time discharge mayi

be terminated.

( Maximum temperature, except as provided in Footnote 4.

) Discharges of uo to 5 cfs are permitted when discharge temperatures are
greater than 950F but not greater than 100 F. No discharge is allowed0

0
when the cooling pond blowdown discharge temperature is greater than 100 F,'

i
!

,

TABLE I
I

1 .

.

|
4
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EXAMPLE
'

WINTER SEASON
AT = 300 F

DAILY AVG RIVER DAILY AVG RIVER
FLOW @ 1000 FLON 0 2000

HOUR A A A A
1 1150 8 2300 28

2 1050 5 2100 22

3 1006 0 2010 19

4 748 0 1500 15

5 736 0 1470 14

6 702 0 1400 13

7 624 0 1250, 12

8 552 0 1100 8

9 518 0 1040 5

10 518 0 1040 5

11 518 0 1040 5

12 518 0 1040 5

13 518 0 1040 5

14 770 0 1540 26
.

15 862 0 1720 18

16 1006 0 2010 19

17 1294 12 2590 39*

18 1566 16 3130 70

19 1652 18 3300 70

20 1652 18 3300 70

' 21 1596 17 3190 70

22 1552 16 3100 70
2730 4523 1366 13 -

24 1322 12 2640 43

25 -1236 12 2470 32

QR = River flow rate (cfs).

QB = Pond blowdown flow rate (cfs),

aT = Difference between pond and river temperature.

ExillBIT 1

.

.
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MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE BLOWDOWN RATES
AT WItiTER M0itTHLY MINIMUM AfiD

AVERAGE RIVER FLOWS

Blowdown Rate (cfs)
@ Minimum iver River

AT(OF)(I) Flow (2 @Averagf3)FlowMonth

December 10 33 78
20 0 26
30 0 12
40 0 0

l

January 10 30 87'

20 0 28
30 0 12-

40 0 0

February 10 30 105
t 20 0 31

30 0 16
40 0 8

(1) AT - the difference in temperature between the cooling pond and the
river.e

(2) The minimum historic river flows during December, January and February
are 462, 388 and 466 cfs, respectively.

(3) The average historic river flows during December, January and February
are 1218,1322 and 1569 cfs, respectively.

4

A

!
'

.

EXHIBIT 2
i

.
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US DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR (4/13/82)

20.B COMMENT: LANDSCAPING / ECOLOGY
!

Site Ecology

The statement is made that the applicant is committed to a landscaping program ,
that will mitigate some of the construction phase impacts on terrestrial
wildlife. This program will include planting 350 acres with native, or
closely related, tree species. More information about the landscaping program
is required in the final statement to evaluate the program's value as a
mitigation measure to wildlife. Information needed to assist in this
evaluation would include the following items: (1) Will the program include
the planting of tree species that are valued as cover and forage habitat for
wildlife? (2) How many trees per acre will be planted? (3) Will the
understory be allowed to develop into a natural ground cover, or will it be
maintained as a manicured lawn? and (4) Will there be buildings, vehicle
traf fic, and other human activity within the 350-acre area? These data should
be presented in the final statement.

RESPONSE

The Applicant's landscaping program will provide only slight mitigation of
some construction phase impacts on. terrestrial wildlife. Landscaping of the

Midland Plant around the cooling pond border is provided for s{{gening,
aesthetics, naturalizing, zoning commitments and fog barriers While the
plantings, particularly evergreens, are of some value to nesting birds,
rabbits, and some rodents, their aggregate value to wildlife is slight.

The site's total acreage is about 494 ha (1235 acres). The cooling pond's,

acreage is about 352 ha (880 acres). When the power block, parking lots,
support buildings, lawns, and access roads are subtracted from the terrestrial
portion of the site, less than half (perhaps 100-125 acres) might reasonably
be considered wildlife habitat.

With the exception of the floodplain area, habitat patterns onsite are usually
linear and sometimes disjunct. The floodplain area is subject to flooding,
which renders it unsuitable to most terrestrial wildlife for part of the year.
While many of the animals present prior to construction may be seen from time
to time onsite, the site itself is incapable of supporting small populations
of most species present before construction began.

In summary, preconstruction terrestrial habitat has been largely replaced by
the Plant and its associated facilities. While landscaping may provide some,

wildlife habitat, its mitigative value is slight. The cooling pond which4

provides important habitat for waterfowl and many other avian species could be
a greater asset to wildlife than the preconstruction terrestrial habitats
were.

REFERENCES

1. ER-OL, Revision 12, June 1981; Section 3.1.2.3, p 3.1-6
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US DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR (4/13/82)

20.C COMMENT: COOLING POND ECOLOGY

The brief discussion on the effects of the cooling pond on waterfowl indicates
that the 880-acre heated pond will attract and over-winter migratory birds,
and cause some waterfowl mortality. A conclusion of no significant impact on
birds was reached in this statement which was based on a comparison of
" regional" bird populations to pond-induced mortalities. No information is
presented to indicate whether the data base used in reaching this conclusion
was based on cumulative impacts, which are necessary for this type of
comparison. Cumulative impacts are those effects on migratory birds resulting
from all existing open-waters created in the " region," and projecting the
amount and effects of additional open-waters in the future.

The Fish and Wildlife Service winter waterfowl survey of January 25, 1982
records approximately 5,000 diving ducks in the open-water area on Saginaw
Bay. This open-water area is created by the thermal discharges from the Karn
and Weadocks electric generating facilities.

As the Midland Electric Generating Plant becomes operational, its large heated
cooling pond, which supports fish, aquatic plants and possibly other forage
organisms of waterfowl, could attract and hold hundreds or even thousands of
birds. If these migratory birds remain after mid-January, they probably will
be too weak to continue their migration, would overwinter in the pond, and be
subjected to the harsh winter conditions prevalent. As a result, large
numbers could succumb to starvation, disease or pond freeze-up due to plant
shut-down. For the protection of this importaat resource, it is strongly
suggested that waterfowl use and mortality be monitored at this large open-
water area during the winter months and made a condition in the license.

RESPONSE

The comment is correct that cumulative impacts must be considered in assessing
the overall impact of a new source of heated (open) waters on wintering
waterfowl. We concur with the statement that the Midland Plant cooling pond
"could attract and hold hundreds or even thousands of birds." The cooling
pond, does support fish, aquatic plants, and other organisms which attract
waterfowl, as indicated in our Avifauna Monitoring Program reports. Not
mentioned b9 the commenter is the proximity of grain fields, which supply an
offsite food source for dabbling ducks and geese. However, even when the
cumulative impacts of regional open water sources and the amenities of the
cooling pond are taken together, the numbers of waterfowl which will use the
pond are difficult to predict. There may be hundreds, which might indeed be
insignificant with respect to regional populations as NRC Staff indicates, or
there may be thousands, which might not be insignificant, as the comment
implies.

We concur with the assertion that disease potentially could pose a problem to
wintering waterfowl. In fact, as a contingency measure we have contacted a
Michigan Department of Natural Resources wildlife veterinarian to discuss the

miO582-0969cl31
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; 20.C (Continued)
i

! |

i roles of State, Federal and Company representatives should a disease incident
i require the implementation of the Federal Waterfowl Disease Contingency Plan.

We disagree with the scenario on waterfowl starvation. There are several
reasons:

1. Field feeding ducks and geese in the State readily move south as field
food sources become unavailable. Wintering populations move north and

; south along the critical snowline with the availability of food and open
water. Starvation should not be a problem with these birds.

.

2. While the Midland Plant cooling pond does attract some diving ducks
(Aythyinae), numbers are generally low. At optimal operational levels,
mean pond depth is too great to allow luxuriant growth of macrophytes
favored by diving ducks. Macroinvertebrate fauna in the pond is also

.

poorly developed. Taken together, food resources are insufficient for a

i significant diving duck buildup in the winter. Thus diving duck
starvation, a problem in wintering situations where ice cover renders food

} unavailable, is not anticipated.

i
' 3. A second type of diving duck, mergansers (Merginae) are fish eaters and

are attracted to the pond by numerous small fish. While the fish fauna in
the pond may change during operation, it is likely that some fish will
survive and provide an appropriately sized forage base for mergansers.
Winter use of the pond by mergansers seems likely; indeed, mergansers are
the most abundant diving ducks found in the Karn-Weadock discharge in Bay
City. Mergansers commonly winter in the region in other warm water
discharges, the faster flowing rivers, and stretches of rivers below dams.

| The diversity of potential wintering habitats lessens the likelihood of
j starvation for the Merginae. The nearby Karn-Weadock discharge could

serve as a potantial safety valve in case of Plant shutdown in freezing
weather. In fact, the Karn-Weadock discharge will probably prove to be a
better merganser habitat than the cooling pond due to its potential for
harboring a larger fish population.

In summary we do not believe that waterfowl starvation is a potential problem.

|
i

i

i
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ATTACHMENT A

EMERGENCY PLANNING
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|

EMERGENCY PLANNING

The authority for general public evacuation in Michigan with respect to
nuclear power plant radiological incidents rests with the Emergency Services
Division of the Michigan State Police as delegated by the Michigan Emergency
Preparedness Act, Public Acts 1976. The description for implementation is
provided in the Michigan Emergency Preparedness Plan (MEPP) for which each
State agency involved prepares its own annex. A description of the actions to
be considered in the development of local evacuation plans is provided in
Annex A of the MEPP. Those evacuation actions will be developed in accordance
with the following quote from the most recent revision of the MEPP which
states that evacuation plans are to:

Be developed in coordination with other jurisdictions that may bea.
involved in the evacuation and/or reception or through which
evacuation routes may pass;

b. Designate areas which are likely to require evacuation from
potential radioactive contamination and identify points of safety
nearby;

c. Establish primary and alternate evacuation routes;

d. Identify and make arrangements with sources of transportation for
mass evacuation;

Provide emergency crews (monitoring teams, etc) with access tce.

the area (s) being evacuated;

f. Provide for barricading access roads to the contaminated or
restricted area;

g. Designate evacuee assembly and departure points to expedite mass
evacuation;

h. Set up procedures for orderly access to, progress along, and exit
from evacuation routes;

i. Designate relocation sites and coordinate reception arrangements
with the Red Cross, Salvation Army and other appropriate welfare,
relief and agriculture agencies to include monitoring of evacuees
at relocation centers; registering;

j. Consider special needs for evacuation of school children,
hospital patients and other groups which may require specialized
transportation and other attention;

k. Provide for alert and warning of persons located in a potential
evacuation area; and

1. Provide for preparation and dissemination of appropriate
instructions to the general public.

miO582-0961o131
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i

; The Emergency Services Division of the Michigan State Police, the lead agency
within the State for coordinating emergency preparedness, will provide
direction in the preparation and exercise of plans and procedures for use by
local jurisidictions in responding to any radiological emergencies related to
the Midland Plant. Specifically, the planning will include assuring that
adequate evacuation plans exist prior to start-up of the first unit of the
Midland Plant.

'

The decision to evacuate is based on an evaluation of the radiological and
meteorological conditions made by the Department of Public Health. On
notification that evacuation is or may be necessary the affected local
emergency jurisdiction will take action as provided in the local emergency
operations plan. The Department of Public Health will base its determination
upon the criteria given in Annex Q to the MEPP. This criteria is in turn
based upon the US Environmental Protection Agency guidance. The Department of
Public Health will be utilizing both its own resources and data and

; recommendations provided by Consumers Power Company in making protective
action determinations.,

!
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ATTACHMENT B

ROUTINE RELEASES OF RADI0 ACTIVE

AIRBORNE EFFLUENTS AND

COOLING POND FOG INTERACTION

i
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B-2

ROUTINE RELEASES OF RADI0 ACTIVE
AIRBORNE EFFLUENTS AND

COOLING POND F0G INTERACTION

Based on the nature of cooling pond fog, the amount and type of routine
airborne radioactive effluents, and the elevation of these routine releases,
any potential effects of steam fog interaction with routine radioactive
releases is not expected to have any significant impact on the existing
projections or conclusions of tae DES concerning annual dose commitments.

As noted in DES Table C-1, the major pathways for routine releases of radio-
active airborne ef fluents are the reactor building stacks, auxiliary building
stack, and air ejector exhausts. All of these pathways have elevated release
points in contrast to the cooling pond fog which eminates from ground level.
Releases from these pathways consist largely of noble gases. Calculated
releases of particulates and halogens represent less than 0.01% of the noble
gas contribution according to the DES. Noble gases do not adsorb on dust
particulate nor partition out in condensed steam (fog) in any significant
quantity to merit consideration with regard to the hypothesized interaction.
Of the remaining radioactive materials routinely released during plant
operation, the vast majority of these releases come from the reactor building
and auxiliary building which are elevated releases with discharge points
approximately 166 feet above grade.

There are no routine radioactive releases to the cooling pond. Consequently,
pond fog should carry no radioactivity above that which is experienced as
normal background. If the pond fog plume remains localized and low to the
ground as normally expected, the elevated releases of routine airborne
effluent should not pass directly into the fog, thereby eliminating any chance
of the potential interaction. If the fog plume rises, the positive buoyancy
of the fog would act to make the associated radioactive release buoyant and
rise as well. Independent of any potential interaction, this would subject
the release to a greater degree of diffusion, thereby reducing offsite doses.
It should be noted that independent of specific fog conditions, the cooling
pond will generally act as a localized buoyant effect to any plume
transversing its surface area.

Finally, a cooling pond fog interaction with radioactive materials has not
been observed at Dresden (ie the plant referenced in several intervenor -

comments on fogging). The environmental monitoring program at Dresden has
documented no abnormal levels of radioactivity offsite. This should not be
surprising. If interaction of pond fog with routine radioactive releases did
concentrate the effects of these low-level releases, the effect should have
already been observed at operating plants due to naturally occurring fog
conditions.

For the above-mentioned reasons, the potential interaction of cooling pond fog
with routine releases of low-level airborne radioactivity is not expected to
have any significant effect on the projections or conclusions of the DES on
annual dose commitments due to Midland Plant operation.

miO582-0993bl31
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ATTACIDENT C

BEIR III AND THE RESEARCH OF
L0 EWE AND MENDELSOHN
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C-2

BEIR III AND THE RESERACH OF
L0 EWE AND MENDELSOHN

Several commenters contend that researchers William Loewe and Edgar Mendelsohn
of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory have found that serious errors were made
in the radiation dose estimates of the Hiroshima and Nagaski atomic bomb
blasts. These data have been the basis for much of the current radiation dose
estimates, including those in the 1980 National Academy of Science Report.
The intervenors contentions appear to rely heavily on information f{gy anarticle by Elliot Marshall which appeared in Science, May 22, 1981 This
article states that the neutron radiation from the blast appears to have been
overestimated by a factor of 6 to 10. The article drew the conclusion that
the gamma rays were therefore more toxic than had been thought, since the
effects on human health remain the same.

The Marshall article is essentially accurate in repeating statements of
various people on the subject, however, it gives an erroneous view of the
implications of the study. Although the revisions proposed by Loewe and
Mendelsohn of the Hiroshima and Nagisaki doses (T65 dosimetry) have been
widely circulated in summary form, they have not been published. The proposed
Livermore revisions are being publicized instead by individuals whose
knowledge of the specifics of the study are incomplete and sometimes in error.
Loewe and Mendelsohn assert that the gamma dose in Hiroshima was grossly
underestimated in the T65 dosimetry, while the gamma doses in Nagasaki and the
neutron doses in both cities were overestimated. The net result is that the
risks for cancer, per rad, estimated on the linear hypothesis, change very
little.

In a letter written by William Loewe and Edgar Mendelsohn to Science (I)
responding to the Marshall article, Loewe and Mendelsohn stated: "We take
exception to statements that our results show gamma radiation is much more
hazardous than previously assumed." Marshall had stated in his article that
the Loewe and Mendelsohn conclusion of much lower neutron do
"thatthegammaraysweremoretoxicthanhadbeenthought."gg)estimatesimplyMarshall
failed to observe that the reduction in neutron dose was accompanied by a
substantial increase in gamma dose, a significant factor not supportive of the
quoted Marshall statement. Loewe and Mendelsohn further said in their letter:
"Thus any conclusions drawn in the past concerning the radiobiological effects
of gamma radiation in Nagaski could not change significantly on the basis of
our new dose estimates alone. We, therefore, fail to see h
abasisforassigningagreaterhazardtogammaradiation."gy)ourworkcanbe,
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